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The concept of integration of an electric vehicle (EV) drivetrain’s components into the charging process is not 
novel. It has been considered over the years in both industry and academia, which resulted in a number of published 
papers and patents in this area. Possibilities of charging from single-phase and three-phase mains were both considered. 
In the former group the charging power rating cannot exceed the limit set by the single-phase mains. Therefore, the 
topologies are characterised with low charging powers, leading to a long duration of the charging process. Although the 
topologies supplied form three-phase mains are capable of achieving fast charging, they were considered to a much 
lesser extent. The main reason is the undesirable torque production in machines integrated into the charging process 
during the battery charging, which is unavoidable when a three-phase machine of either synchronous or induction type 
is used.  
The thesis investigates integrated on-board battery chargers for electric vehicles (EVs) based on multiphase 
machines and multiphase power electronics. At present, EVs rely on three-phase systems for machine propulsion. 
However, recent advances in multiphase drive technology have firmly established their potential advantages over their 
three-phase counterparts for this application. One of the most notable features of multiphase drive systems is their 
excellent fault tolerance, which is highly desirable in EVs since it enables realisation of the requirement for “limp-
home” operation in the propulsion mode, in case of a fault. The thesis demonstrates that multiphase drives have an 
additional major advantage over three-phase systems in vehicular applications, which is related to the aspect of battery 
charging. It shows a clear superiority of multiphase over three-phase systems in designing integrated charging 
topologies for EVs. In order to support the statement, the thesis provides a multitude of novel charging solutions that 
incorporate multiphase machines and multiphase power electronics into the charging process. The developed solutions 
could contribute to achieve significantly faster and cost-free (or at a minimum additional cost) on-board chargers in the 
near future. 
The thesis demonstrates how additional degrees of freedom that exist in multiphase systems can be 
conveniently utilised to achieve torque-free charging operation. Therefore, although three-phase currents flow through 
machines’ stator windings, they are not capable of producing a torque; thus the machines do not have to be 
mechanically locked. The principal advantage is that either very few or no new elements are required in order to realise 
the charging process. Thus savings are made with regard to cost and weight, and available spare space in the vehicle is 
increased.  
The novel integrated charging solutions, developed in the thesis, are based on primarily five-phase, 
asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase, and asymmetrical and symmetrical nine-phase systems. Solutions with other 
phase numbers are also considered. Thus, in essence, all the possible phase numbers are encompassed by the research 
and the solutions are valid for both induction and synchronous machines. A common attribute of all discussed 
topologies is that they do not require a charger as a separate device since the charging function is performed by the 
drivetrain elements, predominantly a multiphase machine and an inverter. Further, each topology is capable of operating 
in both charging and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) mode. 
Three types of voltage sources are considered as a power supply for the charging process, namely single-phase, 
three-phase, and multiphase. For each supply type, and each phase number, viability of torque-free charging operation 
is theoretically assessed. Mathematical models of multiphase rectifiers are developed. For each topology equivalent 
scheme in the charging/V2G mode of operation is constructed. A control scheme, which aims at achieving unity power 
factor operation and complete suppression of the low order grid current harmonics, is designed for each solution. 
Finally, the validity of theoretical considerations and control algorithms for the developed solutions is experimentally 
assessed in charging, V2G, and propulsion mode of operation. Experimental performances of all discussed topologies 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Preliminary considerations 
Due to fossil fuel shortage and the global warming-related problems, internal combustion engine (ICE) 
vehicles will be replaced in the near future at a faster rate with electric vehicles (EVs). Some countries have already 
adopted action plans for this transition. In the US the forecast was for one million EVs by 2015 [Saber and 
Venayagamoorthy (2009)], while in the Netherlands the same number is anticipated until 2025 [Harikumaran et al 
(2012)]. In order to accomplish this changeover, some of the main goals that need to be achieved are an increase in the 
battery capacity, and development of suitable, preferably on-board, battery chargers, capable of realising fast battery 
charging that complies with grid standards [Electromagnetic compatibility EMC (1995), SAE international standards 
(2011)]. However, these two problems can be considered completely separately. Thus, in what follows, the focus is on 
the second problem, namely on on-board battery charging solutions. 
Fast battery chargers are mandatory for a wider use of EVs. There are two basic types of battery chargers, off-
board and on-board, and for both types many configurations have been proposed [Yilmaz and Krein (2011)]. However, 
only on-board chargers liberate their users from the need to search for charging stations, and allow them a freedom of 
charging their vehicles from almost any single-phase or three-phase (as appropriate) power socket. Also, on-board 
chargers in combination with EVs’ batteries are seen as a possible solution for the mass energy storage problem, which 
is currently one of the main concerns in the electric energy sector. EVs are for most of the time parked; hence, if 
integrated into the smart grid, they can accumulate the energy from the grid when the demand for the energy is low, and 
supply the grid with the energy when the demand is high (vehicle to grid, V2G concept) [Pillai and Bak-Jensen (2011), 
Kisacikoglu et al (2010)]. This requires a bidirectional on-board battery charger. It can be concluded that even in a 
futuristic scenario where off-board charging stations might be widely spread, on-board chargers will still be very 
desirable. 
On-board battery chargers typically have, in addition to advantages, also a few drawbacks. If made like a 
separate unit, which is currently the case with many EVs, they increase the cost of the vehicle by introducing new 
power electronics elements. Depending on the model the additional cost can be up to $ 3,000 [Tesla Roadster 
Specifiactions (2009)]. Their installation requires additional space and increases the weight. However, all these 
drawbacks can be overcome by integrating the existing propulsion motor and power electronics into the charging 
process [Haghbin et al (2013)]. 
It is to be noted that during the battery charging process most of the propulsion power electronics components 
are in an idle state. Moreover it can be observed that power electronics components of separate chargers have a great 
similarity with the existing components. The major part of a charger, a voltage source rectifier (VSR) that converts the 
ac voltage of the grid into the dc voltage capable of charging the battery is by hardware the same element as a voltage 
source inverter (VSI) which already exists in the powertrain. The second important part of a charger is a filter consisting 
of bulky inductive elements. However, propulsion machine windings are already of inductive nature. Thus if the 
existing power electronics components and the propulsion motor can be somehow integrated into the charging process 
instead of installing the new elements with the same capabilities, remarkable savings can be achieved. 
The main obstacle to a straightforward integration is that ac currents flowing through a machine can provide 
unwanted torque in the machine during the charging process. If that happens the motor has to be mechanically locked, 
or separated from the transmission system causing a decrease of its lifetime, audible noise, and increased cost of a 
system. However, three-phase ac currents flowing through a three-phase machine will always produce a rotating field. 
This is the main reason why in the beginning only single-phase integrated chargers where researched. Single-phase 
current flowing through the machine windings will result in either field absence or a pulsating field which is incapable 
of producing the average torque. Although they found their place in electric scooter industry, single-phase chargers are 
still very slow, and limited by the power of a single-phase source. While they may be very desirable as an additional 
asset to a fast (three-phase) charger, they are not capable of providing fast charging. 
Since a three-phase machine cannot be fully and conveniently integrated into the fast charging process, 
different types of machines started to be considered for this purpose. This resulted in the shift of the focus toward 
multiphase machines. In very recent past the first proposals for configurations integrating this type of machines were 
made, and one of these configurations will most likely be used in industry by Valeo [Sandulescu et al (2013)]. 
Multiphase drives are mainly used in high power applications. Their two main advantages over three-phase 
systems are reduced current (power) rating of the semiconductor switches and excellent fault-tolerant operation features 
[Levi et al (2007), Levi (2008)]. In general, multiphase machines are characterised with existence of additional degrees 
of freedom with regard to the control. This brings in an added advantage over their three-phase counterparts in 
applications related to the integrated on-board charging of EVs. These additional degrees of freedom can be used for 
both fast and slow battery charging without any torque production. 
A majority of EVs at present use a machine of induction type for propulsion [de Santiago et al (2012)], 
although permanent magnet (PM) synchronous machines are also a common choice, especially outside US. 
Nevertheless, currently only four integrated on-board solutions allow fast (three-phase) charging incorporating these 
types of machines. 











Fig. 1.1: Basic structure of an on-board integrated multiphase battery charging system. 
The aim of this research is to investigate the benefits of integration of multiphase machines into the charging 
process, and to try to produce new charging configurations. The focus will be on induction and PM machines, as these 
are, as noted, the two most common types of propulsion machines used in EVs. The basic configuration of an on-board 
integrated charger incorporating a multiphase machine into the charging process is given in Fig. 1.1. 
 Although multiphase machines have a great potential for integration into the charging process, they have not 
been sufficiently investigated for these applications. Their additional advantage in EV applications is a very good fault 
tolerance, since they can continue to operate normally (although with a decreased maximal torque) as long as there are 
at least three healthy phases. This brings an important benefit to a drive in cases when possibility of the uninterrupted 
motion is specified, as the case is in the most of the modern electric vehicles (‘limp-home’ mode). 
A final industrial standard for integrated on-board chargers is far from being set; thus every new configuration 
has a potential of being used in industry. Even the configurations that are presently employed in some industrial areas 
are applicable only for single-phase charging and have many downsides and the scope for improvements. Multiphase 
machines have not been yet used in industry for integrated charging, but are seen as a potential competitor to standard 
three-phase machines for these applications. Considering the growing need for EVs and predicted benefits of 
multiphase machine integration into the charging process, the research in this area is with a potentially high impact. 
In the following section a brief overview of the state-of-the-art in battery chargers for EVs, with emphasis 
placed on on-board integrated solutions, is given. 
1.2 An overview of integrated chargers for EVs 
 At present, research on integrated chargers for EVs is gaining on importance, as they combine multiple 
advantages. Some of these are: 
 Reduced cost (extra cost of new elements is avoided); 
 More space and better packaging (saved space which new elements would require); 
 Lighter system (this also means higher speed and lower power consumption). 
 There is a great incentive for this research since there is a huge market where the solutions could potentially 
penetrate. EV market is growing daily and the impact of this research will be seen in the years to come as new models 
enter the market. The research gathered momentum only in the last few years; however, the initial interest in this area is 
three decades old. 
 The first powertrain elements, considered for possible integration into the charging process, were switches of 
the inverter. In 1985 an idea of integrating single inverter switch into the dc-dc converter for single-phase charging 
process was patented [Slicker (1985)]. Five years later, the idea of integrating a whole inverter leg was presented in 
[Rippel (1990)], where it was used to operate the converter like a boost-regulated battery charger. The supply in both 
cases was from a single-phase diode bridge rectifier. A topology with two integrated inverter legs was presented in 
[Surada and Khaligh (2010)]. The supply was again from a single-phase source, but now a bidirectional operation was 
possible. The motor had to be disconnected from the inverter during the charging process.  
 A reactive power compensation study using a dc-link capacitor of an integrated inverter is reported in 
[Kisacikoglu et al (2010)]. It is shown that a reactive power control does not cause a degradation of the battery life, and 
that is why reactive power compensation instead of V2G operation is considered. 
 The integration of a multilevel converter into the charging process was presented in [Josefsson et al (2010)]. It 
is proposed to disconnect the motor during the charging mode, and to use a converter for the bidirectional charging with 
excellent fault-tolerant performance. The converter was made from multiple H-bridge cells. The main advantage of the 
multilevel converters is that the input is spread across several units; thus, due to reduced voltage of each unit, various 
semiconductor technologies can be employed. Still, it is not yet clear if this multilevel technology can be introduced in 
a vehicle operation due to a lack of research on the energy utilisation and the efficiency optimisation with these types of 
converters. 
 As stated above, inverter integration has some advantages. However, in most cases, during the charging 
process, the machine needs to be disconnected from the inverter, which includes additional cost of the hardware 
reconfiguration. A better idea is therefore to try to integrate both the inverter and the propulsion motor. Not only that 
the reconfiguration cost could be reduced in this manner, but also the machine windings could play an important role as 
voltage harmonic filters for the charging process. 
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 The initial solutions for both inverter and motor integration, presented in 1985 [Slicker (1985), Thimmesh 
(1985)], were characterised with limited integration and had many drawbacks. The first remarkable integrated solution 
in this area was reported in [Rippel and Cocconi (1992)]. The idea was to use isolated neutral points of two motors as 
connecting points for a single-phase supply. There was no torque developed in the machines during charging, since the 
same currents were flowing through the windings, and the stator leakage inductance was used for filtering. Moreover, 
the solution is bidirectional and it does not require a hardware reconfiguration between the propulsion and charging 
mode. In the same document a configuration that uses a single motor with two isolated sets of windings instead of two 
separate motors is proposed. The operating principle remained the same. 
 The idea of using a machine’s neutral point for connecting the voltage source was later investigated to a larger 
extent. A solution utilising four neutral points of four motors is presented in [Sang Joon and Seung Ki (1994)]. The first 
two motors are used in the same manner as in the previous solution and the remaining two motors with their converters 
were used as a part of two buck-type converters. The solution has a limited application potential because it is applicable 
only for vehicles with four propulsion motors. Another configuration employing the same idea is presented in [Solero 
(2001)]. This configuration now has the advantage of containing a single motor. Output from a diode bridge rectifier is 
used as a voltage source. The configuration found place in a prototype of an electric scooter aimed for Far-East markets. 
A shortcoming of the solution is that it is not bidirectional. 
 In 2009 an additional advantage of configurations using the isolated neutral point of a machine was 
established. Until then all inverter legs attached to a single machine were operated simultaneously to ensure a torque-
free operation. In [Pellegrino et al (2009a)] it is shown how the switching of inverter legs can be spread over the 
switching period to improve the efficiency of the previous configuration. Although all the legs still have the same turn-
on time, their carriers are shifted by 120˚. A significant current ripple reduction was reported for the same switching 
frequency because of the ripple cancellation among the phases. A year later, in [Gui-Jia and Lixin (2010)], the same 
idea was applied to a two-motor drive of [Rippel and Cocconi (1992)], with a very similar conclusion. It is noted that a 
grid phase current ripple frequency is three times higher than the ripple frequency of the individual phase currents 
flowing through the machine. In [Dong-Gyun et al (2011)] an interleaving solution with two machines is found to be 
superior to the one with a single machine. The comparison was based on the grid current ripple as a figure of merit. 
 A completely different integration idea, which now does not include access to the machine’s neutral point, is 
presented in [Cocconi and Calif (1994)]. The solution employs a three-phase machine and an inverter. In the charging 
mode an inverter leg is disconnected from its corresponding machine phase and a single-phase supply is inserted 
between them. The system in the charging mode operates like a boost switching regulator and a bidirectional and near-
unity power factor operation can be achieved. There is only a pulsating field developed in the machine, thus an average 
torque is not generated during the process. The configuration is presently employed in industry. 
 All of the previously considered configurations use a single-phase voltage source. Although it is widely 
available, it is inferior to a three-phase voltage source for battery charging applications in a vehicle. Single-phase 
systems require one conductor less than the three-phase systems, but have three times smaller power for the same per-
phase voltage and current rating. Even bigger limitation for single-phase systems is the small current (power) that can 
be taken out of a socket, resulting in a slow charging. For fast charging three-phase systems have to be utilised. 
As noted, induction and PM synchronous machines are the two most common types of propulsion machines in 
EVs [de Santiago et al (2012)]. However, only four integrated on-board solutions [Kinoshita (1997), Lacressonniere 
and Cassoret (2005), Haghbin et al (2011), De Sousa et al (2010)] have been reported so far as being capable of 
performing fast (three-phase) battery charging incorporating these types of machines. 
In [Kinoshita (1997)] the simplest connection of three-phase voltage source to a three-phase machine is 
investigated. In the charging mode, the neutral point of the machine’s winding is opened leaving the machine in open-
end winding configuration. Phase windings retain their connections to the inverter, while their other terminal is now 
attached to a three-phase grid. During the charging mode a rotating field like the one in the propulsion mode is 
developed. Thus, in order to prevent rotation, the rotor has to be mechanically locked, which represents a severe 
drawback. 
In [Lacressonniere and Cassoret (2005)], an isolated topology is proposed. Isolation takes place in the 
machine, which is operated like a transformer during the charging mode. However, this solution increases the cost of 
the drive system since it requires a wound rotor, so that the isolation advantage is completely overshadowed. 
Another isolated solution is presented in [Haghbin et al (2011)]. It avoids the additional cost of wound rotor by 
using an asymmetrical six phase machine with two isolated neutral points. This type of machine has two sets of three-
phase windings spatially shifted by 30˚. In the charging mode one set is connected to the inverter and plays a role of a 
secondary transformer winding set while the other set is connected to the grid and plays the role of a primary 
transformer winding set. In contrast to the previous two, this one has an industrial potential. 
 Finally, only the solution of [De Sousa et al (2010)] has an advantage of no torque development in the machine 
during the charging. It uses a configuration with a three-phase machine in which, during the charging mode, three-phase 
grid connections are attached to the three middle points of the machine windings. Hence the machine operates as a 
three-phase in propulsion mode, while it is an equivalent of a symmetrical six-phase machine in the charging mode; the 
half-windings of each phase in spatial opposition are paralleled for the charging and are thus supplied with the same 
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currents, causing cancellation of the rotating field. The solution is currently being considered for use in future EVs by 
Valeo [Sandulescu et al (2013)]. Moreover, it currently presents the only on-board integrated fast (three-phase) 
charging configuration in general without the requirement of hardware reconfiguration between the charging and 
propulsion mode of operation. 
1.3 Novelty and originality of the thesis 
The aim of this research has been development of alternative charging configurations that could potentially be 
utilised in conjunction with induction and PM machines and it has focused on multiphase machines. The basic idea that 
has been used throughout the research is a transfer of the excitation from the flux/torque producing α-β plane to non-
flux/torque producing plane(s). Depending on the considered topology, the transfer of the excitation may be complete 
(i.e. no currents in the flux/torque producing α-β plane during charging) or partial (some current remains to flow in the 
α-β plane, but its nature is such that rotating field is not developed). In this manner the excitation of the machine will 
not lead to the average torque production; hence, the machine will stay at standstill, and it will be used as a simple 
inductive-resistive element. During the charging mode the same principles of multiphase machine analysis are 
applicable as in the propulsion mode.  
The transfer of the machine’s excitation, be it complete or partial, can be accomplished in various ways. One 
of these is the change of the order in which phases of a supply are connected to a machine and this typically requires 
some sort of a hardware reconfiguration. Another possibility is utilisation of multiple neutral points in the machine’s 
stator winding for connection of the single-phase or three-phase supply, in which case hardware reconfiguration will 
typically not be needed. The research has focused on achieving the excitation transfer with as little reconfiguration as 
possible, due to the fact that every additional contactor or a switch increases the total cost of the system and, by doing 
so, diminishes the effect of the integration. 
The main objectives of the conducted research can be summarised as follows: 
1. To develop new integrated charging topologies employing multiphase machines with various phase numbers. 
The topologies are considered in conjunction with single-phase, three-phase and multiphase voltage source 
regarded as being available at the charging station. 
2. To perform theoretical investigation of machines’ behaviour during charging mode of operation. The major 
task of the analysis is an assessment of whether a torque is produced in a machine during the process.   
3. To develop suitable control algorithms for the developed topologies. The aim is to achieve unity power factor 
operation at the grid side, with good suppression of low-order harmonics in grid currents.  
4. To develop experimental rig for various integrated charging topologies.  
5. To perform experimental testing of dynamic and steady state operation in both charging and propulsion mode 
of operation for selected configurations.  
6. To consolidate experimental results and perform detailed comparative analysis of all experimental results for 
the analysed configurations. 
The original research results, obtained during the work on this thesis, have been published in eight conference 
papers [Subotic et al (2013a), Subotic et al (2013b), Subotic et al (2013c), Subotic et al (2014a), Subotic et al (2014b), 
Subotic et al (2014c), Bodo et al (2014), Subotic et al (2015d)] and three journal papers [Subotic et al (2015a), Subotic 
et al (2015b), Subotic et al (2015c)] (Appendix B). Results that are currently in preparation for publication relate to 
topologies employing six-phase machines with direct grid connection, as well as single-phase charging solutions for the 
studied topologies. 
 
1.4 Organisation of the thesis 
 The thesis is divided into 7 chapters. 
 Chapter 1 contains a brief overview of the existing battery charging systems for EVs. It starts with non-
integrated chargers, and a transition from low towards higher levels of integration is explained in logical steps. 
Advantages of on-board and integrated systems are detailed, and their applications in industry are addressed. The need 
for the research on fast charging solutions incorporating multiphase machines into the charging process is thus 
identified. Research aim and objectives are set forth at the end of the chapter. 
 Chapter 2 contains a literature review of the state-of-the-art in battery chargers for electrical vehicles. The 
starting point are the off-board charging solutions. Non-integrated on-board solutions are then explained and compared 
with off-board solutions. The focus is placed on integrated on-board charging solutions, where each configuration is 
elaborated and its advantages and drawbacks identified. All the on-board charging solutions are quantitatively 
compared in the tabular format at the end of the chapter. 
 Chapter 3 presents new charging configurations with multiphase machines, which have been studied at a 
theoretical level within the work on this project. Three possible types of the grid supply are considered as a voltage 
source: single-phase, three-phase, and multiphase. For a multiphase source, all sources with an odd number of phases 
are covered, and for the even phase numbers only the asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase cases are included. All 
the configurations in this chapter have an advantage of no average torque production during the charging mode, and 
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some of them also do not need reconfiguration between the propulsion and the charging mode of operation. A great 
majority of configurations is characterised with the absence of the magnetic field generation in the air-gap of the 
machine. 
 Chapter 4 discusses principle of operation of multiphase voltage source rectifiers. Basic principles of operation 
are given and operating limits are discussed. A general mathematical model of the voltage source rectifier (VSR), 
applicable not only for three-phase systems, but also for multiphase systems, is derived. 
Chapter 5 considers the control for the configurations detailed in Chapter 3 in charging mode of operation. As 
in Chapter 3, configurations are grouped into three major categories: those with multiphase supply, with single-phase 
supply, and with three-phase supply. Complete voltage oriented control (VOC) algorithms, capable of controlling the 
considered systems in the charging mode, are given. Experiments are performed in order to provide validation of both 
theoretical considerations from Chapter 3, and the proposed control from this chapter. It should be noted that 
experimental results confirm the performance predicted by simulations. Although the simulation results are not included 
in the thesis, they can be found in publications [Subotic et al (2013a), Subotic et al (2013b), Subotic et al (2013c), 
Subotic et al (2014a), Subotic et al (2014b), Subotic et al (2014c), Bodo et al (2014), Subotic et al (2015c)]. The 
decision to omit them from the thesis is justified by the fact that they would not contribute with any new information. 
They would however introduce unnecessary repetition, which would be substantial considering the number of 
developed and assessed topologies. 
Chapter 6 discusses propulsion mode of operation of the proposed integrated topologies. Well-known control 
algorithms for multiphase machines are briefly elaborated. Experiments in propulsion mode of operation are performed 
using a five-phase, an asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase, and an asymmetrical nine-phase machine (all of 
induction motor type). Performance and current harmonic suppression are assessed in both steady state and in transient. 
 Chapter 7 gives a summary of the completed work. Main conclusions are given and directions for further 
course of investigation are detailed. 
 Chapter 7 is followed by the list of references used in the Thesis. 
 Finally, Appendix A contains experimental rig data, while the list of publications that have resulted from the 
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CHAPTER 2: STATE-OF-THE-ART IN BATTERY CHARGERS FOR ELECTRICAL 
VEHICLES 
2.1 Introduction 
 As noted in section 1.1, due to fossil fuel shortage and the global warming-related problems, in the near future 
internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles will be replaced at a faster rate with electric vehicles (EVs). In order to 
accomplish this transition, two main goals need to be achieved: the battery capacity must be increased and suitable, 
preferably on-board, battery chargers must be developed, capable of realising fast battery charging. Batteries and on-
board chargers for EVs are also seen as a possible solution for the mass energy storage problem, which is currently one 
of the main concerns in the electric energy sector. EVs are for most of the time parked; hence, if integrated into the 
smart grid, they can accumulate the energy from the grid when the demand for the energy is low, and supply the grid 
with the energy when the demand is high (vehicle-to-grid, V2G concept). This requires a bidirectional on-board battery 
charger. On the other hand, since V2G technology is still very far from mature and widely spread, the chargers without 
bidirectional capability will still be needed in the foreseeable future. Final industrial standard for on-board battery 
chargers has not been introduced yet, and numerous new solutions have been reported in recent times. In this chapter, a 
review of different battery charging topologies for EVs is reported and comprehensive quantitative comparison of the 
described on-board topologies is made, which identifies the advantages and shortcomings of each solution. 
2.2 Off-board battery charging systems 
 The main purpose of an off-board charger is to provide a fast (level 3) charging which complies with the grid 
rules. Fast charging, as a term, is not strictly defined. One of the most frequently utilised classifications of chargers for 
electrical vehicles defines three charging levels [Rawson and Kateley (1998)]: level 1 charging is up to 120 V and 15 A, 
level 2 is up to 240 V and 60 A, and level 3 charging is charging rated at more than 14.4 kW.   
 Li-type batteries are widely regarded as the best choice for EVs and almost every modern EV has a Li battery 
[de Santiago et al (2012)]. The common energy storages are from 10 to 85 kWh, and the ranges are between 100 and 
480 km. There are various techniques of controlling the charging process for energy optimization, especially if 
temperature is not constant. However, when the temperature is constant, it has been proven that the CC/CV (constant 
current/constant voltage) method is near optimal for minimal energy losses [Inoa and Jin (2011)]. 
 There is currently a variety of off-board charging configurations for EVs. However, the great majority of them 
fit into a few groups of basic configurations, which are discussed in the following subsections. 
2.2.1 Ac-dc converter 
 One of the best known ac-dc converters is a single-phase boost PFC (power factor correction) rectifier, which 
is shown in Fig. 2.1. The inductor on the dc-side of the rectifier allows operation like a boost chopper. The current taken 






Fig. 2.1: Single-phase boost PFC rectifier. 
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Fig. 2.2: Phase-modular delta rectifier 
 When the configuration and the mode of operation of the single-phase PFC rectifier are applied to three-phase 
systems, new configurations called phase-modular rectifiers are created. There are two types of phase-modular 
rectifiers: phase-modular star rectifiers [Greul et al (2003)] (when single-phase PFC rectifiers are connected in star 
connection), and phase-modular delta rectifiers [Greul et al (2006)] (when single-phase PFC rectifiers are connected in 
delta connection – Fig. 2.2). Phase-modular delta rectifiers have a number of advantages over phase-modular star 
rectifiers, which therefore have minor industrial potential. The major advantage of the phase-modular delta rectifiers is 
that the three single-phase subsystems are decoupled and each subsystem can be controlled independently. At the output 
stage three individual dc voltages are obtained, thus there is the necessity for three isolated dc-dc converters to connect 
these to a single dc output. The fact that a line voltage is applied to each subsystem can be considered to be a drawback 
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as well as an advantage. This means that a higher voltage is provided at the output of the modules, or if a reduced 
voltage is required, power semiconductors with higher voltage blocking capability have to be used. On the other hand, if 
diodes in the front end of each subsystem are replaced with three-phase transistor bridges connected to each mains 
phase, then even with the failure of a mains phase fully rated post-fault operation can be achieved, which is a great 
advantage of the system. 
 Another way to apply the configuration of a single-phase PFC rectifier to three-phase systems is to insert an 
additional diode leg in the input. As a result, each phase would have its own diode leg [Prasad et al (1991)]. This direct 
application of singe-phase configuration to three-phase systems results in a rectifier with poor efficiency. Although the 
output voltage is controllable, the current THD is around 30%, which is way beyond the permitted limit for EV 
chargers. A similar version of this system is obtainable if boost inductor is moved from the dc to the ac side and spread 
over the phases. However, this cannot significantly decrease the current THD.  
 The only way to improve the current quality is to insert additional fully controllable semiconductors to the 
system, for enhancing the control. One such system with improved controllability is presented in Fig. 2.3. The idea is to 
achieve sinusoidal currents with unity power factor by independently controlling currents in the positive and negative 
dc-bus. Currents in the positive and negative dc-bus rails should be controlled to be proportional to the voltages that are 
applied to the dc-buses, which are two phase voltages with the greatest absolute value in that particular instant. The 
difference between currents in the positive and negative dc-bus rails should then be injected into the idle phase [Salmon 
(1994)]. The injection is realised through a configuration of six switches. In each instant only a single switch is turned 
on, the one that is allowing a connection to the idle mains phase. If the system is symmetrical, the difference of two 
currents that will be injected in idle mains phase will be proportional to that idle phase voltage. Thus, in each instant 
three-phase currents and three-phase voltages will be proportional. Transistor T+ is controlling the current in the 
positive dc-bus rail, and T- is controlling the current in the negative dc-bus rail, thus the ratio between phase voltages 
and currents can be controlled. The six switches that are allowing current injection cannot be used for controlling this 
ratio because their mode of operation is completely determined by mains voltages. Frequency of the current that flows 
through injection line is three times higher than the mains frequency, but during the period (360) only two segments 
(each of 60 duration) of this current are injected into a single phase. However, the term “third harmonic injection 
rectifier” is customarily used in accordance with the complete injected current. 
 The system is capable of fault-tolerant operation in case of a mains phase failure. In this case, it would operate 
at a lower power but still with sinusoidal currents. The fault-tolerant operation is achievable by turning off permanently 
all six switches for current injection, and by simultaneously controlling the transistors T+ and T-. This manner of 
operation would transform the system into a single-phase PFC rectifier. The only difference with regard to the standard 











Fig. 2.4: Modified hybrid third harmonic injection 
rectifier. 
 A somewhat similar system is presented in Fig. 2.4. Two inductors in the dc-bus rails are replaced with one 
inductor in the injection branch, and the diode in the dc-bus is removed. The smoothing capacitance is removed from 
the output stage of the rectifier. The dc-bus voltage of this system is the direct output of the diode bridge, thus it is only 
dependent on mains voltages and cannot be regulated. This presents the major drawback of the system. However, if a 
dc-dc converter is connected to this rectifier, the output voltage is controllable, input currents can be sinusoidal, and a 
unity power factor can be achieved [Kolar and Friedli (2011)]. Thus, the application value of this rectifier should be 
assessed only by considering the whole configuration (including a specific dc-dc converter). 
 As can be seen from the scheme, if the transistors T+ and T- are switched on at the same time this would cause 
a short circuit between the two mains phases that have the biggest absolute values of voltages at that instant. Control 
algorithm should include precautions such that this state cannot be obtained. Except for this difference, the principle of 
operation of the conventional hybrid third-harmonic injection filter can be used for obtaining sinusoidal voltages. 
 A configuration in which diode bridge commutates at the switching frequency is shown in Fig. 2.5 [Soeiro et al 
(2011)]. Switches are connected in delta, and thus the name: delta-switch rectifier. Switches are able to fully control 
conduction state of the diode bridge; thus they are able to control the output voltage, which is determined only by the 
conduction state of the diode bridge. The voltage is controlled using PWM method. Reference values for voltages are 
obtained by phase current controllers after star-delta transformation. This topology is capable of not just providing a 
unity power factor, but also of providing any angle lower than ±30 between currents and voltages. This might be useful 
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for grid reactive power compensation, but due to the regulations for permitted power factor, this possibility is unlikely 
to find application in the charging process.  
 Fault-tolerant operation is possible in case of a failure of one mains phase. In that case four switches that 
connect that phase to the other two must be kept in the off state. The remaining two switches should be controlled 
simultaneously. This would lead to the well-known single-phase PFC rectifier, which operates with line voltages and 
sinusoidal mains currents. 
ac
 
Fig. 2.5: Delta-switch rectifier. 
ac
 
Fig. 2.6: Vienna rectifier. 
 The previous configuration does not have physical mid-point of the output voltage. One somewhat different 
configuration, with the physical mid-point, is the Vienna rectifier depicted in Fig. 2.6. The switches are in star 
connection and star point is connected to the newly formed mid-point of the output voltage, obtained using two identical 
capacitors in series. The advantage of having a physical mid-point is an additional degree of freedom in terms of the 
diode bridge input voltage. Now, a phase voltage can be connected to the output voltage mid-point in addition to the 
connection to the positive and negative dc-bus. This is why this configuration is a three-level converter, which 
introduces numerous advantages [Ming et al (2012)]. One of them is that the voltage blocking capability of transistors 
can be reduced because voltage applied to them is twice smaller than before. In addition to that, the voltage drop on 
inductances is lower, thus the mains current ripple is reduced and lower rated boost inductors can be used. EMI noise is 
reduced due to the switching of reduced voltages. The existence of the output voltage mid-point introduces the need for 
balancing of the two output voltages. One of the techniques for achieving this is to add an offset to the phase current 
reference values, which can provide the system with ability of charging the lower or upper capacitor. 
 A configuration which is widely used in industry is the six-switch converter, presented in Fig. 2.7 [Capecce et 
al (2003)]. Unlike the other configurations discussed so far, this one is bidirectional. It can work like an inverter if the 
power needs to be supplied back to the grid. In the rectifying mode it can control the voltages of each phase 
independently of the input currents. This configuration is a two-level converter, because only two voltage levels 
(positive and negative) can be applied with reference to the virtual mid-point of the dc-bus. The system is capable of 
fault-tolerant operation in case of a mains phase failure. 
ac
 




Fig. 2.8: Active six-switch buck PFC rectifier. 
 A unidirectional buck-type converter is presented in Fig. 2.8 [Stupar et al (2011)]. A buck converter with 
uncontrollable three-phase diode bridge is not capable of providing sinusoidal currents, thus switches have to be added 
to the system to improve the controllability by blocking the voltages and stopping the current flow. A current will flow 
only in the path where two transistors are turned on, thus the output current can be switched between phases in a 
manner that will provide sinusoidal mains currents. Output voltage can be regulated by controlling the freewheeling 
state, which occurs when two transistors in the same leg are turned on. Conduction losses in the freewheeling state can 
be reduced by adding a freewheeling diode. 
 Unlike boost PFC rectifiers, buck type PFC rectifiers do not use information on controlled dc current values, 
which results in inability to correct variations of dc currents and parasitic timing errors. This is why the boost PFC 
rectifiers generally have better mains current quality than the buck type. 
 A buck converter that uses current injection, known as Swiss rectifier, is shown in Fig. 2.9 [Soeiro et al 
(2012)]. Unlike in a previously considered configuration, commutation of the diode bridge is not performed at the 
switching frequency. In contrast to the boost third-harmonic injection rectifier, inductor is now placed at the right hand 
side, creating a boost rectifier. The current injection is performed in a similar way like in the third-harmonic current 
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injection boost rectifier. Current injection is applied to the phase which has the smallest absolute value of the voltage at 
that particular instant. The system is only capable of operation with zero phase shift between the input voltages and 
currents. 
 Dimensioning of the input capacitors is dependent on the manner of control. The PWM modulation of switches 
in the dc-bus rails can be performed in phase or in counter-phase. If the switches work in phase one with the other, the 
current in the injection branch is minimized. If they work in counter-phase, the output dc current ripple will be 
minimized, but the current ripple in the injection branch will be increased, and larger capacitances will be required at 
the front of the rectifier. 
ac
 
Fig. 2.9: Swiss rectifier. 
 A similar buck converter can be designed using a third-harmonic injection PFC rectifier in combination with a 
dc-dc buck converter [Kolar and Friedli (2011)] (Fig. 2.10). The dc-dc buck converter can ensure constant power 
consumption, which can be independent of the output voltage. This configuration has the advantage of low conduction 
losses, which is due to the fact that only one semiconductor switches the full current. This also means that only that 
transistor has to be fully rated. The advantage of the configuration is a reduced number of the power semiconductors 
and the lack of high frequency variations of the output common mode (CM) voltage. 
ac
 
Fig. 2.10: Combination of the active filter third-harmonic injection rectifier and the dc-dc buck converter. 
 Configurations described so far cover the most of the ac-dc stages of off-board chargers. There are also some 
atypical solutions, like the one presented in [Kuperman et al (2010)], where the ac-dc stage uses three-phase diode 
bridge rectifier and an active power filter. The configuration results in uncontrolled dc stage which is then routed to six 
interleaved groups of two dc-dc converters which are able of controlling the output voltage or current. These atypical 
solutions cannot be classified into neat groups, and have to be considered individually. Since they are typically of minor 
importance here, more detailed review of these topologies is beyond the scope. 
2.2.2 Dc-dc converter 
 Off-board chargers require a galvanic isolation between a vehicle and the grid. This is in most cases 
accomplished by using a high frequency transformer integrated into a dc-dc converter. Solutions employing a low 
frequency transformer on the grid side and non-isolated dc-dc converters are possible [Yu et al (2010)], but not typical. 
One of the most commonly used dc-dc converters for off-board chargers that provides galvanic isolation is the phase-
shifted zero voltage transition (ZVT) full-bridge converter [Yu-Kang et al (2011)] (Fig. 2.11). ZVT means that every 
switch is turned on while current passes through its anti-parallel diode, which significantly reduces turn-on switching 
losses. 
 Operating principle of the presented phase-shifted converter differs from the conventional (without phase shift) 
full bridge dc-dc converter by shapes of the switching signals that are applied to the switches. In the conventional full 
bridge converter transistors T1 and T4 are operated simultaneously, and when they are turned on a positive square 
voltage is applied to the primary winding of the transformer for some required time. Transistors T2 and T3 are also 
operated simultaneously but they are turned on 180 after transistors T1 and T4, applying a negative square voltage to 
the primary winding. Thus, over a control period, a high frequency ac voltage is applied to the transformer. Downside 
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Fig. 2.11: Phase-shifted ZVT full-bridge dc-dc converter. 
 In the phase-shifted ZVT full bridge dc-dc converter switches T1 and T4 are not operated simultaneously. 
First, T1 is turned on and after a phase shift switch T4 is turned on. Transistors T2 and T3 are turned on after a 180 
delay from the turning on instants of the transistors T1 and T4, respectively. This phase shift between switching the 
transistors T1 and T4 allows a ZVT operation by adding necessary dead time. This topology can achieve higher 
efficiency than a conventional full bridge topology due to the use of undesired parasitic elements of the semiconductors 
and the transformer leakage inductance to make the resonant transitions. This topology has the advantage of PWM 
control, reduced switching losses, and high efficiency under high input voltage. However, the resonance is load-current 
dependent, thus ZVT operation can be utilised only during a corresponding power level. Converter parameters should 
be designed with respect to this fact so that high charging currents (which are present more than 80% of the time) for 
fast charging can be obtained under ZVT, even if that means that with low currents operation cannot be in the same 
(ZVT) mode. 
 Another representative dc-dc topology with isolation on the dc-dc side is a half-bridge LLC converter 
[Gopiyani et al (2010)] (Fig. 2.12). Here Lm is the magnetising inductor, which is present due to the nature of a 
transformer, and Lr and Cr are the resonant inductor and the resonant capacitor. Losses at the output side are reduced by 
soft commutation of diodes in a centre-tapped rectifier, and the size is reduced due to the absence of a bulky inductor. 
Between control signals for the switches T1 and T2 there is a phase shift of 180. When a square voltage is applied to 
the resonant LC circuit, it will only allow the fundamental voltage to pass, and a sinusoidal waveform for soft switching 
will result. There are two different resonant frequencies between Lr/Cr and (Lm+Lr)/Cr. Operating mode of the converter 
is dependent on these two frequencies, thus the converter can operate in a zero current switching (ZCS) or a zero 
voltage switching (ZVS) mode. Generally, for electric vehicle off-board chargers, ZVS is a better option because at the 
high input voltages for the ZCS efficiency is remarkably reduced, and switching frequency is limited due to the turn-on 
losses. 
 Compared to the other resonant topologies this topology has the advantage of high efficiency at high input 
voltage, can operate under ZVS mode with a wide range of loads, and has low voltage stress on the output diodes. The 
major drawback of this topology is that the output voltage is adjusted by changing the switching frequency, which can 







Fig. 2.12: Half-bridge LLC dc-dc converter. 
 
Fig. 2.13: Three-phase interleaved dc-dc converter. 
 If isolation is provided on the ac side of the converter, than interleaved buck converter can be used for the 
energy efficient dc-dc conversion [Garcia et al (2006)] (Fig. 2.13). In contrast to the traditional buck converter, 
interleaved buck converters do not need a bulky inductor. Instead of using a configuration with single bulky inductor, 
multi-phase interleaved converters are used. The system has a higher frequency, which is equal to the fundamental 
frequency multiplied by the number of phases, resulting current ripple cancelation and an increased efficiency. Output 
current ripples are mainly compensated because they oppose each other, thus the output filter is not needed. Due to the 
use of multiple inductors, the current sharing makes possible utilization of lower rated inductors. Control of the 
converter is phase-shifted PWM control, where phase shift between the phases equals 360 divided by the number of 
phases. It is shown that using more than three (e.g. 16 or 36) parallel stages could be very beneficial in vehicular 
applications. 
 In [Dusmez et al (2011)] the topologies discussed in this subsection are compared and it is shown that a phase-
shifted full bridge converter has the lowest efficiency, while a half bridge LLC dc-dc converter has the highest 
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efficiency under ZVS mode. Interleaved buck converter is shown to be probably the best solution if isolation is not 
required, due to its low current ripple which can significantly extend the battery cycle life. 
 Moreover, if a charging station with multiple off-board chargers is considered, additional storage element on 
the dc-bus of the station system could be used to provide additional energy if the demand in certain instants exceeds the 
capability of the grid tie. It is shown that this solution can be used for elimination of the dc-side ripple and ac-side 
harmonics [Bai and Lukic (2011)]. 
 It should be noted that the off-board configurations discussed so far can be used for on-board chargers; thus in 
many cases the configurations are designated as on-board chargers, e.g. [Gallardo-Lozano et al (2011), Tae-Hoon et al 
(2011)]. However, these solutions do not have anything that differentiates them from off-board chargers. The charger is 
simply physically moved from the charging station to the vehicle, enabling now battery charging through an ac 
connection (three-phase or single-phase), rather than dc connection of the vehicle to the charging station. 
2.2.3 Inductive (wireless) chargers 
 To complete a review of off-board chargers it is necessary to address inductive chargers. Inductive 
(contactless) chargers, in addition to drawbacks, have some advantages over conventional (contact) chargers. 
Conventional, plug-in chargers have increased risk of electrocution in a wet environment. When the temperature is low 
connectors on the vehicle may freeze. In addition to that, cables of the plug-in chargers contribute to poor aesthetics of 
the system, and may impose a trip hazard. None of the mentioned downsides exists in inductive chargers. 
 The idea is that a vehicle can be charged wirelessly while standing in a place where a primary pad is installed. 
Principle of operation is as follows: initially the primary pad gets supplied by high frequency ac currents. Then the 
power gets inductively transferred to the receiver pad (coil), and gets rectified by power electronics finally allowing the 
dc charging of the battery [Chang-Yu et al (2009)]. The coupling between a transmitter and a receiver pad is usually 
loose, thus resonance and high frequency are mandatory for a proper charging operation.  
 Unlike plug-in charging, inductive charging introduces some potential health related problems. The magnetic 
field that runs through human body is not harmless and must be restricted to low levels. An organization that is dealing 
with standards in that area is ICNIRP (International Committee on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection). It defines the 
maximum value of 6.25µT for the average magnetic field that human body can be exposed to for the frequencies that 
are used for inductive charging (10 – 150 kHz).  
 Another downside of inductive chargers is that a V2G operation is hardly economically viable due to the low 
system efficiency and the reduction of the battery life made by the discharge-charge process. 
 Recently reported average efficiencies of inductive chargers are around 85% and the heights are around 25cm 
[Wu et al (2011)]. Some researchers report maximum efficiencies over 95% [Nagatsuka et al (2010)], but this should 
not be used as a representative value, due to the high dependence of efficiency on the output power [Neves et al (2011)]. 
 One of possible additional applications for inductive charging is the electrified roadway concept. The idea is to 
charge a vehicle while it is in motion over a special electrified road which is capable of creating a magnetic field. This 
would decrease the cost of the EVs mainly due to the reduced cost of the battery, which can be dozens times smaller. If 
the current average battery price of 700$/kWh is considered, than the cost reduction can be impressive. However, this 
cost reduction should be compared with the expected increase of the road taxes, which is inevitable in order to recover 
the initial investment in such a road. By using an electrified roadway the range for EVs would be practically unlimited 
and dependent only on the road infrastructure. For improved efficiency it is necessary to perform the current vehicle 
position detection and to power up only the part of the road that is below the vehicle. 
2.3 On-board battery charging systems 
 As discussed in section 1.1, fast on-board battery chargers are mandatory for a wider use of EVs because they 
liberate their users from the need to search for charging stations, and allow them a freedom of charging their vehicles 
from almost any single-phase or three-phase power socket. This section attempts to review and assess different on-
board battery charging topologies and is organised as follows. The starting point are the non-integrated solutions. This 
is followed by solutions with integrated inverter, and single-phase solutions with integrated inverter and the motor. 
Finally, the three-phase charging solutions, in which both the inverter and a motor are integrated, are surveyed. A 
comparison of the on-board chargers discussed in this section, is given in the last subsection. 
2.3.1 Standard (non-integrated) solutions 
 There are many different non-integrated on-board charging solutions, which cannot be easily classified into 
specific groupings. The most of them are however closely related to a few basic configurations, which are presented in 
this subsection. 
 The most basic configurations for single-phase chargers are a half-bridge and a full bridge PWM rectifier 
(Fig. 2.14). They provide bidirectional charging with a simple, inexpensive configuration. During the charging mode 
transistors are in the off state, and one (for the half-bridge) or two (for the full bridge) diodes conduct in each half-
period. During the battery discharging mode (V2G mode), the transistors are in the PWM regime. 








Fig. 2.14: Single-phase half-bridge (left) and full bridge (right) PWM rectifiers. 
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Fig. 2.15: Three-phase bridge PWM rectifier with neutral connected to the capacitor mid-point. 
 A basic topology, for widely-used single-phase chargers, which can be on-board as well, has been presented in 
Fig. 2.1. This topology differs from the PWM rectifier because the inductor is now located on the dc-side of the bridge 
and the additional components work like a boost chopper [Erb et al (2010)]. The current taken from the grid can be 
almost sinusoidal and in phase with the grid voltage; hence the name, “power factor correction (PFC) rectifier”. There 
are alternative versions of this topology, which use transistors in the bridge, thus allowing a bidirectional operation.  
 Three-phase chargers are today very popular because they can provide fast charging [Jinrong and Lee (2000)]. 
A typical three-phase non-integrated on-board charging configuration is shown in Fig. 2.15. The manner of operation 
during the charging mode is similar to the single-phase half-bridge charger. During the discharging mode (V2G 
operation), the circuit operates like three independently controlled single-phase circuits that share the same dc supply. 
Different three-phase solutions that vary very little from the presented solution are possible, like a bridge PWM rectifier 
with neutral connected to the fourth leg, a three-level PWM rectifier, or the same chargers with various dc-dc converters 
inserted between the capacitors and the battery. 
 Standard chargers need bulky inductors and other power electronics components, which occupy the space and 
increase the cost and the weight of a vehicle. A possibly advantageous solution is therefore to use existing power 
electronic components and to integrate them into the charging system. Integrated chargers are presented in the following 
subsections. 
2.3.2 Solutions with only inverter integration 
 The idea of integrating a propulsion inverter into the on-board charging power electronics of a vehicle is 
practically three decades old. A patent [Slicker (1985)] describes an integrated charger in which during the charging 
mode a control circuit disables all but one of the electronic switches in the inverter. The remaining electronic switch of 
the inverter is a part of a fly-back dc-dc converter circuit for charging the battery. Charging was from a single-phase 
source and a diode bridge rectifier was used for rectifying the ac voltage. 
 Another integrated inverter based solution is presented in [Rippel (1990)]. A three-phase bridge inverter in the 
propulsion mode is used for controlling an ac traction motor. In the charging mode it is used as a part of a regulated 
battery charger, without any need for circuit reconfiguration and with a low number of additional components. The 
integrated apparatus includes the three-phase bridge inverter, a capacitor, a line filter, a line rectifier, and a control 
circuit (Fig. 2.16). Elements contained within one phase leg of the inverter are used to operate it as a boost-regulated 
battery charger with the unity power factor operation. During the charging mode, all other power switches, except of 
one phase leg, are kept off at all times by the control circuit. It is not necessary to disconnect the motor during the 
charging process, because there is no return path for the current flow through the motor. Current flow to the filter on the 




Fig. 2.16: Integrated battery charger using a single inverter leg. 
 A single-phase integrated charging solution, which uses two inverter legs and is capable of V2G and charging 
operation, is elaborated in [Surada and Khaligh (2010)]. The system utilises a three-phase inverter and a bidirectional 
dc-dc converter (Fig. 2.17). The motor needs to be disconnected from the system during the charging operation. It is 
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shown that the system efficiency is not lower than in non-integrated on-board solutions. The main drawback of the 
solution is that it is obtained by using a number of elements for system reconfiguration, while only two inverter legs are 





















Fig. 2.17: Integrated battery charger using two legs of the inverter. 
 A reactive power compensation study using a dc-link capacitor of an integrated inverter is reported in 
[Kisacikoglu et al (2010)]. The compensation happens during the charging process. Active power V2G transfer was not 
considered for a number of reasons: it might not be accepted by customers due to safety concerns, it can decrease a 
battery lifetime and customer would have a reduced available energy of the battery. It is shown that a reactive power 
control does not cause a degradation of the battery life. This is because the dc-link capacitor is sufficient for supplying 
full reactive power for level 1 (up to 1.8 kW) charging, so that the battery is not engaged in the reactive power transfer.  
 A multilevel converter for battery charging is described in [Josefsson et al (2010)]. Here, it is proposed to 
integrate power electronics with the battery system, and to use a switch for disconnecting the motor and connecting the 
ac power supply to the converter system. The converter system is made of multiple dc sources, each connected in H-
bridge configuration. Hence, the multilevel converter system made of “N” H-bridges with equal voltage sources can 
provide “2N+1” voltage levels. One phase of the system is depicted in Fig. 2.18. In a common vehicle application the 
IGBT technology is commonly used due to the battery voltage level, which is kept at several hundred volts in order to 
reduce the current level. Using the multilevel converter, the energy source is split into several sources, therefore, thanks 
to the reduced voltage, other semiconductor technologies, like the MOSFET technology, can be used. The multilevel 
converter consisting of 12 H-bridge boards, which is designed and built for the purpose of the verification of the 
proposed solution, shows that at low loads and low currents, the MOSFET power losses are low, and at higher loads the 
losses increase with the square of the current. With an increased number of levels, the total loss increases. Also, it is 
shown that it could be beneficial to mix energy optimized dc sources with power optimized ones. That is because during 
the charging mode, a current through the dynamic resistance of the battery (power losses) will slowly increase in the 
power optimized battery, while the dynamics are much faster in the energy optimized battery. It even might be 
beneficial to mix super capacitors and battery sources. A new control algorithm is needed to control the converter. It is 
possible to increase the expected lifetime of the energy source by making the battery temperature distribution uniform 
along its length by moving the losses to more desirable parts of the battery stack. A fault-tolerant operation is also 
possible. In addition to the advantages, there are many drawbacks, first of which is a much higher number of 
semiconductors than the standard 3-level H-bridge configuration. This increases the cost of the solution. There has been 
little or no work done on the energy utilization or the efficiency optimization using multilevel converters, so it is not yet 















Fig. 2.19: Charger based on use of neutral points of the 
two motors. 
2.3.3 Single-phase chargers with integrated inverter and motor 
 One of the first solutions for using motor windings for charging purposes was presented as an additional aspect 
in the patent [Slicker (1985)], which has already been discussed in the previous subsection. 
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 An integral-type battery charger using the propulsion inverter was reported in [Thimmesch (1985)]. It was 
implemented using thyristors. The reported charger efficiency was 86%, with the power factor of 0.95. The circuit 
included four circuit breakers that had to be operated manually. 
 In the solution described in [Rippel and Cocconi (1992)] the drive and charging system included a 
bidirectional dc power source, two voltage-fed inverters, two induction motors, and a control unit (Fig. 2.19). In the 
propulsion mode, each inverter is controlled in such a manner that equal torques are produced by the two motors. This 
way of control is independent of the motor speed, thus the need for a mechanical differential is eliminated. In the 
charging mode, a single-phase power is applied through the two neutral points of the two motors. This solution is 
bidirectional, thus, a battery power can be transferred to the grid. In the same patent an alternative scheme is also 
presented, which operates using exactly the same principle and with a single motor having two sets of windings. 
 A similar topology is discussed in [Lixin and Gui-Jia (2009)]: two inverters designed to drive the main and 
auxiliary motors were used as an ac-dc converter, while two three-phase motors were used as inductors for the converter 
with their neutral points connected to the grid for charging the battery. The auxiliary motor is proposed to be a three 
phase air compressor drive motor, water pump motor or even a generator. Control is achieved by switching the three 
legs of either inverter on and off at the same time. An improved solution for control is presented in [Gui-Jia and Lixin 
(2010), Lixin and Gui-Jia (2010)], where an interleaved PWM scheme is used to increase the effective frequency of the 
grid current’s ripple. It is shown that the amplitude of the grid current ripple is much smaller than the individual phase 
current ripple because of the cancellation, while its frequency is three times higher than the one of the individual phase 
current ripple.  
 In the solution given in [Cocconi and Calif (1994)] a powertrain employs a conventional three-phase inverter 
and a motor, in addition to some relays for disconnecting the third phase winding of the motor from the inverter and 
connecting it to the grid (Fig. 2.20). In the charging mode inverter operates as a boost switching regulator and near-
unity power factor operation can be achieved. This solution is bidirectional. The main drawback is the necessity for 






Fig. 2.20: Charger using all three phase windings of the motor. 
 Charging solution presented in [Sang Joon and Seung Ki (1994), Seung-Ki and Sang-Joon (1995)] uses a 
mechanical transfer switch, four inverters, four motors, and a battery (Fig. 2.21). In the traction mode motors operate in 
the standard manner. In the charging mode a single-phase ac source is connected between the two neutral points of two 
motors. The other two motors are employed during the charging process as a part of two buck-type converters. During 
the charging process electromagnetic torque is not developed in any of the motors because the same currents flow 
through each of the three phases. The upper three IGBTs and the lower three IGBTs of each inverter are turned on and 
off simultaneously, as a single power switch. In this case the motor can be represented only with the stator leakage 
inductance and the stator resistance. The effect of the stator resistance can be neglected without much error. This 
















Fig. 2.21: Charger based on use of neutral point connection and four propulsion motors. 
 A single-motor charging solution is elaborated in [Solero (2001)]. As noted already, the charger was installed 
on-board an electric scooter prototype. The current control of the charging process is achieved by simultaneously 
switching the negative dc-bus rail connected IGBTs, while keeping the positive-bus IGBTs continuously in the off state. 
The use of the three paralleled IGBTs results in a reduction of the conduction loss and increased efficiency in 
comparison to the case when a single IGBT is used. The motor windings in unipolar configuration are used as the 
inverter input inductance. The only power devices added to the original motor drive arrangement are the mains rectifier 
and a line-frequency LC filter. The charger configuration is presented in Fig. 2.22. 










Fig. 2.22: Charger connected to the neutral point of a single motor. 
 A similar solution to the previous one was described recently in [Pellegrino et al (2009a), Pellegrino et al 
(2009b), Pellegrino et al (2010)]. A dc-dc converter stage was added to the system. It consists now of an induction 
motor drive plus a dc-dc bidirectional stage, and extra hardware components like single-phase rectifier bridge with a 
mechanical switch, small capacitor, an EMI filter, and the device for measuring the rectified voltage. In the charging 
mode, in contrast to the previous solution, the inverter is used as an interleaved PFC boost rectifier. The input current is 
regulated by controlling the common-mode voltage of the inverter. Multiphase interleaved converters with coupled 
inductors have been shown to have very low current ripple and high dynamics and they are particularly suited for use as 
single phase PFC rectifiers.  
 A comparison of few on-board and off-board solutions is presented in [Lisheng et al (2008)]. It compares 
solutions using two motors and two inverters with solutions using single motor and inverter, and concludes that the 
single-motor option is preferable due to the easier control. 
 In [Dong-Gyun et al (2011)] some integrated solutions are compared. First, the series type of a conversion 
system of HEVs is compared with the parallel type. It is shown that series type is preferable because the vehicle 
operates in a high efficiency area for longer time regardless of the speed, and in the pure electrical mode it does not 
need to overcome the engine load (friction). Then, topologies with one or two integrated inverters, with zero vector 
control method or interleaving control method, are assessed. The manner of operation of the zero vector control method 
is that the three bottom switches of each inverter are controlled simultaneously. Therefore, the same currents flow in all 
three inverters legs. In the interleaving method, PWM signals for the bottom switches of the inverters are shifted by 120 
degrees, so that each phase current waveform is also shifted by 120 degrees. The solution which uses one inverter has a 
diode rectifier, which is a big disadvantage. It is concluded that the solution with two integrated inverters using the 
interleaving method is the one with the lowest input current ripple. Finally a buck-PFC topology with a bi-directional 
dc-dc converter is compared with the previous four, and it is shown that although it can eliminate switching losses due 
to the inverters, it has higher input current THD, which is around 21%, and higher ripple of the battery voltage, so it is 
an inferior solution in comparison to the previously assessed ones. 
 An electric air conditioner system with an on-board charger for plug-in hybrid EV (PHEV) is presented in 
[Jianing et al (2011)]. A novel switched reluctance motor (SRM) converter topology with integrated driving and 
charging function is proposed. In addition to the standard propulsion power electronics components it uses a line filter, 
a rectifier, one transistor and three diodes which connect power supply to the motor windings. In the charging mode, the 
phase windings which are used as energy storage element form a buck-boost converter to satisfy the charging 
characteristics and the power quality requirements of the grid. When the voltage of the battery is higher than the peak 
value of the input voltage, the converter operates in the boost mode, and when the voltage of the battery is lower than 
the peak value of the input voltage, it operates in the buck mode. All three windings are used during charging process. 
 An integrated battery-powered SRM drive with voltage-boosting and on-board PFC charging is presented in 
[Hung-Chun and Chang-Ming (2009)] and [Hung-Chun and Chang-Ming (2011)]. The dc-dc boost converter is used in 
the propulsion mode, but not during the charging (Fig. 2.23). A switch is used to reconfigure the system from charging 
mode to traction mode and vice versa. In the charging mode two motor windings are used as input filters for Graetz 
rectifier, and the third motor winding is employed as the energy storage component of the buck-boost converter. The 









Fig. 2.23: Charger integrated with SRM drive. 
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2.3.4 Three-phase chargers with integrated inverter and motor 
 Probably the first solution which uses windings of a single machine for the three-phase charging is the one 
described in [Kinoshita (1997)] (Fig. 2.24). A very similar idea has also been published much more recently in [Stancu 
et al (2004)]. In the charging mode motor three-phase windings are in an open-end winding configuration. At one side 
they are connected to the three legs of the inverter, while the other three winding terminals at the other side are 
connected to a three-phase grid. In the propulsion mode the windings are connected to the three legs of the inverter in 
the same manner, but they are short-circuited at the other side, making the star connection with isolated neutral point. 
Leakage inductances of the motor windings can be used in this way as a voltage filter during the charging process. In 
order to prevent an electric shock to a human during the charging operation, the body of the electric vehicle, which one 
may touch during the charging operation, is grounded so that the body is kept at the ground potential. Although 
providing probably the first solution for the 3-phase charging process using one motor, like every pioneering solution, 
this one has some major drawbacks. They include the need for switches in order to change the mode of operation, the 
necessity for a high current relay to connect the ac grid to the electrical machine’s windings, and, worst of all, 





Fig. 2.24: Non-isolated three-phase charging solution. 
 An isolated solution for three-phase charging is presented in [Lacressonniere and Cassoret (2005)] (Fig. 2.25). 
In order to provide a galvanic isolation, an induction machine is used like a transformer in the battery charging mode of 
operation. For this purpose, a special wound rotor is required. The rotor winding is connected to a contactor which 
connects it to the grid in the charging mode and into the star connection in the propulsion mode. Stator windings are 
continuously connected to an inverter, which is operating as a PWM rectifier in the charging mode. The rotor has to be 
mechanically locked during the charging mode, because the motor creates a torque which is capable of moving the 
rotor. Although this configuration has few advantages due to the galvanic isolation and a low harmonic distortion of a 




Fig. 2.25: Isolated three-phase charging solution. 
 In 2010, two major solutions were presented, one by Saeid Haghbin and the other by Luis De Sousa. Both are 
protected by patents. Haghbin’s is covered by a Swedish and a European patent [Haghbin and Alakula (2010), Haghbin 
(2011)] which are currently being extended into a US patent, and De Sousa’s is covered by two international patents 
[De Sousa and Bouchez (2010b), De Sousa and Bouchez (2010a)]. Because of the importance of these two leading 
solutions and a number of papers that derived from them, each solution will be separately discussed to a greater extent 
below. 
 Haghbin has proposed an interesting isolated solution for three-phase charging [Haghbin et al (2011)]. It is 
based on a special configuration of the stator windings (Fig. 2.26). The solution is applicable for different machine 
types, but all of them have to have the same stator configuration. That is why in this paragraph the focus will be only on 
the stator configuration, and the rotor configuration will be discussed in the next paragraph. Stator has two sets of three-
phase windings (Fig. 2.26), which are shifted spatially by 30 degrees (split-phase or asymmetrical six-phase 
configuration). Hence, for a two-pole machine there are six windings shifted symmetrically around the stator periphery. 
In the traction mode each pair of phases of the two three-phase windings that has spatial shift of 30 degrees is connected 
in series to constitute a single three-phase winding set. The motor is powered from a battery through an inverter. For the 
charging mode the system requires reconfiguration. The first set of three-phase windings is connected to the inverter on 
one side, and into the star on the other side, while the second set is connected into delta on one side, and to the grid at 
the other side. In this manner the inverter is still able, if needed, to control the machine as a classical motor using one 
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set of windings. A relay-based device is used for winding reconnection, and a contactor is used for connection to the 
grid. The inverter-side windings pick up the induced voltage due to the developed flux inside the machine. The inverter 
uses this isolated voltage source to charge the battery. To have a proper boost converter operation, a dc-bus voltage 
should be higher than the peak of ac line voltage. To obtain this, the star-delta connection for the sets of windings is 
chosen (star connection is on the set that is connected to the inverter), instead of an additional dc-dc converter. This 
solution has bidirectional capability so it is possible to feed the battery power back to the grid. A unity power factor 




Fig. 2.26: Isolated three-phase charging solution with two sets of three-phase stator windings. 
 A few rotor configurations are possible for Haghbin’s solution, thus making the use of an induction, permanent 
magnet (PM) synchronous, or PM assisted synchronous reluctance machine feasible (PMaSynRM) [Khan et al (2010), 
Shuang et al (2011)]. If the rotor has permanent magnets, than, because of the torque development, it will rotate at a 
synchronous speed. This is a disadvantage because of the audible noise, increased wear, and the need for a clutch to 
disconnect the motor-generator system from the power system during charging. During the rotor rotation at 
synchronous speed, the magnets will induce voltages in the inverter-side windings that emulate an isolated PM ac 
generator for the inverter. The inverter-side windings will pick up the induced voltage due to the developed flux inside 
the machine. The inverter can use this isolated voltage source to charge the battery by means of the machine 
inductances as a converter energy storage component (yielding a three-phase boost converter). Synchronization of the 
machine to the grid is needed, so inverter has to drive the motor from its side while the grid side windings are opened. 
At this point voltage measurement is needed to see if the induced voltage has synchronized with the grid, thus 
additional measurement device must be used [Haghbin et al (2011)]. After the synchronization, the grid side windings 
are closed and the inverter controls the inverter side winding voltages to charge the battery. It is shown in [Haghbin et al 
(2010a)] that it is possible to have a unity power factor operation, and the current and torque control. In [Haghbin et al 
(2010b)] it is shown that the same solution can be used for charging from the single-phase grid supply. In every solution 
the charging power is limited by the motor thermal limit, the inverter power limit and the limit of the supply. Therefore, 
the charging power is restricted to the half of the traction power (because of the motor thermal limit), and this is the 
















Fig. 2.27: Three-phase charger with access to the mid-point of each phase. 
 De Sousa proposed a completely different charger topology. The solution uses mid-points of each of the three 
windings of a three-phase machine to connect them to a three-phase ac grid during charging (Fig. 2.27). There is no 
need for hardware reconnections for changing the mode of operation (propulsion-charging). Terminals of the machine 
windings are connected to three H-bridge inverters with common dc link. In this manner a full magnetic decoupling 
between the rotor and the stator during the charging process is obtained. The grid connection is made through small 
EMI filters and other protections, therefore no relay is necessary. The ac socket and the filters do not disturb the system 
during propulsion mode. On the whole stator, the magnetomotive force (MMF) is cancelled because the current of one 
split-phase coil cancels the effect of the other one. Hence, no rotation of the rotor is possible even if permanent magnets 
are mounted. Some slight vibrations due to an unbalanced rotor mass or an unbalanced current sharing may take place 
[De Sousa et al (2010)]. In the charging mode, the inverter is used like a PFC boost rectifier. The addition of a step-up 
front end converter (FEC) between the battery and the inverter globally reduces the Silicone Surface Ratio (SSR), up to 
39% in comparison to the topology which uses a bridgeless inverter directly fed by a battery. The dc link voltage is set 
to a much higher value than the maximum battery voltage, and can be adjusted according to the back-EMF of the 
electrical machine. It is shown that a significant switching loss reduction is possible at low speeds if the dc-bus value 
decreases for this regime (which is possible only if the adjustable dc link voltage is used). A special winding 
arrangement is necessary because if the MMF is locally cancelled, in the same slot for example, the apparent inductance 
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in the charging mode is similar to the leakage inductance, which is too low for a proper charger operation. The main 
drawback of the proposed topology is related to the control. The stator of the machine has to be designed with an 
acceptable  ero-sequence inductance. A special care regarding the  ero-sequence current is needed [ ruy re et al 
(2010), De Sousa and Dogan (2011)]. A special space-vector approach for controlling the 6-leg VSI is proposed in 
[Sandulescu et al (2011)]. It is implemented on FPGA chips in order to preserve the parallelism of the algorithm and 
fulfil execution time constraints. It is shown in [Lacroix et al (2010)] that the same topology can be used for the single-
phase battery charging, where only two H-bridges of the inverter and two phases of the motor are used for the charging 
process. 
2.3.5 Comparison of solutions 
 Various solutions, surveyed so far, have very differing characteristics. An attempt is made here to provide a 
comparative insight into main advantages and shortcoming of each configuration. The summary is provided in 
Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1: Main characteristics of the surveyed battery chargers for EVs. 
 Three-phase 
charging 








full bridge PWM 
rectifiers 
(Fig. 2.14) 
  not applicable    
These are the most basic configurations for single-phase chargers. Although they have very 
simple and inexpensive configuration, they do not take advantage of using the existing propulsion 





  not applicable    
There are many similar configurations which use two or four transistors in the bridge. They lose 





to the capacitor 
mid-point 
(Fig. 2.15) 
  not applicable    
This is a basic configuration for three-phase on-board non-integrated chargers. Many different 
three-phase solutions that vary very little from the presented solution are possible, like a bridge 
PWM rectifier with neutral connected to the fourth leg, a three-level PWM rectifier, or the same 
chargers with various dc-dc converters inserted between the capacitors and the battery.   
4. Integrated 
battery charger 
using a single 
inverter leg 
(Fig. 2.16) 
  not applicable    
This solution does not need system reconfiguration between the propulsion and the charging 
mode. However, it uses additional elements like a diode bridge and a filter and does not use 
existing windings of the propulsion motor as input inductance. 
5. Integrated 
battery charger 
using two legs of 
the inverter 
(Fig. 2.17) 
  not applicable     
In the charging mode, this solution acts like a full bridge PWM rectifier, and it allows V2G 
operation. However, switching elements must be used to completely disconnect the motor during 




  not applicable    
Instead of one high voltage source, several sources are providing reduced voltage, and thus other 
semiconductor technologies (e.g. MOSFET) can be used. This solution has a possibility of fault-
tolerant operation in addition to a possibility of mixing different kinds of power sources, which 
can be beneficial to the system efficiency. The main drawback is the necessity for a high number 
of semiconductors. It is at present not clear whether this topology will find a place in the vehicle 
industry. 
7. Charger based 
on use of neutral 
points of the two 
motors (Fig. 2.19) 
      
During the charging process a rotating field is not developed in any of the motors because the 
same current flows through each of the three phases. A mechanical differential is not necessary 
because in the drive mode two motors are controlled to provide the same torques. However, this 
solution demands two inverters and two motors. 
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8. Charger using 
all three phase 
windings of the 
motor (Fig. 2.20) 
      
With this configuration bidirectional operation with near unity power factor operation can be 
achieved, and rotating field is not developed during the charging. This solution is currently used 
in the car industry. 
9. Charger based 





      
This solution is very expensive and can be used only for very specific drives which have four 
motors (four-wheel drives), which is currently not the case in the EV car industry. 
10. Charger 
connected to the 
neutral point of a 
single motor 
(Fig. 2.22) 
      
This topology allows only slow charging because three motor winding are in the parallel 




(Fig. 2.23)  
      






      
This solution does not take care of the developed rotating flux during the charging mode. Thus it 
is necessary to mechanically lock the motor during this mode of operation. Rotating field is also 





      
This solution, although providing isolated charging, is still very expensive due to the increased 
cost of the wound rotor in comparison to the squirrel cage rotor. 
14. Isolated three-
phase charging 





      
This solution provides low cost isolated charging and thus might be interesting for the car 
industry. Efficiency can be improved, but then machine would have to rotate during the charging 
mode, causing the audible noise, increased wear, and the need for a clutch to disconnect the motor 
from the transmission system during charging. 
15. Three-phase 
charger with 
access to the mid-
point of each 
phase (Fig. 2.27) 
      
Split-phase windings cancel each other’s field. Thus no field is developed in the machine during 
charging mode. Moreover, the same configuration is used for traction and charging. This solution 
has a potential to be used in the car industry. 
 
 Finally, power levels of chargers from this chapter should be addressed. While non-integrated chargers have 
charging power levels (some of them classified in [Yilmaz and Krein (2011)]) independent of propulsion power, this is 
not the case with integrated chargers. Currents that flow through a machine during integrated charging process cannot 
exceed their ratings for propulsion mode. Thus, if voltage levels for propulsion and charging mode of operation are 
taken as similar, the similarity manifests through similarity between their power ratings. Therefore, integrated chargers 
can achieve high charging powers, and they do not require any modification of power rating of propulsion drivetrain. 
 Single-phase integrated chargers have charging powers lower than those for propulsion. The reason originates 
in difference between single-phase and three- phase energy transfer process. On the other hand this difference is 
irrelevant since the main limitation comes from power rating of a single-phase voltage source. Three-phase integrated 
chargers do not have this problem, and their charging powers are similar to those for propulsion. The exception is the 
solution from Fig. 2.26 (no. 14 in Table 2.1), with charging power that cannot exceed one half of the propulsion power, 
as explained above. 
2.4 Conclusion 
 The literature review, provided in this chapter, has surveyed the state-of-the-art in battery chargers for 
electrical vehicles. Both off-board and on-board battery chargers have been discussed. Additionally, a comprehensive 
quantitative comparison of the described on-board topologies is made, which identifies the advantages and 
shortcomings of each solution. 
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CHAPTER 3: TOPOLOGIES OF MULTIPHASE MACHINES AND SUPPLY FOR 
INTEGRATED PROPULSION MOTOR/ON-BOARD BATTERY CHARGER 
3.1 Introduction 
 On the basis of the literature survey of the available topologies for the integrated propulsion motor/on-board 
battery charger, reported in Chapter 2, it is obvious that there is at present a single topology that in essence uses a 
multiphase (symmetrical six-phase) machine in conjunction with a three-phase mains supply in the charging mode. The 
purpose of this chapter is to propose other possible configurations, based on the multiphase drive system topology, 
which can be used in an integrated battery charger/propulsion motor system. All the considerations of this chapter are 
purely theoretical and are based on the analysis of the multiphase machine current flow in the charging configuration 
for any selected topology. In essence, the starting point is in all cases the decoupling transformation matrix for a 
multiphase (n-phase) system, which is given for any symmetrical multiphase machine (i.e. a machine with equidistant 













































































































































































































                        (3.1) 
 If the machine under consideration is not with a symmetrical disposition of stator phases, transformation 
matrix (3.1) has to be modified. In such a case a universal transformation matrix representation, for all phase numbers 
with which an asymmetrical winding can be designed, is not possible. Hence transformation matrix will be given 
separately for each asymmetrical winding phase number (e.g. six, nine, etc.) at the point of first discussion in this 
chapter. 
Three generic cases from the point of view of the ac source supply topology, available for the charging mode, 
are considered in what follows. These are the multiphase sinusoidal supply (more than three-phases available as the 
sinusoidal or near-sinusoidal source), single-phase mains supply, and three-phase mains supply. In all considered 
topologies it is required that the motor does not develop torque during charging, so that the machine naturally stays at 
standstill and its stator winding leakage inductances are utilised for filtering during the charging process. 
3.2 Multiphase supply 
 At present charging takes place with either single-phase or three-phase mains supply and these two 
possibilities will be analysed in the next two sections. In this section it is assumed that the charging station is equipped 
with a multiphase supply system (n > 3) and this is a scenario that is currently futuristic but may become realistic some 
time in future. 
 A multiphase supply in the charging station can be obtained in different ways. The simplest one would be 
based on a three-phase to n-phase transformer. Such transformer configurations are currently known for, for example, 
three-phase to five-phase transformers [Iqbal et al (2010)] and three-phase to seven-phase transformers [Moinoddin et al 
(2012)]. The alternative solutions would be based on power electronic converters, and would require output voltage 
filtering. One could use either a three-phase to n-phase matrix converter [Ahmed et al (2011a), Ahmed et al (2011b), 
Iqbal et al (2012)] or a two-stage converter with an n-phase inverter as the output stage. In what follows it is assumed 
that, whatever the source of the multiphase supply is, the voltages can be regarded as sinusoidal and symmetrical.  
 The first considered topology is a five-phase propulsion motor, which is star-connected with isolated neutral 
point in the normal driving cycle. For charging purposes the neutral point of the motor is opened and the phases are 
connected to the sinusoidal five-phase source. However, instead of connecting the motor phases a to e directly to a to e 
phases of the supply, the principle of phase transposition [Levi et al (2004)] is applied. The resulting connection 
diagram for the charging mode is as shown in Fig. 3.1a. The basic idea here is that in a five-phase machine with 
sinusoidal spatial magneto-motive force distribution current flow according to Fig. 3.1a connection will not result in the 
rotating field (and hence there will be no torque developed), since the currents of the supply will map into the non-
flux/torque producing plane [Levi et al (2004)]. Basically, the flux/torque producing α-β plane will not be excited, as 
shown next. 
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xC                 (3.2) 
For further considerations, it is convenient to combine the first two rows and the subsequent two rows into space 












                 (3.3) 
Here    sincosexp jja  , where once more 5/2  . 


























                     (3.4) 
where  is the angular frequency of the supply and index g denotes the multiphase currents of the assumed five-phase 
grid. Substitution of (3.4) into (3.3) and use of the simple relationship   2/)exp()exp(cos  jj  , while having in 
mind that due to the phase transposition machine currents are related to the grid currents according to  
dgebgdegccgbaga iiiiiiiiii                                                        (3.5) 












































Fig. 3.1: a) Supply-to-machine connection according to the phase transposition rule (no field produced in the α-β plane, 

































Hence it follows from (3.6)-(3.7) that the phase transposition connection of Fig. 3.1a maps grid phase currents into non-
flux/torque producing (x-y) plane of the machine, while the flux/torque producing currents () are identically equal to 
zero at all times. The machine will therefore remain at standstill if connection of Fig. 3.1a is used. 
 Zero-sequence component of (3.2) is of course identically equal to zero. 
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 An alternative connection, which does not follow the phase transposition rule, is shown in Fig. 3.1b. It may be 
also, at least in theory, used. Such a connection produces pulsating field in the first plane, as shown next. The machine a 



























































 It follows from (3.8)-(3.9) that in the topology of Fig. 3.1b only one axis of the first plane is excited, so that a 
pulsating field is produced. In the second plane the components are now not of the same magnitude. However, since the 
second plane does not give torque production and the pulsating field in the first plane cannot produce an average torque, 
the machine stays at standstill during the charging process. Trajectories described with (3.8)-(3.9) in the two planes are 
illustrated in Fig. 3.2, taking the current rms value as equal to 1 per unit and grid frequency as 50 Hz. 
 
Fig. 3.2: Trajectories described with (3.8)-(3.9) in the charging mode of operation, according to Fig. 3.1b. 
 
 Consider next a seven-phase machine. Only the situation with phase transposition is now considered, since it is 
believed to be better suited for potential real-world applications. The configurations for the charging mode are shown in 
Fig. 3.3. The difference, compared to the five-phase case, is that there are two x-y planes rather than one (labelled with 
additional indices 1 and 2). Hence two connections to the grid are possible in charging mode. Once again, charging 
mode requires opening of the machine’s neutral and connection of motor phases to the grid phases, according to the 
schemes given in Fig. 3.3. 
The starting point is again general transformation matrix (3.1), this time for a seven-phase system. The 





















              (3.10) 
where    sincosexp jja   and 7/2  . The grid currents are given with  



























































































                 (3.11) 
For the connection diagrams of Fig. 3.3 the correlation between machine phase currents and grid currents is given with  
dggggfcgefgdbgcegbaga iiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                     (3.12) 
and 
cggegfggebgddgcfgbaga iiiiiiiiiiiiii                                                                      (3.13) 
respectively. Substitution of (3.12) into (3.10) gives the following space vectors in the three planes for the first 
connection of Fig. 3.3: 
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On the other hand, for the second connection diagram in Fig. 3.3 the following space vectors are obtained: 
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   (3.19) 
As is obvious from (3.14)-(3.16) and (3.17)-(3.19), each of the two possible connection diagrams means that the 
charging process will utilise one of the two x-y planes. 
 The procedure, illustrated here for a five-phase and a seven-phase machine, can be extended in the same 
manner to any other higher phase number. Only one more case is therefore considered. It is the utilisation of an 
asymmetrical six-phase machine with two three-phase windings shifted spatially by 30 degrees. The machine is 
configured with two isolated neutral points in propulsion mode. In the charging mode it is again necessary to open the 
neutral points and connect the six-phase grid supply. The main difference, compared to the previous two cases, is that 
the asymmetrical six-phase supply is readily obtainable from the three-phase grid without the use of any sophisticated 
power electronic converters or transformers. It is only necessary to use a three-phase transformer with dual secondary 
windings. By connecting the two secondary windings in star and delta, respectively, required phase shift between two 
three-phase winding supplies of 30 degrees is achieved (the voltage levels are made the same by proper selection of the 
turn numbers for the secondaries). Hence the situation discussed here is realistic rather than futuristic, as in the previous 
two cases. 
 The principle of the machine-to-grid connection is again the same and follows the phase transposition rule 
[Levi et al (2005)]. It is illustrated in Fig. 3.4a. As noted, neutral points have to be opened in order to connect the grid 













































a)       b) 
Fig. 3.4: Connection for the charging mode of operation of: a) an asymmetrical six-phase machine to the asymmetrical 
six-phase voltage source (no field production in the rotor), b) a symmetrical six-phase machine to the symmetrical six-
phase source (a pulsating field exists in the rotor). 
 
 Transformation matrix of an asymmetrical six-phase machine does not follow from (3.1) directly. However, it 
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where    sincosexp jja   and 6/  .  
The grid currents can now be written as 
)6/9cos(2                         )6/5cos(2               )6/cos(2











           (3.22) 
while the relationship between machine and grid phase currents is, according to Fig. 3.4a, given with 
gccgabgbagbcgcbgaa iiiiiiiiiiii 222222111111                                                              (3.23) 
Using (3.23) in conjunction with (3.21), the following two space vectors are obtained: 
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           (3.25) 
Clearly, the flux/torque producing plane is again not excited and the grid currents flow through the x-y plane, so that the 
machine stays at standstill. Zero-sequence components of (3.20) are both equal to zero. 
 Finally, a somewhat different topology utilizing a symmetrical six-phase machine and a symmetrical six-phase 
voltage source is presented in Fig. 3.4b. Again the six-phase voltage source can be obtained by means of a transformer 
with two secondary winding sets. Now both sets on secondary should be in star connection, and have the same number 













                 (3.26) 
where    sincosexp jja  and 6/2  .  
The grid currents are governed with: 
)3/5cos(2                         )3/3cos(2               )3/cos(2











           (3.27) 
while the relationship between machine and grid phase currents is, according to Fig. 3.4b, given with 
gccgbbgaagbcgcbgaa iiiiiiiiiiii 222222111111                                                              (3.28) 
Using (3.28) in conjunction with (3.26), the following two space vectors are obtained: 
)cos(6
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 It is obvious that unlike in the previous case, there is now excitation in the first plane. However, it can be seen 
that the excitation is along only one axis, i.e. α. Therefore, the situation is similar to the one of Fig. 3.1b, and this 
topology will not cause torque production since the other current component of the first plane (iβ) is equal to zero. Thus, 
the symmetrical six-phase machine in this topology can remain at standstill without being mechanically locked. 
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3.3 Single-phase supply 
  Consider at first an n-phase machine, where n = ak. Here a stands for the number of sub-windings, each of 
which is with k phases. A typical example is the asymmetrical six-phase machine already discussed in section 3.2, 
where a =2 and k = 3. In propulsion mode the machine operates with a isolated neutral points. The particularly 
convenient phase numbers for the case of the single-phase grid supply in charging mode are those where a = 2, while k 
could be any number. For simplicity, only the topologies with k = 3 and k = 5 are covered here. In addition to a = 2, the 
situation with a = 3 (for k = 3) is also covered. The particular advantage of all the configurations with the phase number 
equal to n = ak, considered in this section, is that no hardware reconfiguration is necessary (i.e. there is no need to open 
the neutral points of the windings). This is in contrast with solutions discussed in section 3.2 and is also in contrast to 
the remaining topology discussed in this section. 
An exception from this desirable situation, discussed as the last possibility in this section, is a topology 
employing a five-phase machine. In this case it is also possible to realise single-phase charging in a rather simple 
manner, but hardware reconfiguration becomes a necessity. The concept shown for the five-phase machine can be 
extended to any other prime phase number in a rather straightforward manner. 
 For the battery charging purposes the single-phase grid supply is connected between two neutral points. The 
connection can be of plug-in type, since nothing else needs to be done except the supply connection, for the battery 
charging to take place. 
 If a symmetrical six-phase machine with two isolated neutral points is supplied from a single-phase source 
connected between two neutral points of the three-phase windings, then -  plane will not be excited. The connection 
is shown in Fig. 3.5 and is further analysed using the same approach as in section 3.2. Note that the connection shown 
in Fig. 3.5 is simultaneously valid for an asymmetrical six-phase machine as well. The only difference is that the two 
three-phase windings are spatially shifted by 60 and 30 degrees in the former and the latter case, respectively. Note also 
that a symmetrical six-phase machine could also be supplied from a three-phase transformer, using again a transformer 
with two secondary windings. However, in contrast to the asymmetrical six-phase machine, both secondary windings 
would now be connected in star and be such that the phase shift of the two three-phase systems of voltages is 180. 
 
Consider at first the symmetrical six-phase machine. General transformation matrix (3.1), when applied to six-






















Fig. 3.5: Configuration for single-phase charging through a symmetrical or asymmetrical six-phase machine with two 
isolated neutral points. 
 
 In charging mode one also has to consider the zero-sequence components, since the two neutral points, isolated 
in the propulsion mode, are now connected through the single-phase grid supply and the zero-sequence current can 
flow. Hence the machine behaves as having two neutral points, connected through the source. From (3.1) the relevant 
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and their form will be the same for all the configurations that will be discussed in this section. Fig. 3.5 gives the 
following correlations between machine phase currents and grid currents: 
3/        3/ 222111 gcbagcba iiiiiiii                    (3.33) 
The space vectors in the two planes can be obtained by substituting (3.33) into (3.26), which yields the following 
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  (3.35) 
The 0- component has, using (3.31), the value of 
)cos()3/12(















           (3.36) 
while the 0+ component is of course equal to zero. It can be seen from (3.34)-(3.36) that only the 0- component will be 
utilised in the charging process, leaving the α-β plane without excitation. Thus torque will not be produced, and the 
machine will not rotate during the charging process. 
 The same charging principle can be applied to an asymmetrical six-phase machine with two isolated neutral 
points in propulsion mode. Again the single-phase supply connections for charging mode will be attached between the 
two isolated neutral points (Fig. 3.5), and reconfiguration between the propulsion and charging mode will not be 
necessary. Decoupling matrix for this type of machine is given with (3.20), and the equivalent space vector 
















                (3.37) 
where    sincosexp jja   and 6/  . The grid currents and the correlation between machine phase 
currents and grid currents remain to be given with (3.32) and (3.33), respectively. Equation (3.33), when substituted into 
(3.37), gives the following space vectors in the two planes: 
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    (3.39) 
Zero-sequence components of the two three-phase windings are governed with the last two rows of (3.20), which are 

























            (3.40) 
It can be seen that both zero-sequence components exist. They have opposite signs, since the currents through the two 
three-phase windings flow in opposite directions (and are the same in all phases of any of the two three-phase 
windings). Total sum of zero-sequence components is zero. The first plane is still without excitation, thus the machine 
will stay at standstill. 
 It has been shown that single-phase charging is applicable for both symmetrical and asymmetrical multiphase 
machines. This manner of charging is inferior to the three-phase charging, mainly due to the reduced maximum 
charging power when compared to the three-phase system, which prolongs the charging process. However, if a vehicle 
has already a three-phase or a multiphase charger, it is desirable that it also has an integrated single-phase charger. It 
can provide its user with additional charging options, considering that the single-phase sockets are much more widely 
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spread than the three-phase (and multiphase) ones. One example of this would be combination of the single-phase 
charging solution for an asymmetrical six-phase machine with the multiphase solution for the same machine discussed 
in section 3.2. 
 Consider next n-phase machines, where n = ak, such that a = 3. A typical representative of this type of machine 
is an asymmetrical nine-phase machine with three isolated neutral points (a = 3, k = 3). There are multiple options for 
connecting a single-phase supply to a machine with a number of isolated neutral points a greater than two, because now 
it can be chosen whether to connect a conductor from the supply to a single or to multiple neutral points. If one wants to 
connect each supply conductor to multiple neutral points, hardware reconfiguration becomes necessary (assuming that 
in propulsion mode operation is with isolated neutral points). Hence the best solution, which does not require hardware 
reconfiguration, is to utilise only two neutral points of the multiphase windings with a ≥ 3 for connecting the single-
phase grid in the charging mode, while leaving the other neutral points unconnected. It should be noted that the possible 
connection of each of the two grid conductors to multiple neutral points is only sensible if the number of neutral points 
is an even number. This would, in addition to the requirement for hardware reconfiguration, also result in the reduction 
of the equivalent inductance (equivalent leakage inductance of the machine) used to filter the charging current, since 
more than the minimum number of phases would be paralleled, although it would potentially be able to increase the 
charging power (which is however anyway limited by the grid single-phase outlet and is therefore always likely to be 
less than what the machine could take in). 
 When the number of isolated neutral points is three, one isolated neutral point is left without connection to the 
single-phase supply. This case is shown in Fig. 3.6a for a representative of this group, which is an asymmetrical nine-
phase machine. It should be noted that the same figure is valid also for the symmetrical nine-phase machine. 
Connection as in Fig. 3.6a results in charging mode that does not excite the first plane. As noted, hardware 
reconfiguration between propulsion and charging mode is not required. 
 If a symmetrical nine-phase machine is considered first, the starting point is again the general transformation 
matrix (3.1) for a nine-phase system. In propulsion mode there are three isolated neutral points, while in the charging 
mode there are two neutral points that are connected through the grid supply, while the third one is isolated from the 
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where    sincosexp jja   and 9/2  . The grid currents are one more time given with (3.32), but now 
the correlation between machine phase currents and grid currents is given with  
0        /3        /3 333222111   cbagcbagcba iiiiiiiiiii               (3.42) 
Substitution of (3.42) into (3.41) gives the following space vectors in the four planes: 
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while the zero-sequence component is equal to zero. It can be concluded from equations above that the charging process 
will utilise only the x2-y2 plane, thus leaving the machine without excitation capable of providing torque. 
 If an asymmetrical nine-phase machine with three isolated neutral points is considered, the general decoupling 
matrix format of (3.1) can no longer be used. However, it can be shown [Rockhill and Lipo, 2010] that the decoupling 
matrix form is, for the machine with a single neutral point, given with 
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where    sincosexp jja   and 9/  . The correlation between machine phase currents and grid currents is 
given with (3.42), which, when substituted into (3.48), gives the following space vectors in the four planes: 
0
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Fig. 3.6: Configuration for single-phase charging through: a) a symmetrical or asymmetrical nine-phase machine with 
three isolated neutral points, b) a symmetrical or asymmetrical ten-phase machine with two isolated neutral points. 
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            (3.52) 
Unlike in the previous solution, the zero-sequence component now has the value of: 
)cos()3/8())]exp()(exp(5.06)[3/(2)2/1(920 tItjtjIi                 (3.53) 
 The active plane currents in the case of an asymmetrical machine are smaller in magnitude, since they are 
complemented with the zero-sequence current of (3.53) to produce overall phase currents. The same conclusions follow 
again: the charging process will not excite αβ plane, and it will take place with the machine at standstill. 
 Let us consider next an n-phase machine, where n = ak, and a = 2, k > 3. A representative of this type of 
machines is a symmetrical ten-phase machine with two isolated neutral points. Now conductors of the single-phase 
supply can be connected between two isolated neutral points (Fig. 3.6b) and, like in the previous configurations that 
were discussed in this section, there will be no excitation of the αβ plane, and thus no torque.  
The decoupling matrix for the symmetrical ten-phase machine follows directly from (3.1), and its form in 













































































  (3.54) 
where    sincosexp jja  and 10/2  .  
For the connection diagrams of Fig. 3.6b the correlation between machine phase currents and grid currents is 
given with  
5/        /5 2222211111 gedcbagedcba iiiiiiiiiiii                 (3.55) 
Substitution of (3.55) into (3.54) gives the following space vectors in the four planes: 
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        (3.59) 
The two zero-sequence components are governed with the two last rows of (3.1) when there is a single neutral point. 
While 0+ component is equal to zero, 0- component equals: 
)cos()5/20())]exp()(exp(5.010)[5/(2)2/1(1020 tItjtjIi                 (3.60) 
Equations (3.56)-(3.60) show that only 0- component is used for the charging process, thus leaving the α-β and x-y 
planes without excitation. Clearly there will be no torque development during the charging mode. 
 Finally, let us consider an asymmetrical ten-phase machine. The starting point is, similar to the case of the 
asymmetrical six-phase or nine-phase machine, not the general transformation matrix (3.1); however, transformation 
matrix can be derived from the transformation matrix of a symmetrical twenty-phase machine using certain rules which 
are beyond the scope here. The derived matrix is too big to be presented here, thus only its equivalent space vector 
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Like for the symmetrical ten-phase machine, the grid currents and the correlation between machine phase 
currents and grid currents are given with (3.32) and (3.55), respectively. Substitution of (3.55) into (3.61) gives the 
following space vectors and zero-sequence components: 
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As is obvious from (3.62)-(3.66), the charging process will utilise only the 0+ and 0- components, and the other planes 
will not be excited. Like in the previous cases the machine will stay at standstill during charging process. 
 A different charging topology, that does not utilise neutral points and requires hardware reconfiguration, is 
shown in Fig. 3.7. It employs a five-phase machine, and, as can be seen, requires a switch to disconnect neutral point of 
phases a and b from the neutral point of the remaining phases.  
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 In this case the decoupling transformation is given with (3.3). While the grid currents remain to be given with 
(3.32), their relationship with machine currents is now: 
        /3        /2 gedcgba iiiiiii                    (3.67) 
Substitution of (3.67) into (3.3) gives the following space vectors: 
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 As is obvious, excitation in the first plane exists. However, it can be seen that α and β current components are 
proportional to each other. Therefore, similarly as in topologies of Fig. 3.1b and Fig. 3.4b, the excitation is pulsating 
rather than rotating, not capable of producing a starting torque. As a consequence, the machine can operate at standstill 



















Fig. 3.7: Connection of a single-phase voltage supply to a five-phase machine. 
 
 This concludes the theoretical considerations of this section. It has been shown that a single-phase supply can 
be successfully used for charging the vehicle battery through the multiphase machines which have a multiple number of 
isolated neutral points, and that for this type of charging there is no need for connection changeover between propulsion 
and the charging mode.  
An exception from this rule is a five-phase topology. Machines with single neutral point, with phase numbers 
other than five were not considered in this section, but a five-phase machine can be regarded as a representative case for 
all prime phase numbers. This is so since use of a single neutral point in the propulsion mode requires hardware 
reconfiguration (i.e. opening of the neutral point and formation of isolated neutral points for the single-phase supply 
connection) for all prime phase numbers. In essence, a single neutral point has to be split into two separate neutral 
points. If this hardware reconfiguration is performed, then all the analysis for the charging mode remains similar to the 
five-phase case for all the other prime phase numbers. 
3.4 Three-phase supply 
 Depending on the machine’s phase number and the number of neutral points, different methods can be devised 
to enable charging from the three-phase grid. The simplest possibility opens up if the machine has at least three isolated 
neutral points, so that the stator winding is nine-phase. This comes down to the fact that the principle, described in the 
previous section for the use of single-phase supply, can be extended to the use of three-phase supply in charging mode. 
Again, as in section 3.3 and in contrast to the solutions of section 3.2, hardware reconfiguration is not required. Since 
one needs to have at least three isolated neutral points, and given the phase number n = ak, the number of sub-windings 
needs to be a = 3 (or more).  
The concept, that is described next, can be extended in a straightforward manner to any machine with more 
than three neutral points (e.g. twelve-, fifteen- or eighteen-phase machine, for example, obtainable by using a multitude 
of three-phase windings with isolated neutral points). The number of phases of the sub-windings can be k = 3, 5, ... 
Since in the charging mode there will be k phases connected in parallel, this means that the equivalent leakage 
inductance available for the charging process will reduce more and more as the number of sub-winding phases k 
increases. It is for this reason that only the configurations with k = 3 and a = 3 are discussed further on. This in essence 
comes down to asymmetrical and symmetrical nine-phase machines with three isolated neutral points in the propulsion 
mode. 
 The second possibility of using the three-phase supply (in conjunction with multiphase machines) relates to the 
already available configuration of [De Sousa et al (2010a), 2010b)], where a three-phase machine with winding mid-
points taken out from the machine and connected to three-phase supply for charging purposes was analysed. This 
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configuration in essence corresponds to a symmetrical six-phase machine and the solution with the use of the same idea 
for a symmetrical six-phase machine is therefore also covered in this section. Assuming that the six-phase machine 
operates in propulsion mode with either a single or with two neutral points, this possibility will require hardware 
reconfiguration since the neutral points will have to be opened. This is in contrast to the solution of [De Sousa et al 
(2010a, 2010b)]. Some other modified solutions, based on the use of six-phase machines and the three-phase supply, are 
also included towards the end of the section. 
 If a symmetrical nine-phase machine with three isolated neutral points is supplied from a three-phase source 
connected to the three neutral points of three-phase windings, where each set of three-phase windings remains as in 
normal propulsion mode of operation, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8, then the - plane will not be excited. The configuration 
of Fig. 3.8 simultaneously applies to an asymmetrical nine-phase machine with triple three-phase winding. For the 
purposes of proof, consider at first the symmetrical nine-phase machine. 
The space vector representation of the decoupling matrix has already been given in (3.41), where again 












































Fig. 3.8: Configuration for three-phase charging through a symmetrical or asymmetrical nine-phase machine with three 
isolated neutral points. 
 
The same grid currents of the form of (3.70) will be used for all the configurations that will be discussed in this section. 
For the connection diagram of Fig. 3.8 the correlation between machine phase currents and grid currents is given with  
3/        /3        /3 333222111 cgcbabgcbaagcba iiiiiiiiiiii                (3.71) 
Following the same procedure like in the previous section, the following space vectors of the four planes can be 
obtained: 
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Naturally, the zero-sequence component is equal to zero. As is obvious from (3.72)-(3.75) the charging process, which 
is obtained without hardware reconfiguration, will utilise only the x2-y2 plane and the α-β plane will stay without 
excitation, thus the rotor will not move. 
 The same charging principle can be applied to an asymmetrical nine-phase machine. Transformation matrix of 
this type of machine is already given with (3.47), and its equivalent space vector representation with (3.48), where 
   sincosexp jja   and 9/  . The grid currents and the correlation between machine phase currents and 
grid currents are again given with (3.70) and (3.71), respectively. Substitution of (3.71) into (3.48) gives the following 
space vectors: 
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The zero-sequence component has now the value of: 
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Hence once more the charging process will not utilise the α-β plane. Previous equations confirm that both symmetrical 
and asymmetrical nine-phase machines can be used for charging purposes without generation of the field in α-β plane in 
conjunction with both single-phase and three-phase supply. 
 Moreover, for these types of multiphase machines there is no need for any hardware reconfiguration as the grid 
connections can stay attached to the neutral points of each machine without interfering with the propulsion mode of 
operation. The solution of course requires a nine-phase machine with three isolated neutral points, but there are no 
requirements for contactors and intervention of any kind when transition from propulsion to charging mode takes place 
(of course, software for the control of the inverter/rectifier will change).  
Until now, there was only a single solution available for three-phase charging without requirement for the 
hardware reconfiguration, based on a three-phase machine [De Sousa et al (2010a, 2010b)]. That solution requires 
taking out to the terminal box of the machine the mid-points of each of the individual phase windings, which is not 
really possible with standard off-the-shelf three-phase machines. Hence the solution of [De Sousa et al (2010a, 2010b)] 
has the same drawback as those covered in this section, namely a machine has to be specially manufactured for the 
purpose of use in both propulsion and charging mode, in order to avoid any hardware reconfiguration.  
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The idea presented in [De Sousa et al (2010a, 2010b)] is considered next, in conjunction with the symmetrical 
six-phase machine, Fig. 3.9a. 
If a symmetrical six-phase machine is considered for the charging purposes, the equivalent space vector 
representation of the decoupling matrix is required, as given with (3.26), where again    sincosexp jja   and 
6/2  . The grid currents are again given with (3.70). For the connection diagram of Fig. 3.9a the correlation 
between machine phase currents and grid currents is given with  
2/        /2        /2 212121 cgacbgcbagba iiiiiiiii                  (3.81) 
Substitution of (3.81) into (3.26) gives the following space vectors in the two planes: 
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Fig. 3.9: Configuration for three-phase charging through: a) a symmetrical six-phase machine, b) a modified 
symmetrical six-phase machine. 
 
The zero-sequence components are equal to zero. 
As is obvious from (3.82)-(3.83) the charging process will utilise only the x-y plane for charging. This solution 
confirms that the same charging operation like in the [De Sousa et al (2010a, 2010b)] can be obtained from a 
symmetrical six-phase machine. However, although both solutions require specially designed machines, which are not 
readily available, the solution of [De Sousa et al (2010a, 2010b)], based on a three-phase machine, has the advantage 
that hardware reconfiguration is not required. The solution of Fig. 3.9a requires hardware reconfiguration regardless of 
whether the symmetrical six-phase machine is operated in propulsion mode with a single or with two neutral points. 
 In the case of Fig. 3.9a the current in each pair of phases in spatial opposition is deliberately made the same, by 
connecting them in parallel. The previous configuration can be modified so that the phases in spatial opposition are 
connected in series, but in such a way that their currents are not in phase opposition (which would yield the three-phase 
machine configuration). This requires the following connection reconfiguration: the beginning of one phase winding is 
connected to the grid, while the end of the same phase winding is connected to the beginning of the phase winding in 
spatial opposition. The end of the phase winding in spatial opposition is connected to the inverter/rectifier leg. If that 
configuration, shown in Fig. 3.9b, is supplied from a three-phase source, - plane will not be excited. This solution 
will have an advantageous feature, in that that now the equivalent filter inductance will be four times greater than in the 
previous configuration. However, hardware reconfiguration is more involved since, in effect, only three phases remain 
connected to the inverter/rectifier in the charging mode. 
 For this solution the same space vector representation of decoupling model is valid as in the previous case, 
(3.26). The grid currents are again given with (3.70). Diagram from Fig. 3.9b yields the correlation between machine 
phase currents and grid currents 
cgacbgcbagba iiiiiiiii  212121                             (3.84) 
 It can be noticed that equation (3.84) has the same form as (3.81), but with two times larger motor phase 
currents. Thus, it can be concluded that α-β and zero-sequence components will not be excited during the charging 
process, and x-y plane will have a space vector two times larger than in the previous case, )exp(6 tjIi xy  . 
Again there will be no torque and thus no rotor movement during the charging process. This solution has an advantage 
over the one of Fig. 3.9a if the equivalent filter inductance needs to be increased for the proper charging mode. 
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 Let us consider next an alternative way of using a symmetrical six-phase machine for charging purposes. Most 
of the configurations discussed so far are without excitation of αβ plane, thus without generation of any field in rotor, 
which results in rotor staying at standstill during charging. However, if only single component of αβ plane is excited, 
there will be no rotational field in the rotor, and the rotor will remain at its position, as was the case in the configuration 
of Fig. 3.1b and Fig. 3.4b. This introduces additional degrees of freedom into charging process. Three such 
configurations that use these additional degrees of freedom are presented next. 
 A symmetrical six-phase machine is considered again, but now in the charging configuration depicted in 
Fig. 3.10. The same equations (3.26) and (3.70) apply again, but now the correlation between machine phase currents 
and grid currents is given with 























Fig. 3.10: Configuration for three-phase charging through a symmetrical or asymmetrical six-phase machine. 
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      (3.87) 
Zero-sequence components are equal to zero. Unlike in the previously considered solution, α-β plane is now excited, 
and both components (α and β) are a sinusoidal function of time. However, excitation pulsates along a single direction, 
thus there is no generation of a rotating field. The pulsating field that will be present will not be able to move the rotor. 
Needless to say, hardware reconfiguration is required from propulsion to charging mode.  
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 It can be concluded that charging without torque can take place even if components from the first plane are 
excited, as long as there is only pulsating field in the machine. 
  The same principle can be applied to an asymmetrical machine. The decoupling matrix in the space vector 
representation, and the correlation between machine phase currents and grid currents, are again given with (3.37) and 
(3.85), respectively. The two space vectors are now: 
)12/cos()259.0966.0(2/3
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Zero-sequence components 0+ and 0- are equal to zero. From equation (3.88) it can be seen that both components of the 
α-β plane are excited. However, the space vector iαβ will always have the same angle, similar as in (3.86), thus there will 
be no generation of a rotating field. 
 The final topology considered here is the one employing a five-phase machine. The connection scheme is 
given in Fig. 3.11. The decoupling matrix is given with (3.3), while the grid currents remain to be governed with (3.70). 
From Fig. 3.11 it can be seen that the relationship between grid and machine currents is the following: 
2/        /2        cgdcbgebaga iiiiiiii                   (3.90) 
Substitution of (3.90) into (3.3) yields the following: 
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Fig. 3.11: Three-phase charging through a five-phase machine. 
 
 It is obvious that again only the pulsating field exists and in this case it is along α axis. Since a pulsating field 
is incapable of producing a starting torque, the machine does not have to be mechanically locked during the charging 
process. 
 The concept used here for a five-phase machine can be extrapolated to other prime phase numbers in a simple 
manner. One possibility is to use only five phases of the machine in charging process regardless of the actual phase 
numbers; the other possibility is to parallel more and more phases of the machine to each grid phase as the machine’s 
phase number increases. 
3.5 Conclusion 
 In this chapter some of the possible configurations for the battery charging through multiphase machines have 
been introduced. At first the charging from a multiphase supply is considered and it is shown that machines with the 
same number of phases as a supply can be used like filters without the need to mechanically lock the rotor, as there will 
be no field in such machines during this process. Hardware reconfiguration would be required to open the neutral point 
of the winding. 
Single-phase charging solutions with integrated multiphase machines are considered next. It is shown that for 
this type of charging there is no need for hardware reconnections between the propulsion and the charging mode as long 
as the machine has at least two isolated neutral points, since the supply connections are attached to isolated neutral 
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points of the machine and there is no interference with the propulsion mode. The other single-phase charging solutions, 
applicable to machines with a prime number of phases, do require hardware reconfiguration as illustrated for a five-
phase winding. 
Finally, the charging from a three-phase source is considered as, at present, the most important way of fast 
charging. Charging through a nine-phase machine with three isolated neutral points is presented as a solution with great 
potential, since it does not require hardware reconnections between the propulsion and the charging mode. The concept 
is directly extendable to machines with more than three neutral points and any phase number per sub-winding. Next, an 
already existing solution with a three-phase machine is further extended to a symmetrical six-phase machine, and a 
possible modification of this solution is presented.  
In addition to the solutions which do not excite the first (flux/torque producing) plane at all, five charging 
solutions which produce pulsating field in the first plane are also introduced, three in conjunction with three-phase 
charging, one in conjunction with five-phase grid supply, and one in conjunction with single-phase grid supply. 
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CHAPTER 4: MULTIPHASE VOLTAGE SOURCE RECTIFIERS 
4.1 Introduction 
 Numerous possible on-board charging topologies, incorporating multiphase machines and multiphase voltage 
source converters, have been developed and analytically examined in the previous chapter. The common feature of all 
of them is that they require a multiphase voltage source rectifier (VSR) and an appropriate algorithm for its control. 
Basic operating principles of a VSR are therefore discussed in this chapter. Based on the theoretical results obtained in 
the Chapter 3, it is assumed that multiphase machines in the selected configurations will behave as a simple resistive-
inductive passive circuit during the charging process. Thus in this chapter series connection of an inductance and a 
resistance will be used to represent the machine’s equivalent phase disposition during the charging process. This 
simplifies the equivalent circuit model of the system, and facilitates development of its control. 
 Three-phase VSRs have been investigated extensively over the years [Neacsu (1999), Wang et al (2009), 
Zhang et al (2010), Gallardo-Lozano et al (2012)], mainly due to their ability of unity power factor operation, and are 
today regarded as well-known. Multiphase VSRs have not been covered in the literature, but the principle of operation 
and most parts of the control algorithm are the same as for a three-phase VSR. The main difference will be the existence 
of multiple planes in certain cases in the decoupled model, in contrast to a single α-β plane that exists in the three-phase 
VSR. These additional planes will in principle require multiple PI controller pairs. 
 Voltage source converters (VSCs) are particularly interesting in the area of EVs due to their ability to work in 
both rectifying and inverting mode with the same hardware. Rectifying mode corresponds to the charging mode of the 
vehicle’s battery. Since only multiphase VSRs can be used in the configurations presented in the Chapter 3, only they 
will be considered in what follows. 
 Three main aspects of multiphase VSRs are elaborated. At first some of their main features are discussed. 
After that a mathematical model of the system is given. Finally, a complete control algorithm, suitable for multiphase 
VSRs, is presented. 
4.2 Principle of operation 
The ability to provide unity power factor rectification towards grid makes VSRs perfectly suitable for battery 
charging applications in EVs. Fig. 4.1 depicts the topology of a multiphase VSR system. In this section general 
information about this type of converter is given. 
The principle of operation of a VSR is explained using Fig. 4.2, where equivalent circuit representation of the 
grid-side of VSR is given. The equivalent scheme is the same for multiphase and three-phase systems. The aim is to 
achieve current control with unity power factor for fundamental components towards grid. VSR’s phase voltages ([v]) 
are controlled to reduce the voltage ([vg]-[v]) that will be applied across the Lf-Rf filter. If the inductive part of the filter 
(Lf) were to be zero (which is never the case), individual phase voltage fundamentals would have the same waveform 
and phase as grid voltages, but a smaller amplitude. However, since inductive part always exists, converter phase 
voltage fundamentals should have different phases than grid voltages to be able to achieve unity power factor operation. 
In order to limit the grid currents one should introduce a lower limit on the converter’s phase voltage fundamental 
amplitudes. 
The filter between the grid and the converter is mandatory to separate them and, without it, the control would 
not be possible. It should be noted that converter phase voltages are not sinusoidal, as assumed in Fig. 4.2 and the 
discussion above, since there are harmonics associated with multiples of the switching frequency. Strict regulations 
govern the highest allowed THD of the rectifying systems in vehicular applications. Thus inductive part of the filter 


























Fig. 4.1: Multiphase VSR system. 
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Fig. 4.2: Equivalent circuit representation of the grid-side of a multiphase VSR. 
 
The inductive part of the filter has also an upper limit. This limit is well-known for three-phase systems 
[Malinowski (2001)] and has the form of (grid angular frequency, which was denoted simply as  in Chapter 3, is now 
















 ,                      (4.1) 
where Vgmax and Igmax are the maximum values of grid voltages and grid currents, respectively. The upper limit for 
multiphase systems cannot be found in literature, but can be derived following the same rules as in [Malinowski (2001)] 























                     (4.2) 
where Mmax is the maximum modulation index, which is different for each phase number of a multiphase machine. It 
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It can be concluded that, having both the lower and upper limit, proper filter inductance should be carefully 
chosen. An inductance which is too high can unnecessarily restrict currents that can be taken from the grid, while a too 
low inductance can lead to insufficient filtering and hence high THD. 
Battery-side of a VSR is not considered in this section because it is not important from the rectifier’s point of 
view once the current references are created. This side is only important for obtaining the current references, which is 
usually achieved with a dc-bus voltage controller. However, this does not make any difference in the principle of 
operation of the VSR, due to the fact that it will still operate under current control. 
4.3 Mathematical modelling of multiphase VSRs 
 Three-phase VSRs are widely employed in various applications. While nowadays they can be regarded as 
well-known and their mathematical model can be found in many papers [Jasinski et al (2011)], the situation is different 
for the case of multiphase VSRs, the main reason being the lack of real-world applications that demand this type of 
rectifier. With an increasing number of systems with multiphase inverters that might be used in automotive industry, 
multiphase VSRs are gaining in importance, mainly due to the fact that the same inverting hardware can be used also 
for rectification. Thus in this section a mathematical model of a multiphase VSR is derived. 
4.3.1 Model in terms of phase variables  
 With reference to Fig. 4.1 and its grid side, the following voltage equilibrium equation can be written: 
     vvv fg                        (4.4) 
where    Tngcgbgagg vvvvv ... is the grid phase voltage matrix,    Tnfcfbfaff vvvvv ... is the 
matrix of voltage drops on the filter, and    Tncba vvvvv ... is the converter’s phase voltage matrix. 








Lv                       (4.5) 
where    Tngcgbgagg iiiii ... , fnfbfaf LLLL  ... , and fnfbfaf RRRR  ... . Converter 
phase voltages depend on the dc-bus voltage and switching states [s] as follows: 
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In equation (4.6) the variable sk, where  nk ...321 , represents switching state of the kth leg of the converter, 
and can take the value of “1” (if the upper switch is turned on) or “ 0” (if the lower switch is turned on). By substituting 
(4.5) and (4.6) into (4.4) one further has: 
 
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C                        (4.8) 
where    gTdc isi  . Hence: 
    LgTdc iis
dt
dv
C                        (4.9) 
Equations (4.7) and (4.9) represent the complete model of the system. Block diagram of the system is shown in 
Fig. 4.3. This block diagram can be represented in matrix form (Fig. 4.4). Matrix multiplication is represented with the 
block containing “x” symbol and a product with a scalar is represented with a sign “*” in front of a matrix. Model 
expressed in terms of phase variables is useful only in simulations to substitute a real VSR with corresponding signals. 
However, for control purposes the model has to be in the same reference frame in which current control is performed, 
which is the synchronously rotating reference frame. Thus, in what follows, models obtained after decoupling 
transformation and subsequent application of the rotational transformation are derived. 
4.3.2 Model after application of the decoupling transformation 













































Fig. 4.3: Block diagram of the multiphase VSR in terms of phase variables (p stands for the differentiation operator).  



















Fig. 4.4: Matrix representation of the model in terms of phase variables. 
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              (4.10) 
For the right-most part of this equation the following identities apply: 






























































































































































































































































































































































































                      (4.11) 
Substituting (4.11) into (4.10) and assuming that the system has an odd number of phases, one can further write that: 
  
  
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Equation (4.9) can be written, using the decoupling transformation matrix (3.1), as: 




















           (4.13) 
In the model (4.12)-(4.13) the following transformed matrix vectors are introduced, assuming a system with an odd 
number of phases:    Tggxggg iiiii 01)( ...  ,    Tgxg sssss 01)( ...  . Equations (4.12) and 
(4.13) represent the complete model of the system after vector space decomposition is completed by means of the 
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decoupling transformation matrix. The corresponding block diagram is depicted in Fig. 4.5. This block diagram can be 
represented in matrix form as in Fig. 4.6. Using (4.12)-(4.13) as the starting point, model in the rotating reference frame 
is derived next. 
4.3.3 Model in the rotating reference frame 
Equation (4.12) is multiplied from the left with the rotational transformation matrix [D], which will transform 
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where  dtgg  . Using (4.14) in conjunction with (4.12) one gets 
      
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Fig. 4.6: Matrix representation of the model in decoupled domain. 
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By substituting (4.16) into (4.15) one further has: 
  
  
     








































































             (4.17) 
Equation (4.13) can be written in the rotational reference frame as: 
                  
















            (4.18) 
Equations (4.17) and (4.18) represent the complete model in the rotational reference frame. Corresponding block 
diagram is given in Fig. 4.7. 
It can be seen from Fig. 4.7 that there is a coupling between d and q axes, described with terms proportional to 
±ωgLf. This is an important model property that will have to be taken into account when designing current controllers, 
since a decoupling network will be required for current control (Chapter 5). Block diagram given in Fig. 4.7 can also be 











































Fig. 4.7: Mathematical model of a multiphase VSR in the rotational reference frame. 
 




















































































Fig. 4.8: Matrix representation of the model in the rotational reference frame. 
 
4.3.5 Closed loop transfer function 
 The last model type considered here is a closed loop model of the system. It will be used in the next chapter, 
which discusses the control of the system, in order to set optimum controller parameters. In order to obtain a closed 
loop model finding an open loop transfer function is a logical first step. The open loop transfer function consists of three 
blocks: PI controller, PWM block, and an input choke. PWM block can be approximated with a delay of the value 
between zero and 2Ts, and the disturbance Vd can be considered as a constant. Block diagram of the current control in 
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Two standard ways of choosing a PI controller parameters are the “symmetrical optimum” and “modulus optimum”. 
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Modulus optimum method is often used when the controlled system has single dominant time constant and other minor 
time constants, as is the case here. It aims to cancel the most pronounced pole of the system, and parameters obtained 
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Although, symmetrical optimum method has a better response to variation of the disturbance signal (|vg| ≠ const.) 
[Jasinski (2005)], modulus optimum method is chosen here since it is believed to be more appropriate for these 
applications. 
4.4 Conclusion 
 Multiphase VSCs can be used both as inverters and VSRs with unity power factor. Therefore, VSRs can be 
used as part of the integrated on-board battery chargers for electric vehicles. In this chapter multiphase VSRs with 
simple Rf-Lf filter between the grid and the converter have been investigated. 
 Basic principles of operation are given at first and operating limits are discussed. Next the mathematical model 
of a multiphase VSR is derived in terms of phase variables and is then transformed using at first decoupling (vector 
space decomposition) transformation and then transformation into a rotational reference frame. This is followed by the 
discussion of the closed loop model for the charging mode of operation.  
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CHAPTER 5: CHARGING AND V2G MODES OF OPERATION 
5.1 Introduction 
 As already shown in Chapter 3, additional degrees of freedom of multiphase machines make them particularly 
suitable for integration into the battery charging process. These degrees of freedom can be utilised during the 
charging/V2G process to transfer the whole or a part of excitation from the torque producing (α-β) to a non-torque 
producing plane, in order to avoid torque production. Multiphase configurations that do not produce a torque during the 
charging process are introduced in Chapter 3, where theoretical analysis of their excitation mapping among the planes is 
performed. Depending on the voltage supply type at the charging station, configurations are grouped into three major 
categories: those with multiphase supply, with single-phase supply, and with three-phase supply. This chapter considers 
control of these configurations in charging and V2G mode, and provides experimental results obtained utilizing the 
same control algorithms.  
The arrangement of configurations is kept as in Chapter 3. However, since control and behaviour of topologies 
depend on whether a pulsating excitation exists in the first plane of the machine, each group is further divided into two 
subcategories. The first one is without any excitation in the first plane, and it has the advantage that a torque cannot be 
produced even if the machine, for non-technical reasons (e.g. charging on a hill slope), starts rotating. It should be noted 
that this group has a small pulsating field in the rotor which originates from the stator leakage flux. However, this flux 
exists only in vicinity of stator slots and has very low values. Therefore, in what follows this leakage flux is neglected 
and the group is referred as without a field in the rotor.  
In the second subcategory are topologies in which a pulsating excitation is produced in the first plane during 
the charging/V2G mode. Now the pulsating flux spreads through the whole rotor and has considerable values, thus this 
group is referred as with pulsating field in the rotor. In machines with non-laminated rotor losses produced in this way 
in the rotor iron would be considerable. 
5.2 Control 
 The main aim of the control is to realise a charging/V2G process that complies with the grid standards, which 
set a limit on the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the current and demand unity power factor operation in charging as 
well as in V2G operation. Although some control similarities are present, the control of topologies that utilise different 
voltage supply type at the charging station essentially differs. In what follows control is considered separately for the 
three types of grid voltage supply: multiphase, single-phase and three-phase. 
5.2.1 Multiphase supply 
 In this subsection it is assumed that the charging station is equipped with a multiphase voltage supply. The 
particular focus is on topologies that may have imminent impact on the charging process of EVs. Therefore, control 
considerations and experimental verification are omitted for topologies that require multiphase supply that cannot be 
easily obtained from a three-phase grid, such as for example five-phase and seven-phase supply. On the other hand, this 
is not a problem with asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase supply, since they can be obtained from the three-phase 
grid by means of simple transformers, as will be shown here. Therefore, control algorithm and experimental verification 
are provided for topologies that require those two supply types.  
An important attribute of topologies that have a transformer is that their supply is isolated. A study performed 
in [Liu et al (2012)] assessed the impact of avoiding isolation for one of currently the most attractive fast charging 
configurations [De Sousa et al (2010)]. It is shown that, if isolation does not exist, the common mode voltage appears 
between the battery and the ground. Since typically some small parasitic capacitances exist between the chassis of EV 
and its battery, this can cause problems in battery management system, as well as high displacement currents that can 
flow through the protection earth conductor. These currents can significantly exceed the permitted limit that is set due to 
the safety concerns if a proper mitigating technique is not employed (one of these may be the integration of a filter 
capacitor between the protection earth conductor and the neutral conductor, [Liu et al (2012)]). 
 One manner of obtaining asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase voltage supply is by transformers with two 
sets of secondary windings that are shown in Fig. 5.1. Asymmetrical supply can be obtained from a transformer that has 
one set connected in star connection, while the other one is delta-connected – Fig. 5.1a. The number of turns in the 
delta-connected windings is increased compared to those with star connection by a factor of 1.73 in order to obtain the 
same voltage levels. By connecting the two secondary windings in star and delta, respectively, required supply phase 
shift between two three-phase windings of 30 degrees is achieved. Symmetrical six-phase supply can be obtained in a 
similar manner. Both sets of secondary windings should have a star connection – Fig. 5.1b. However, they should now 
have the same number of turns in order to obtain equal voltage levels. A phase shift of 180 degrees is achieved by 
reversing the polarity of the second three-phase winding set with respect to the first one.  
 An alternative method of obtaining a symmetrical six-phase voltage set is presented in Fig. 5.2. As can be 
seen, it does not require a special transformer with two sets of secondaries. On the contrary, it utilises the most common 
type of a transformer, which is a standard three-phase isolating transformer. However, the transformer secondary three-
phase winding is utilised in an open-end winding configuration, so that connection of two motor phases is possible to 
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each of the transformer secondary phases. Regardless of the manner of obtaining a symmetrical six-phase voltage set 
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Fig. 5.1: Six-phase voltage source obtained by transformer with two secondary sets: a) asymmetrical supply, 
























Fig. 5.2: An alternative symmetrical six-phase voltage supply (covered in section 5.2.3). 
 In order to design a control algorithm, it is necessary to consider equivalent schemes of multiphase charging 
topologies. From Chapter 3 it follows that during the multiphase charging process there is no torque production in the 
machines, thus they act as simple resistive-inductive components. If there is no field production in the machine, its 
equivalent scheme has the same parameters for all the phases. If the field in rotor is pulsating, it introduces asymmetry 
in the equivalent scheme parameters. Transformer also influences equivalent scheme by its resistance and leakage 
inductance. Depending on whether a transformer with two (Fig. 5.1) or a single (Fig. 5.2) secondary set is used, the 
equivalent scheme takes the form presented in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, respectively.  
 It can be seen that Fig. 5.3 represents a six-phase VSC. However, the equivalent scheme for the case when a 
transformer from Fig. 5.2 is utilised differs significantly. This is regardless of the fact that the principle of operation of 
the rest of the system remains unaltered from the one described by (3.29)-(3.30). Since the equivalent scheme in case of 
the supply type from Fig. 5.2 is in essence three-phase, its control is considered in section 5.2.3 together with other 
topologies that use the three-phase supply. Thus, the remainder of this subsection focuses on control of the scheme from 
Fig. 5.3. 
 The principle of operation of a multiphase VSC has been discussed in Chapter 4. A complete mathematical 
model of a general case of multiphase VSC, derived in a reference system in which control is performed, has also been 
presented in Chapter 4. Starting from the mathematical model a control algorithm can be developed, so that it takes into 
consideration relevant electrical aspects of the converter. In order to achieve unity power factor operation grid voltage 
oriented control is chosen for controlling the multiphase converter. The control algorithm of the system from Fig. 5.3 is 
depicted in Fig. 5.5. In what follows its functional blocks are explained in the order in which real signals are processed 
in the controller. 
 The control commences by gathering feedback signals obtained from measurements. Those are required for 
grid currents, grid voltages and dc-bus voltage. In order to obtain unity power factor, the knowledge of the grid voltage 
position is mandatory. In Fig. 5.5 it is obtained from the grid voltage measurements by means of phase locked loop 
(PLL), shown in Fig. 5.6. The resonant filter filters the grid voltage without causing a phase delay. As shown in 
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[Limongi et al (2007)], PLL of Fig. 5.6 has a superior performance for a distorted grid voltage, compared to a standard 
PLL. It is capable of obtaining the position of a single-phase grid as well, which is discussed in section 5.2.2. The part 
on the right-hand side of the resonant filter represents a standard PLL in the synchronous reference frame. It should be 
noted that PLL algorithm gets executed at the initialisation of the charging process. However, the charging process itself 





































































































Fig. 5.4: Equivalent scheme of the symmetrical six-phase topology with supply as in Fig. 5.2 (covered in section 5.2.3). 
 
 The aim of the control is to place the six grid currents in phase with the six grid phase voltages (to obtain unity 
power factor). This is accomplished by controlling the transformer secondary variables. In order to observe phase 
deviation of the grid currents from the grid phase voltages, the currents are transformed into the grid voltage oriented 
reference frame. This is done by applying appropriate decoupling transformation for the six-phase systems, and then the 
rotational transformation (in Fig. 5.5 these two are lumped together in one block called “coordinate transformation”). 
For asymmetrical six-phase system the decoupling matrix is given with (3.20), while for the symmetrical system its 
form is determined by (3.26) and (3.31). The rotational transformation is performed by utilising the information on the 
grid position from the PLL. What is achieved in this way is that the grid current component, which is in phase with the 
grid voltage, is separated and appears as a dc quantity. If the charging process utilises only this component (idg), the 
unity power factor operation during charging results. The current component that is out of phase with the grid voltage 
(iqg), and current components from the x-y plane should be controlled to zero. 
 The most conventional way of battery charging is CC-CV (constant current – constant voltage) method 
[Dusmez et al (2011)]. It charges the battery with a constant (maximum allowed) current until the battery voltage 
reaches certain cut-off level. The charging then continues at a constant voltage until the current drops below 10% of its 
maximum. For the CC mode the reference for the component idg is the desired value of the grid current d-axis 
component. For the CV mode the dc-bus voltage is the input reference to the system. As the idg component is directly 
proportional to the voltage drop on the battery’s internal resistance, its reference can be obtained by a PI voltage 
controller, which is shown as the outer control loop in Fig. 5.5. 
 When the current reference is obtained (in CC or CV mode), d-component of the grid current is controlled to 
follow it in the block “current controllers” in Fig. 5.5. In the same block the other three current components are 
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controlled to their references, which are zero. After the controller action, the output of “current controllers” block is the 
voltage reference, in the rotating reference frame, for the VSC. However, it can be seen that the d-component of the grid 
voltage is summed with the d-component of the output of the “current controllers” block. This is done in order to 
prevent high currents at the beginning of the charging process. This requires that the decoupling transformation matrix 
utilised in the PLL block (Fig. 5.6) and the one that is used for the transformation of the currents (Fig. 5.5) use the same 
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Fig. 5.6: PLL algorithm (the input is in principle any n-phase set of voltages, although it is labelled as abc) 
 When inverse rotational and inverse decoupling transformations are applied to the reference voltage signals in 
the rotating reference frame, references for inverter phase voltages are obtained. These enter PWM block which uses 
carrier based modulation strategy with zero-sequence injection. However, since the system has two, by transformer, 
isolated neutral points, zero-sequence injection can be applied to each set separately. This improves the dc-bus 
utilization which is in essence equal to the one of three-phase systems. 
 It should be noted that this control algorithm can be used for V2G operation without any changes. The only 
requirement is that a minus sign should be placed in front of the reference for the grid current component idg
*
. 
 The “current controllers” block depends on whether a field in the machine’s rotor is present or not. Thus, in the 
next two subsections this block is considered separately for the asymmetrical system (that does not have any field 
production in the rotor) and the symmetrical system (in which the rotor field pulsates). 
5.2.1.1 Topologies without field production in the rotor 
 According to (3.24)-(3.25) there is no excitation in the first plane and subsequently no field production in the 
rotor in the case of the charging process with the asymmetrical six-phase supply. The direct consequence is that the 
machine contributes to the equivalent scheme only with its stator resistance and stator leakage inductance. Since these 
parameters are the same for all the phases, and the transformer is assumed to be without asymmetries, the equivalent 
scheme of Fig. 5.3 has the same filter parameters in all phases. Thus, Lfa1=Lfb1=...=Lfc2, Rfa1=Lfb1=...Lfc2 and the converter 
is balanced. This fact facilitates converter’s current control. 
 The “current controllers” block from Fig. 5.5 is given in more detail in Fig. 5.7. When the current reference is 
obtained (in CC or CV mode), d-component of the grid current is controlled to follow it. Since the d-current component 
reference is a dc quantity, the d-current component can be controlled with a simple PI controller shown at the top of Fig. 
5.7. It can be seen that reference current is subtracted from measured current, which is opposite compared to the 
standard variable-speed drive current controllers. The reason for this is that when amplitude of the inverter voltage 
increases, voltage across the filter (i.e. charging current) decreases, and vice versa. Similarly to the d-component, the q-
component is controlled to zero with a PI controller. However, from Fig. 4.7 it is obvious that the mathematical model 
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of a multiphase VSR contains certain cross-coupling between d-q components. Therefore, the decoupling network 
included in Fig. 5.7 is necessary to eliminate the coupling effect. The block “PI controllers” shown in Fig. 5.7 suffices 
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Fig. 5.7: Current control algorithm of six-phase charging configurations. 
 
 On the other hand, grid current does not contain only fundamental. Low-order odd harmonics are inevitably 
produced due to the inverter dead time and the potential grid voltage distortion, and they require control as well. Since 
they are ac quantities in this reference frame, the PI controller of Fig. 5.7 cannot suppress them; additional controllers 
are thus necessary. It is shown in [Che et al (2014)] that the dominant harmonics in asymmetrical six-phase systems are 
5
th
, 7th, 11th and 13th (as seen from the stationary reference frame). The minus sign refers to the anti-synchronous 
direction of rotation. The 11th and 13th map into the first (α-β) plane, while the 5th and 7th map into the second (x-y) 
plane. The first plane rotates in the synchronous direction, and 11th and 13th harmonics are seen in this reference frame 
as the 12th and 12th. Since resonant controllers are capable of controlling the harmonics in both directions at the same 
time, single resonant controller tuned at the 12
th
 harmonic in one axis can control both the 12th and 12th harmonic (seen 
from the synchronous reference frame). In order to control harmonics from the second plane in a similar manner, the 
coordinate system of the second plane has to rotate in anti-synchronous direction (this is ensured in the rotational 
transformation matrix). It should be noted that the x-y current and voltage axis components in Fig. 5.7 are those 
obtained after application of decoupling and subsequent rotational transformation into anti-synchronous reference frame 
(hence the superscript ’). In the x’-y’ plane the 5th and the 7th harmonic are seen as the 6th and 6th, respectively, and 
they can be conveniently controlled with a single resonant controller placed in both axes, which is shown at the bottom 
of Fig. 5.7. Vector proportional-integral (VPI) type of resonant controllers [Lascu et al (2007)] is chosen since they are 
shown to be superior to standard proportional-resonant (PR) controllers, which are not capable of achieving proper 
decoupling for both positive and negative sequence simultaneously [Yepes (2011)]. VPI controllers in the x’-y’ plane 
are tuned to the 6
th
 harmonic by the block “harmonic number”. Similarly, those from the first (α-β) plane are set to the 
12
th
 harmonic. Although they are identified in Fig. 5.7 purely with “parallel connection of resonant VPI controllers”, 
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they have the same form as those in the x’-y’ plane. The wording used to describe the block only signifies that multiple 
VPI controller pairs can be paralleled together in order to suppress a wide range of harmonics, as is shown in the next 
subsection that considers control of the symmetrical six-phase configuration. 
5.2.1.2 Topologies with pulsating field in the rotor 
 If the symmetrical six-phase system is considered, the current control diagram of Fig. 5.7 continues to be valid. 
Grid current components idg and iqg are again dc quantities and are controlled to their references with standard PI 
controllers. However, low order harmonics and their mapping are different. Now the dominant harmonics are the 5th, 
7
th




 harmonic have the 
opposite direction of rotation compared to the asymmetrical six-phase system. The harmonic mapping is also different 
since all four dominant harmonics map into the first plane. Therefore, there is no need for any current controller in the 
x’-y’ plane, which was necessary with the asymmetrical six-phase system. Since the first plane rotates at the 





respectively. Similarly to the asymmetrical six-phase case, the 6th and 6th harmonic can be controlled by a single VPI 
resonant controller, tuned for the 6
th
 harmonic, in both d and q axis. In the same manner the 12th and 12th harmonic are 
controlled by the VPI controller tuned for the 12
th
 harmonic. All four dominant harmonics are thus suppressed by two 
pairs of resonant VPI controllers. These appear in Fig. 5.7 within the block “parallel connection of VPI resonant 
controllers”. 
 Unlike in the previous case, it is clear from (3.29) that there is excitation in the first plane in case of the 
symmetrical six-phase charging system. The type of the field produced is pulsating, which is not capable of producing a 
starting torque. However, it has impact on the parameters of the equivalent scheme (Fig. 5.3). When a field pulsates it 
induces some currents in the rotor; thus rotor resistance and leakage inductance start to influence the system. However, 
the rotor has the highest impact on phases that produce the most of the pulsating flux. This flux is in the direction of the 
α-axis (3.29); thus phases that influence it the most are a1 and b2, since they lay on the α-axis. Therefore, the parameters 
La1f , Ra1f and Lb2f , Rb2f are the highest since they are influenced by the leakage inductance and resistance of phases a1 
and b2, respectively,  in addition to the highest part of rotor resistance and leakage inductance. Clearly, the equivalent 
scheme does not have equal parameters anymore, so the system is unbalanced. 
The parameter asymmetry primarily gets manifested through a fundamental component that rotates in anti-
synchronous direction. From the d-q reference frame it is seen as the 2nd harmonic (harmonic that has the frequency 
two times higher than the synchronous and that rotates in the opposite direction). In order to have the same grid current 
amplitudes in all phases this component has to be controlled to zero. This is achieved by placing another VPI resonant 
controller that is tuned to the second harmonic in parallel to the existing ones, within the block “parallel connection of 
VPI resonant controllers”. This concludes the current control of the system. 
 For easier understanding, and clearer view, the current control techniques discussed in this and the previous 
subsections are summarised in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1: Summary of the current control in the case of charging with multiphase supply. 
 Without field in the rotor  
(asymmetrical six-phase system) 
With pulsating field in the rotor  
(symmetrical six-phase system) 
balanced system 








, 7th, 11th and 13th 
 
5th, 7th, 11th and 13th 
dominant harmonics that map into the 
first (α-β) plane 
11th and 13th 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th 
dominant harmonics that map into the 






number of PI controller pairs 
 
single controller pair single controller pair 
number of resonant VPI controller pairs 
in the α-β plane and their tuning (h) 
single controller pair 
h = 12 
three controller pairs 
h = 2, 6 and 12 
number of resonant VPI controller pairs 
in the x’-y’ plane and their tuning (h) 
single controller pair 
h = 6  
no controllers 
 
5.2.2 Single-phase supply 
 Single-phase chargers, although slower than the three-phase counterparts, are a potentially great asset and 
addition to the three-phase chargers due to the wide-spread existence of single-phase mains. In Chapter 3 multiphase 
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charger topologies that can be incorporated into single-phase charging process have been introduced at the theoretical 
level, and their principle of operation elaborated. This subsection discusses their control. 
 The equivalent scheme of single-phase chargers utilising multiphase machines is relatively straightforward to 
arrive at. Section 3.3 proves that machines in this process act as pure resistive-inductive elements. The chargers’ 
equivalent scheme is then as given in Fig. 5.8. While in the physical system both terminals of a single-phase grid are 
attached to the machine phases, in Fig. 5.8 machine parameters from both grid branches are merged together. Thus, the 
filter Lf, Rf in Fig. 5.8 consists of a series connection of two RL elements and has the value of their sum. The resulting 
scheme is a well-known single-phase full-bridge converter. 
 The control algorithm for the single-phase full bridge converter of Fig. 5.8 is given in Fig. 5.9. The 
measurements of grid voltage and current, and dc-bus voltage are required again. The grid voltage position is found by a 
single-phase PLL. As already pointed out, the PLL shown in Fig. 5.6 is capable of tracking single-phase voltage as well. 
The only difference from multiphase and three-phase operation is that the input of the resonant filter in Fig. 5.6 is a 
single-phase grid voltage rather than the grid voltage α component. The operating principle remains the same. The 














































Fig. 5.9: Control algorithm for the single-phase charging/V2G process. 
 
 The input of the system is a reference for the current amplitude. It should be multiplied by a sine function in 
order to create the phase current reference. In order to achieve unity power factor that sine wave should follow the 
phase of the grid current. In Fig. 5.9 this is obtained from grid voltage position θg by finding its cosine. The resulting 
sinusoid has two functions. When multiplied with the grid current amplitude reference |ig
*
| the reference ig
*
 for the grid 
phase current is obtained. This reference is then used in the “current controllers” block to control the grid current. This 
block is elaborated in more detail in the next two subsections. The other function of the resulting sinusoid is that, when 
multiplied with the grid voltage amplitude |vg|, from PLL, it produces filtered grid voltage signal vg’. It then sums with 
the output of the current control in order to prevent high current at the start of the charging process. This sum represents 
phase voltage reference. It should be noted that, instead of the signal vg’, it is possible to use the measured grid voltage 
signal vg. However, the signal vg’ is a better option since it filters the unwanted noise from the grid voltage, without 
causing a phase deviation from it. The phase voltage reference then enters the final block, which is a PWM unit. The 
modulation strategy is the application of modulation signals in phase opposition to the two inverter legs. 
 The same control algorithm of Fig. 5.9 can be used for the V2G operation. The only difference is that a minus 
sign should be placed in front of the reference for the grid current amplitude.  
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5.2.2.1 Topologies without field production in the rotor 
 From the theoretical analysis performed in section 3.3 it follows that six-, nine- and ten-phase machines, in 
both asymmetrical and symmetrical configuration, with the connection diagrams given in section 3.3, do not get 
excitation in the first plane during the charging process. Since there is no field production in their rotors, their stator 
winding’s resistance and leakage inductance play a role of current filter. It can be shown that for the six-phase and nine-
phase machine the equivalent filter resistance and inductance are 2/3 of the per-phase stator resistance and leakage 
inductance values. In the case of the ten-phase machine the scaling factor is 2/5. In either case, it is a single impedance 
represented schematically in Fig. 5.8. 
 A detailed representation of the block “current controllers” of Fig. 5.9 is given in Fig. 5.10. A good feature of 
the resonant controllers is that they are particularly suited for applications in single-phase systems. The current is 
controlled to its reference by a resonant VPI controller, shown at the top of Fig. 5.10. The controller is tuned to the first 
harmonic. Just like in the case of a multiphase supply, the reference current is subtracted from the real one. The reason 
is again the same: for higher output values of the current controller the charging power is lower, and vice versa. 
 Unlike in the six-phase systems with two isolated neutral points, in single-phase systems triplen harmonics 
(that are multiples of three) can flow. Thus, the control should compensate all odd low-order harmonics produced by the 














 harmonic. Each of these harmonics 
can be controlled by a resonant VPI controller that is tuned to the specific harmonic that it attempts to zero. These 
controllers can be placed in parallel in order to suppress a wide range of harmonics. In Fig. 5.10 it is shown how the 
parallel connection of resonant VPI controllers zeroes all harmonics up to the 15
th
. It should be noted that harmonics 
higher than 15
th
 can be controlled in the same manner. The cut-off point selection is somewhat arbitrary and the control 
up to the 15
th






































Fig. 5.10: Current control algorithm for the single-phase charging process. 
 
5.2.2.2 Topologies with the pulsating field in the rotor 
 In the case of a single-phase charging using a five-phase machine a production of the pulsating field in the 
rotor takes place according to (3.68). Exactly the same situation would result with single-phase charging accomplished 
using a machine with any other (higher) prime phase number. The discussion is here however restricted to the five-
phase machine.  
The pulsating field introduces asymmetry in the equivalent per-phase parameters of the machine. Similarly as 
for the case of a multiphase supply, the phases that are the closest to the direction of the pulsation have the highest 
equivalent resistance and inductance. Moreover, different numbers of machine phases are placed in parallel before the 
connection to the single-phase grid terminals. On one side three phases are paralleled, while on the other side only two 
phases are in parallel connection. However, all this asymmetry is not seen from the outer charging/V2G system. In 
simple terms, all that the outer system sees is two sets of parallel connections of impedances which are then connected 
in series. As a result single impedance is obtained, which can be again represented as in Fig. 5.8. Compared to the 
systems without field production in the rotor, the situation here, observed from outside the machine, differs only by the 
value of this impedance. Therefore, equivalent scheme remains unaltered. As a consequence, the current control 
algorithm shown in Fig. 5.10 can be used again without any modifications.  
 Although somewhat trivial, the current control of single-phase chargers is summarised in Table 5.2 for the sake 
of completeness. 
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Table 5.2: Summary of current control in the case of charging using single-phase supply. 
 Without field in the rotor  
(6, 9 and 10-phase system) 
With pulsating field in the rotor  
(5-phase system) 
balanced system 
(equal filter parameters) 
n/a 
(system has single impedance) 
n/a 
(system has single impedance) 


































number of resonant VPI controllers 
and their tuning (h) 
eight controllers 
h = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 
eight controllers 
h = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 
5.2.3 Three-phase supply 
 Topology and principle of operation of multiphase chargers featuring direct connection to three-phase mains 
are covered in section 3.4. This subsection considers their control. What all topologies have in common is the 
equivalent charging/V2G scheme, presented in Fig. 5.11. It can be seen that it is a standard three-phase boost PFC 
converter. A standard manner of its control, when unity power factor operation is mandatory, is by voltage oriented 
control (VOC) algorithm presented in Fig. 5.12. It can be seen that it has great similarity with the one shown in Fig. 5.5, 
that is used for multiphase VSCs. The only difference is that now there are no x-y components, so that their control is no 
longer required. Therefore, the decoupling and rotational matrix (in Fig. 5.12 lumped together in the single block 
labelled “coordinate transformation”) are now for three-phase systems, and have their well-known form. The rest of the 
system, as well as the principle of operation, remain the same as those for multiphase VSC. 
 Measurements of grid currents, grid voltages and dc-bus voltage are required once more. PLL, shown in Fig. 
5.6, obtains information on grid position and its voltage d-component from three grid voltages. The information is used 
for rotational transformation in order to transform grid currents into the coordinate frame that is oriented according to 
the grid voltage. The result is that the grid current component, which is in phase with the grid voltage, is separated and 
appears as a dc quantity. If the charging process utilises only this component (idg), the unity power factor operation 
during charging results. Thus, the current component that is out of phase with the grid voltage (iqg) has zero reference, 
while the reference for the d-component is obtained by CC or CV mode. These two current components are controlled 
to their references in the block “current controllers”. This block differs significantly from the one for multiphase VSCs, 
and is considered separately in the following two subsections. Grid voltage d-component, from PLL, is added to the d-
component of the current controller output. This is done again for the same reason as in chargers utilising multiphase 
and single-phase supply, i.e. in order to prevent high currents at the beginning of the charging process. The resulting 
signals are references for the converter voltage in the d-q reference frame. After inverse rotational and inverse 
decoupling transformation phase voltage references are obtained, which then enter PWM unit. This concludes the 
control subsystem. A simple carrier-based PWM with the standard type of zero-sequence injection is used as the 
modulation strategy. 
 V2G operation is obtained by placing the minus sign in front of the reference for the d-component of grid 
current, this being just the same as for the charging from a multiphase voltage source. 
5.2.3.1 Topologies without the field in the rotor 
 From section 3.4 it follows that there are two types of charger topologies employing multiphase machines that 
do not have field production in the rotor during the charging process. One employs asymmetrical or symmetrical nine-
phase machine (Fig. 3.8), while the other (Fig. 3.9) utilises a symmetrical six-phase machine. The one with symmetrical 
six-phase machine utilises the principle of field cancellation between windings in phase opposition (3.82)-(3.83) when 
the same currents flow through them. Both types have very similar control. However, the control (and experimental 



























Fig. 5.11: Equivalent scheme of chargers supplied from three-phase mains. 
 












































Fig. 5.12: VOC algorithm for the configuration from Fig. 5.11. 
 
 In the case of a nine-phase topology absence of the field in the rotor during the charging process follows from 
(3.72) and (3.76). As a consequence filter impedances in Fig. 5.11 are the same and equal to the parallel connection of 
three impedances composed of the stator resistance and stator leakage inductance. Thus, the system is balanced. 
The “current controllers” block of Fig. 5.12 is shown in detail in Fig. 5.13. It can be seen that it is similar to the 
one in Fig. 5.7, except that it now does not include controllers for x-y components. PI controllers with decoupling 
network are used once more for the control of the current fundamental. They are sufficient for its control since the 
































































Fig. 5.13: Current control algorithm for the three-phase charging process. 
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All the dominant dead-time harmonics map now into the α-β plane, since only a single plane exists. These are 
the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th (as seen from the stationary reference frame). Since the d-q plane rotates at the synchronous 
speed, these harmonics appear in it as the 6th, 6th, 12th and 12th, respectively. Similarly as in the case of a multiphase 
supply, resonant VPI controllers can be used to control both positive and negative sequences of harmonics at the same 
time. Thus a single resonant VPI controller in both d and q axis is used to control both the 6th and the 6th harmonic. In 
order to do so the VPI controller is tuned for the 6
th
 harmonic by setting h = 6 (Fig. 5.13). A resonant VPI controller 
tuned for the 12
th
 harmonic zeroes both the 12th and 12th harmonics in the same manner. Thus with two resonant VPI 
controllers, placed in both axes, the control of all four dominant harmonics is achieved. The presented control is 
sufficient to keep the grid current without low order harmonics up to the 15
th
, since harmonics that are multiples of three 
cannot flow in the system. This is unlike one of the cases that are considered in the next subsection. 
 
5.2.3.2 Topologies with the pulsating field in the rotor 
 Current control methods for topologies that develop pulsating field in the rotor during the charging process, 
obtained from the three-phase supply, are considered here. These include two types. The first one is represented by 
topologies employing five-phase and asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase machines in conjunction with direct grid 
connection (Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.10). The second type is represented by a topology employing symmetrical six-phase 
machine with isolated six-phase supply obtained from a transformer with secondary windings in open-end configuration 
(Fig. 5.2). It is considered here regardless of the fact that its supply is six-phase, and therefore more appropriate to be 
placed in section 5.2.1. However, although the topology operates as a six-phase charger, it is obvious that its equivalent 
scheme (Fig. 5.4) is a three-phase system. Thus, it should be controlled as a three-phase, rather than a multiphase 
system (section 5.2.1). It should be noted that only its control is considered here in conjunction with three-phase 
systems, while experimental results for the topology are given together with other multiphase charging systems (section 
5.3.1). The justification for this is that its principle of operation (3.29)-(3.30) is the same as for the supply obtained from 
a symmetrical six-phase voltage source, like the one presented in Fig. 5.1b. 
 In both charging types the effect of the pulsating field is the same as in the topologies considered in section 
5.2.1.2. This means that it has an impact on parameters of the equivalent scheme (Fig. 5.11). The influence is yet again 
the highest on phases that produce the most of the pulsating flux, which introduces inequality between filter parameters. 
Therefore, the system is unbalanced. 
 The controllers for the fundamental and dead-time harmonics that are discussed in the previous subsection 
(5th, 7th, 11th and 13th) remain the same (Fig. 5.13). However, the system unbalance, primarily reflected through a 
fundamental component that rotates in the anti-synchronous direction, requires additional controllers. Thus an 
additional pair of resonant VPI controllers is placed in parallel to those controllers discussed in the previous subsection. 
The controller pair is tuned to the 2
nd
 harmonic, since the fundamental component that rotates in the anti-synchronous 
direction is seen from the synchronous reference frame as the 2
nd
 harmonic. 
 It should be noted that, although the system unbalance has the most noticeable effect on fundamental 
component, it also affects low-order harmonics. That is, the unbalance introduces low-order harmonics that rotate in the 
opposite direction compared to those from a balanced system. Therefore, in addition to the standard harmonics which 
appear in three-phase systems (5th, 7th, 11th and 13th) their counter-parts (5th, 7th, 11th and 13th) are also introduced. 
From the synchronous reference frame these additional harmonics are seen as the 4
th
, 8th, 10th and 14th. They can be 








 harmonic placed in parallel to the already 
existing ones in Fig. 5.13. It should be noted that not all unbalanced systems require this additional control. In fact, the 
effect of unbalance on low-order harmonics is minor in systems that have reasonably high equivalent scheme 
impedances. Here the additional control is only included in topologies that employ six-phase machines with direct 
connection to the three-phase grid. They are chosen since six-phase machines that are used for experimental verification 
have rather small inductances in the second plane. At the same time, additional control is not included for the six-phase 
topology with transformer supply since the parameters of the equivalent scheme are supported and increased by 
transformer parameters. 
 Finally, in the case of six-phase topology with transformer supply according to Fig. 5.2, the control has an 
additional aspect that has not been addressed until now. As can be seen from Fig. 5.2, the secondary side of the 
transformer does not have a neutral point. This means that zero-sequence current can flow on this side of the 
transformer, provided that the conditions that govern simultaneous zero-sequence current flow at both sides of the 
transformer are met. Thus, unlike in standard three-phase systems, the harmonics that map into zero-sequence can flow 
for certain primary winding connections. These are the harmonics whose order is a multiple of three, with the dominant 
being the 3
rd
 harmonic. This harmonic can be controlled using the zero-sequence current, with the VPI resonant 
controller tuned at the 3
rd
 harmonic frequency, as shown in Fig. 5.14. Needless to say, in this case the zero-sequence 









 harmonic in parallel to the controller shown in Fig. 
5.14. The PWM algorithm cannot utilise zero-sequence injection any more, since zero-sequence currents can flow.  
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It should be noted that, if the transformer primary is grounded (as the case is in the performed experiments), 
zero-sequence harmonics can penetrate into the grid. It is also important to emphasise that the need for the zero-
sequence current controller arises here due to the specific open-end secondary winding arrangement of Fig. 5.2. If a 
transformer with two three-phase secondaries, connected in star with isolated neutral points and with phase shifted 



















Fig. 5.14: Additional current controller required for the zero-sequence current control. 
 
 Rather complex current control schemes, discussed in the last two subsections, are summarised in Table 5.3. 
 
Table 5.3: Summary of current control techniques in the case of three-phase charging supply 
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they cannot flow they cannot flow 
number of PI 
controller pairs 
 
single controller pair  single controller pair single controller pair single controller pair 
number of resonant 
VPI controller pairs 
in the α-β plane and 
their tuning (h) 
two controller pairs 
h = 6, 12 
three controller pairs 
h = 2, 6 and 12 
seven controller pairs 
h = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 
and 14 
three controller pairs 
h = 2, 6 and 12 
number of resonant 
VPI controllers for 
the zero-sequence 
and their tuning (h) 
no controllers  single controller 
h = 3 
(optionally h = 9, 15) 
no controllers no controllers 
 
5.3 Experimental results 
 A detailed control analysis of the charging topologies, introduced in Chapter 3, was performed in section 5.2. 
The analysis began from equivalent schemes that are valid for the charging/V2G process, and that take into 
consideration all electrical aspects of machines during this process. Control algorithms were developed for three 
different types of voltage supply: multiphase, single-phase and three-phase. The effect of the occurrence of a pulsating 
field in rotors of some machines (assuming that the utilised machine is of induction type) during the charging/V2G 
process was identified, and additional control for parameter unbalance, introduced in the equivalent schemes, was 
proposed. In this section these control algorithms, detailed in 5.2, as well as the operating principles developed in 
Chapter 3, are validated by means of experiments.  
 During the charging/V2G process the particular focus is on meeting grid standards and regulations. They are 
reflected in the limit for the allowed current THD, and the requirement for the unity power factor operation. Therefore, 
a special attention is paid here to the grid current and grid current spectrum is included for all the considered topologies. 
This is at the same time used to validate current control algorithms, and harmonic elimination strategies that are, for the 
three types of voltage supply, summarised in Tables 5.1 - 5.3. Moreover, the grid current is always presented on the 
same graph with grid voltage, in order to confirm unity power factor operation that meets the grid requirement. This is 
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at the same time used in order to validate basic control algorithms, which are, for the three types of voltage supply, 
presented in Figs. 5.5, 5.9 and 5.12. 
 One very important aspect of integrated chargers is whether a torque is produced during the charging/V2G 
process. Although the torque production can be monitored through its impact on the machine speed, so that if machine’s 
rotor does not move the torque is not produced, this method is not entirely accurate. That is, although the rotor may stay 
at standstill, the torque incapable of surpassing friction can still be generated. On the other hand, this torque is almost 
impossible to measure. However, the torque existence or otherwise can be monitored indirectly by detecting the 
existence (or non-existence) of the rotating field in the machine, which cannot be produced if there is pulsating 
excitation or no excitation in the first plane. Thus, the excitation mapping into machine’s planes becomes very 
significant. For each charging topology the mapping has been predicted by theoretical analysis reported in Chapter 3. 
Here the theory is verified by presenting experimental results of excitation mapping for all the considered topologies. 
An exception is the single-phase charging/V2G process, which by default cannot produce a rotating field, so that the 
information on excitation mapping into different planes is omitted. 
 Finally, for each topology and in each operating mode battery charging current is presented. This is done since, 
considering fixed battery voltage, from this current battery charging/discharging power can be easily obtained. On the 
other hand, grid-side power is also determined by grid currents, as grid voltage levels are fixed. Therefore, efficiency of 
each topology can be easily obtained by division of these two (output and input) powers. However, explicit data on 
efficiency are not provided here since neither machines nor converters are optimised for vehicular applications.  
Experimental rig data are given in the Appendix A. Instead of a battery (and a dc-dc converter, if needed), an 
amplifier “Spit enberger & Spies” is utilised to provide the constant dc voltage. In order to provide isolated voltage 
supply, as the real battery would provide, the four-quadrant amplifier is supplied by an isolation transformer. It is also 
equipped with a resistor bank (RL 4000) to be able to sink the power during charging mode. A resistor of 0.5Ω is placed 
between the amplifier and the voltage source converter in order to emulate battery’s internal resistance. Grid phase 
voltages are 240V rms, 50Hz. The switching frequency of the converter is 10kHz, and asymmetrical PWM [Holmes and 
Lipo (2003)] is used; thus the sampling frequency is 20kHz. The dead time is 6µs. Control is performed in CC mode 
and the algorithms are implemented using dSPACE ds1006 processor board. 
 The presentation of experimental results follows the order of appearance of topologies in Chapter 3 and their 
control algorithms in section 5.2. Therefore, the starting point are the charging schemes which employ multiphase 
voltage source. Charging from the single-phase mains is covered next and, finally, the results are reported for the 
configurations that utilise three-phase mains. Similarly as in section 5.2, types in which a pulsating field is produced in 
machine’s rotor and those in which there is no field production in rotor are considered separately. Experimental results 
are given for both charging and V2G process. 
5.3.1 Multiphase supply 
 Chargers employing multiphase supply are capable of achieving high charging powers. However, as already 
noted in section 5.2.1, only those supply types that can be easily obtained from three-phase voltage sources are 
considered here. This comes down to asymmetrical (Fig. 5.1a) and symmetrical six-phase supply (Fig. 5.1b and Fig. 
5.2). Symmetrical six-phase voltage supply, depicted in Fig. 5.2, is used, rather than the one of Fig. 5.1b, since it is 
believed that it is more suitable for real-world applications. Therefore, in the following two subsections experimental 
results in charging and V2G mode are given for the configurations of Fig. 5.1a and Fig. 5.2. The analysis starts with the 
asymmetrical topology. 
5.3.1.1 Topologies without the field in the rotor 
 The charging topology employing an asymmetrical six-phase machine is considered first, since a field is not 
produced in the machine rotor during the charging process (3.24). The consequence is that parameters of its equivalent 
scheme (Fig. 5.3) are equal to each other, and the system is balanced. Therefore, the topology is operated using the 
control algorithm detailed in section 5.2.1.1 – Figs. 5.5 and 5.7. In order to produce an asymmetrical six-phase voltage 
supply two transformers with connections Yy0 and Yd5 are employed in the laboratory. The transformers have their 
primary sides connected to the same three-phase grid and have such transformation ratios that on the output they give 
asymmetrical six-phase voltage supply of the same phase voltage value. Transformer neutral points are not grounded. 
 The dc-bus voltage is set to 720V, and the configuration is controlled in the CC mode. The grid current 
reference idg
*
 is set to 4A. In Fig. 5.15a grid phase voltages vag, vbg and machine currents ia1, ic1 are presented. The 
balanced operation with unity power factor is evident. Both phase currents have the same ripple since there is no field in 
the machine to introduce asymmetry in the equivalent charging/V2G scheme. The relatively high current ripple is due to 
the small machine leakage inductance in the x-y plane (which is, according to (3.25), the plane through which the power 
is transferred) which is, due to the stator winding design of the used machine, more than ten times lower than in the first 
plane (see machine data in Appendix A). Machine current ia1 spectrum is given in Fig. 5.15b, and it contains only small 
low order harmonics. The grid current iag is of almost identical shape, as is evidenced with the spectrum in Fig. 5.15c, 
although its amplitude is two times higher (since three grid currents are transformed into six currents at the output of the 
transformer).  
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 Grid current components, on the transformer secondary side, are given in Fig. 5.16. While q-, x- and y-
component are kept at zero, the d-component has a non-zero value and it follows the reference well. On the other hand, 
if machine current components are observed (Fig. 5.17), it can be seen that the charging process utilises only the second 
plane, leaving the field/torque-producing plane without excitation. This is in accordance with (3.24)-(3.25). Since the 
field is not produced in the machine, there is no torque production and, consequently, no rotor movement, as is evident 
from Fig. 5.18. The same figure shows battery charging current iL, which has a positive dc value. 
 V2G mode is realised with the reference id
*
 = 2A. Fig. 5.19a shows that the currents ia1, ic1 are shifted by 180º 
with respect to the voltages, proving the unity power factor operation. It can be seen that the currents are balanced. 
Machine current ia1 spectrum (Fig. 5.19b) again contains only small low order harmonics. Grid current components are 
shown in Fig. 5.20. The d-component of the current now has a negative value. The q-component is kept at zero, which 
indicates that this mode of operation is performed also at unity power factor. Machine current components are given in 
Fig. 5.21. If compared to Fig. 5.17 it can be seen that they have opposite signs. However, the first plane remained 
without excitation. Machine speed and battery charging current iL are shown in Fig. 5.22. Again, the speed is zero, 
while the battery charging current iL changed direction when compared to Fig. 5.18. The change in direction 
demonstrates that the power is transferred from the battery into the grid. 
 Finally, a transient from V2G into the charging mode is initiated by changing the reference in a step-wise 
manner to idg
*
 = 4A. Grid phase voltage vag, machine current ia1, and battery charging current are depicted in Fig. 5.23a, 
which clearly shows rather fast transient response. Battery charging current iL is negative in V2G mode and has a value 
of 1.9A. During the transient it gradually increases to reach the final value of iL = 2.9A in the charging mode. Grid 
current components during the transient are shown in Fig. 5.23b. The q-component does not deviate from zero during 





























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.697 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1689)
 
b) 





















Waveform, First harmonic is 3.623 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1643)
 
c) 
Fig. 5.15: a) Grid phase voltages vag, vbg and machine 
currents ia1, ic1, b) spectrum of machine current ia1 c) 
grid current iag spectrum. 












































Fig. 5.18: Battery charging current iL and machine 
speed. 































































































































Fig. 5.16: Grid current components (on the transformer 
secondary side). 
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Waveform, First harmonic is 0.783 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3402)
 





















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.489 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3737)
 
c) 
Fig. 5.19: a) Grid phase voltages vag, vbg and machine 
currents ia1, ic1, b) spectrum of machine current ia1 c) 
grid current iag spectrum. 
 































































































































Fig. 5.20: Grid current components (on the transformer 
secondary side). 






































































































































Fig. 5.21: Machine current components. 















































































































































































Fig. 5.23: Transient from V2G (id
*
 = -2A) into the 
charging mode (id
* 
= 4A): a) grid voltage vag, machine 
phase current ia1 and battery charging current iL, b) grid 
current components idg and iqg. 
5.3.1.2 Topologies with the pulsating field in the rotor 
 In this subsection influence of the pulsating field generation in the machine’s rotor on charging/V2G process is 
addressed. The symmetrical six-phase charging/V2G topology is supplied using the voltage source shown in Fig. 5.2. 
As noted previously, while the charging/V2G scheme of Fig. 5.2 is in principle the same as in Fig. 5.1b (Fig. 3.4b), the 
source of the two three-phase voltage systems with 180º phase shift is here a transformer with a single secondary that is 
kept in the open-end winding configuration (instead of a transformer with two secondaries, as in Fig. 5.1b). 
 An advantage of this topology is that the dc-bus voltage does not have to be higher than the peak of the grid 
line-to-line voltage (assuming a transformer with 1:1 transformation ratio). Thus, the topology may use semiconductors 
of lower voltage rating. The experiment is performed here with the dc-bus voltage of 450V. 
 The topology is controlled by the control algorithms given in section 5.2.3 (Figs. 5.12 - 5.14), which are valid 
for three-phase systems. Nonetheless, experimental results of this topology are given here, rather than in the section 
with other three-phase system based solutions, since the principle of operation remains the same regardless of whether 
voltage supply from Fig. 5.2 or Fig. 5.1b is utilised. It is still governed by (3.29)-(3.30), which describe six-phase 
systems. 
vag  
ia1  ic1  
vbg  
iL  vag  ia1  
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 The reference value for the d-component of the transformer secondary current is set to idg
* 
= 2A for the 
charging process (since power invariant three-phase decoupling transformation is utilised, corresponding machine’s 
phase current rms is 1.15A). In Fig. 5.24a grid voltage vag, grid current iag, and the battery charging current iL are 
presented. It can be seen that the grid current is sinusoidal and in phase with the voltage, demonstrating unity power 
factor operation. The battery charging current is a dc current and it has a value of iL = 1.65A. Fig. 5.24b shows the 







since the experiment is performed with grounded neutral point of the transformer’s primary. These harmonics exist 
purely due to the non-ideal nature of the transformer. Additional measurements (not included here) show that they have 
the same absolute value in the transformer no-load test, when transformer secondary terminals are left open, as they 
have during charging or V2G operation with any reference. Thus, these harmonics are not a consequence of the dead 
time of the inverter (flux saturation is a typical source of harmonics observed here). From Fig. 5.24b it can be seen that 
harmonics other than the zero-sequence ones are negligible (below 1% of the fundamental).  







respectively) in addition to the transformer voltage between two terminals of the phase a secondary winding vag
” 
(as 
noted, each of the three secondary phase windings has two accessible terminals, giving the total number of independent 
terminals as equal to six, Fig. 5.2). The unity power factor operation is obvious. By comparing the currents ia1, ic1 and 
ib1, it can be seen that ic1 and ib1 have higher ripple. This is due to the unequal equivalent per-phase parameters of the 
machine during the charging/V2G mode, as explained in sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.3.2 (this should not be confused with 
the machine’s phase parameters in propulsion mode of operation, since the machine itself has identical phase 
parameters). Nonetheless, the fundamental rms of these three currents is the same and this validates the control part of 
Fig. 5.13 that deals with the asymmetry control. Machine current ia1 spectrum is given in Fig. 5.25b and it indicates 
excellent current quality with negligible low order harmonics (below 1% of the fundamental). Since the transformer 
secondary does not contain a neutral point, harmonics that are multiples of three can flow. Indeed, machine ia1 current 




 harmonics. However, the triplen harmonics are 
controlled well by zero-sequence current control of Fig. 5.14 and are of acceptably low values. It should be noted that, 
with respect to Fig. 5.14, the zero-sequence current control in the experiment, in addition to the control of the 3
rd
 
harmonic, controls also the 9
th
 harmonic, in the similar manner as shown in Fig. 5.14 for the 3
rd
 harmonic. 
Transformer secondary side current components after rotational transformation are shown in Fig. 5.26. The q-
component is controlled at zero, and d-current component follows its reference without a steady-state error. Fig. 5.26 
also confirms unity power factor operation as well as balanced operation, since traces do not contain the second 
harmonic. 
 Machine current components are depicted in Fig. 5.27. As predicted by (3.29)-(3.30) the charging process 
utilises only α-and y-component. Since the β-component is controlled at zero, only a pulsating field exists in the 
machine, which is, however, not capable of producing a starting torque. Thus the machine stays at standstill. 
By changing the reference current from idg
* 
= 2A to 2A the configuration automatically enters V2G mode (the 
control is unaltered and is in the CC mode). From Fig. 5.28a it can be seen that the grid current iag is in phase opposition 
with the grid phase voltage vag, which yields a unity power factor in V2G mode. Battery charging current is again a dc 




























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.217 A rms























FFT of waveform (THD=0.08986)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.24: a) Grid voltage vag, grid current iag, and 
battery charging current iL, b) grid current spectrum. 
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Waveform, First harmonic is 1.165 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.06858)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.25: a) Transformer secondary phase voltage vag
’’
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Fig. 5.26: Grid current components (on the transformer 
secondary side). 

















































































































































Fig. 5.27: Machine current components. 
 
 Compared to Fig. 5.24a this current is higher by absolute value since in V2G mode battery power has to be 
higher than the grid-side power to cover the losses, while in the charging mode the battery charging power is lower than 
the grid-side power due to the losses being covered from the grid. Fig. 5.28b and Fig. 5.28c demonstrate very good 
current quality in this mode as well (low order harmonics of the machine current ia1 are again below 1% of the 
fundamental, and the same considerations as in the charging mode apply to the 3
rd
 harmonic of the grid current, which is 
not introduced by the inverter). 
Grid current components are presented in Fig. 5.29. While the q-component is again kept at zero, the d-
component follows its reference without a steady-state error. Fig. 5.29 confirms unity power factor operation and 
balanced control in the V2G mode of operation. Machine current components are depicted in Fig. 5.30. It is obvious 
that only a single current component (α-component) is utilised in the first plane, so that the field is pulsating. If 



























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.12 A rms























FFT of waveform (THD=0.09524)
 
b) 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.147 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.06957)
 
c) 
Fig. 5.28: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid current iag, 
machine current ia1 and battery charging current iL, b) 
grid current spectrum, c) machine current spectrum. 
 




































































































Fig. 5.29: Grid current components (on the transformer 
secondary side). 

































































































































































































































































Fig. 5.31: Transient from V2G (id
*
 = -2A) into the charging mode (id
* 
= A): a) grid phase voltage vag, grid current iag 
(dark blue trace), machine current ia1 (light blue trace) and battery charging current iL, b) grid current components idg 
and iqg. 
 
Finally, a transient from V2G into the charging mode is shown in Fig. 5.31. From Fig. 5.31a it can be seen that 
grid current iag quickly reaches its reference, while Fig. 5.31b demonstrates that the grid current component iqg is kept at 
zero during the whole process, so that the unity power factor is achieved even in transient.  
 It should be noted here that resolver readings were continuously monitored in these experiments, as well as in 
all the subsequent experimentation related to other topologies and other operating modes, and that they proved that the 
rotor does not move (even in transients). Since each time the traces were completely uniform (and of zero value, similar 
to Fig. 5.18 and Fig. 5.22), speed traces are omitted from the results for the majority of configurations further on. For 
example, in charging/V2G topologies that employ single-phase grid, which are covered next, these traces are 
completely removed. 
5.3.2 Single-phase supply 
 Charging/V2G operation from a single-phase voltage supply is considered next. Experimental results are given 
for four topologies, which employ: i) asymmetrical nine-phase, ii) asymmetrical and iii) symmetrical six-phase, and iv) 
five-phase machine. As already discussed in section 5.2.2 the control is the same for all four topologies, and governed 
by Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. Again, as in two previous subsections, harmonics up to the 15
th
 are controlled. However, in 
single-phase charging process the excitation mapping into machine planes becomes meaningless and is therefore 
omitted. On the other hand, in the previous two subsections it was very important to show excitation mapping into 
different planes in order to prove that there was no excitation in the first (torque-producing) plane that could establish a 
rotating field; thus the rotor does not have to be mechanically locked during charging. Moreover, the information on 
whether a pulsating excitation is produced in the first plane was used to identify the most appropriate control method for 
the configuration. Unlike this, in single-phase charging process it is already known that the torque cannot be produced. 
Furthermore, in section 5.2.2.2 it was concluded that whether or not a pulsating field is produced is not important from 
the control point of view. For the reasons stated above and in order to put focus on viable information only, the decision 
to omit the excitation mapping into the planes was made. It suffices to say here that the mapping matches the theoretical 
results given in Chapter 3, section 3.3.  
 Since the equivalent scheme and control of all four configurations are the same, the corresponding 
experimental results are presented in parallel. This is particularly useful in order to observe influence of the filter (i.e. 
machine phases) impedance on the charging/V2G process. The task is facilitated by the fact that presenting 
experimental results of single-phase charging process is particularly simple, since all the required information can be 
shown using a single (four-channel) oscilloscope recording. It contains grid voltage vg, grid current ig, machine phase a 
current ia, and battery charging current iL. These data are given for all operating modes which include: charging process, 
charging process with interleaving, V2G process and transient between V2G and charging process. 
For all topologies and in all operating modes, battery dc-bus voltage is set to 600V. Experimental results for 
the charging process are given in Fig. 5.32a - Fig. 5.32d, for the asymmetrical nine-phase, asymmetrical and 
symmetrical six-phase, and five-phase machine, respectively. The grid current reference is set to 3A. At first, it is 
obvious that all topologies perform charging at unity power factor, since grid currents are in phase with grid voltages. If 
grid currents are compared, it can be seen that although their amplitudes are the same, the current ripple varies 
significantly. The ripple is the highest in Fig. 5.32c, which employs symmetrical six-phase machine, since its stator 
leakage inductance is three to five times smaller than in any other machine (see machine data in Appendix A). The other 
three machines have comparable stator leakage inductances, among which the five-phase one is the highest; thus its grid 
current ripple is the lowest (Fig. 5.32d). However, from grid current spectra of all machines, shown just below the 
oscilloscope recordings, it can be seen that the difference is just in the switching ripple. The spectra show that there are 
not any low-order harmonics higher than 0.5% of the fundamental. This is a result of proper operation of the current 
control algorithm of Fig. 5.10, which manages control of the first 15 harmonics. 
Using the same oscilloscope recordings, machines phase a current ia is also shown for all four topologies. It 
can be seen that it is identical in terms of appearance with the corresponding grid current. Moreover, their spectra, 
iag vag iL  
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shown below the grid current spectra, show great similarity with the grid current spectra. This is an obvious 
consequence of the fact that the phase current is just the scaled grid current. In the case of an asymmetrical nine-phase 
and asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase machine, sets of three machine phases are paralleled together, so that the 
machines’ phase a currents ia are three times lower than the grid current ig, as is evident from the oscilloscope 
recordings. On the other hand, in the case of a five-phase machine, three machine phases are paralleled on one side, 
while only two phases are in parallel on the other side. This is why machine’s phase a current is only two times lower 
than the grid current ig. If the machine current ripples are observed, it can be seen that they are proportionally the same 
as in the grid current. Once more, the ripple related to the symmetrical six-phase machine is the highest.   
 
 























Waveform, First harmonic is 2.145 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.07948)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.7432 A rms












































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.189 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.09255)
 
























Waveform, First h rm nic is 0.7319 A rms










































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.25 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.2657)
 
























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.7574 A rms










































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.159 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.06844)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.105 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.06208)
 
d) 
Fig. 5.32: Single-phase charging with: a) asymmetrical nine-phase, b) asymmetrical six-phase, c) symmetrical six-phase 
and d) five-phase machine. The oscilloscope traces show grid voltage vg, grid current ig, machine phase a current ia and 
battery charging current iL. Current spectra are given for the grid current ig (upper graphs) and machine phase a current 
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The final trace that oscilloscope recordings show is the battery charging current. As the input power is a 
product of grid voltage and grid current, it is of sinusoidal waveform. Therefore, the power that enters the battery is also 
sinusoidal. Considering the fixed value of the battery voltage, the battery charging current has to be sinusoidal. That this 
is indeed the case can be seen from the oscilloscope traces. It is interesting to notice that this current has the highest 
ripple in the case of a symmetrical six-phase machine. This is a direct consequence of the fact that input power ripple is 
the highest for this machine, which than reflects on output power ripple, which is determined only by the battery 
charging current ripple. The presented data regarding battery charging current iL are very important since they contain 
information on energy losses. The magnitude of the losses can be determined at instants when the input power is zero. 
In those instants the battery is charged by the energy accumulated in machine windings. When that energy is utilised the 
battery has to produce some power that covers the losses, so that the charging current changes sign. This phenomenon is 
evident from the oscilloscope recordings. However, the dc component of this current determines how long the charging 
will last, and it can be seen that it has a significant value for all topologies. It should be noted here that, in order to 
prolong the battery life, it is beneficial to put a filter at the dc-side of the topologies, so that only the dc current 
component penetrates the battery.  
The single-phase charging topologies employing multiphase machines have an additional advantage that can 
facilitate meeting of grid standards and regulations, namely they enable use of interleaving strategy. Interleaving is a 
modulation strategy according to which converter legs, connected to the same grid terminal and which have the same 
reference, are not switched simultaneously. Instead, carriers are shifted by 360 degrees divided by the number of 
inverter legs sharing the same grid terminal. In the case of asymmetrical nine-phase, and asymmetrical and symmetrical 
six-phase machine there are three inverter legs sharing a common grid terminal at each side. Thus, the phase shift 
between carriers is 120 degrees. In the case of a five-phase machine, positive grid terminal has two machine phases 
attached (Fig. 3.7), while the negative has three. Therefore, carriers of the first two phases are mutually shifted by 180 
degrees, while the mutual shift of carriers of the remaining three phases is 120 degrees. The effect of applying 
interleaved modulation strategy on the four studied topologies during the battery charging process is shown in Fig. 5.33. 
Since the operating conditions remained the same as for the process without interleaving, a comparison can be made. At 
first it is clear that the grid current ripple has been reduced significantly in all topologies. Once more, symmetrical six-
phase machine has the highest and the five-phase machine the lowest grid current ripple. The reduction is a 
consequence of the fact that the major part of the machine’s phase current ripple gets closed through other machine 
phases and does not enter the grid. 
On the other hand, if machine currents are observed, it can be seen that the ripples have increased significantly. 
Switching harmonics can now circulate and flow through a closed path formed by three paralleled phases (or two and 
three in the case of a five-phase machine), which was not the case when they had simultaneous carriers. It is important 
to note that a conclusion cannot be made about the grid current ripple on the basis of the machine current ripples (as 
was the case when interleaving was not employed), since the major part of the ripple does not enter the grid. The 
increase of the current ripple in all machines (except the asymmetrical six-phase one) is around three times. However, 
in the asymmetrical six-phase machine the increase in the current ripple is substantially more than that. The reason is 
briefly addressed in what follows. 
Multiphase machines may have different parameters in different planes. The effect is especially pronounced if 
multiple phases share the same stator slot, in which case the inductance in the second plane can be a few times lower 
than stator leakage inductance of the first plane. This is exactly the case with the particular asymmetrical six-phase 
machine that is used in the experiments, in which second plane inductance is around twelve times lower than the stator 
leakage inductance of the first plane (see machine data in Appendix A). However, there is also the third parameter 
which is the zero-sequence inductance. This parameter has not received much attention in the past since it does not have 
any effect on the propulsion mode (and, in general, on the operation of the machine as a variable-speed electric drive, 
since this is done using two isolated neutral points). However, here a totally different application of multiphase 
machines is considered, which utilises zero-sequence axes, thus this parameter affects the system. When interleaving 
process is not utilised all current components due to the switching harmonics are damped by this zero-sequence 
inductance. However, if interleaving process is used the majority of switching harmonics drift into the second plane. 
Thus, they are now damped by the lower inductance instead of the higher one. As a consequence, the switching ripple 
increases enormously, as is obvious from Fig. 5.33b. 
Finally, conclusions regarding the effect of interleaving process on charging efficiency can be drawn based on 
the battery charging current iL. It can be seen that it has a lower ripple in all topologies. However, this current’s dc value 
determines the charging power, and therefore the efficiency. From oscilloscope traces it can be seen that in the case of 
asymmetrical nine-phase and five-phase machine the dc value remains similar as before interleaving strategy was 
applied. Since in this case the interleaving strategy does not significantly influence the efficiency of the charging 
process, its utilization is recommended in order to comply with grid standards and regulations. However, in the case of 
asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase machine the dc value of the battery charging current is now close to zero. Thus 
the major part of energy that is taken from the grid gets used to cover the losses in the machine windings. Therefore, the 
interleaving strategy in these two cases should be avoided. 
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Waveform, First harmonic is 2.141 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.0492)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.7244 A rms












































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.135 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.06219)
 


























Waveform, First h rm nic is 0.7131 A rms











































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.131 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.07428)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.7053 A rms










































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.145 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.04103)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.097 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1729)
 
d) 
Fig. 5.33: Interleaved single-phase charging with: a) asymmetrical nine-phase, b) asymmetrical six-phase, c) 
symmetrical six-phase and d) five-phase machine. The oscilloscope traces show grid voltage vg, grid current ig, machine 
phase a current ia and battery charging current iL. Current spectra are given for the grid current ig (upper graphs) and 
machine phase a current ia (lower graphs). 
 
The interleaving strategy has the same effect on V2G process as on the charging process. Therefore in 
Fig. 5.34 experimental results of V2G operation are given only for the case when interleaving strategy is not employed. 
The current reference is set to -3A, and the same four topologies are studied. Unity power factor operation is again 
obvious. If compared with the charging mode (Fig. 5.32), it can be seen that grid currents have almost the same ripples 
and spectra, however now they have opposite signs. The same is valid for the machine currents. The only difference can 
be seen in the battery charging currents, since they do not change the sign during the operation. They are always 
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zero, still some energy has to be provided from the battery to cover the losses, mostly on the filter. Therefore, the 
battery charging current never reaches zero value. 
Finally, transient from the charging into the V2G mode of operation is shown in Fig. 5.35. In all four 
topologies grid currents reach their references quickly, although some low-order harmonics appear during the transient. 
However, the energy almost instantly changes its direction as can be seen from battery charging currents. 
 
 























Waveform, First harmonic is 2.06 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.08654)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.7167 A rms












































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.118 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1039)
 
























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.7043 A rms










































Waveform, First harmonic is 1.978 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3028)
 
























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.6673 A rms










































Waveform, First harmonic is 2.071 A rms























FFT of waveform (THD=0.07633)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.061 A rms























FFT of waveform (THD=0.07058)
 
d) 
Fig. 5.34: Single-phase V2G with: a) asymmetrical nine-phase, b) asymmetrical six-phase, c) symmetrical six-phase 
and d) five-phase machine. The oscilloscope traces show grid voltage vg, grid current ig, machine phase a current ia and 






























Fig. 5.35: Transient from charging into V2G mode of operation with: a) asymmetrical nine-phase, b) asymmetrical six-
phase, c) symmetrical six-phase and d) five-phase machine. The oscilloscope traces show grid voltage vg, grid current ig, 
and battery charging current iL. 
 
This concludes the analysis of the single-phase charging/V2G topologies. In what follows fast charging from 
three-phase mains is investigated. 
5.3.3 Three-phase supply 
 Charging from three-phase mains is the main type of fast integrated battery charging, thanks to the wide-spread 
existence of three-phase mains. In the following two subsections four topologies that take advantage of this type of 
charging are considered. The first subsection considers topology employing an asymmetrical nine-phase machine, while 
the subsequent one analyses operation of topologies utilizing an asymmetrical and a symmetrical six-phase machine and 
a five-phase machine. Topologies are operated according to the control algorithms given in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, and 
employ current control techniques that are summarised in Table 5.3. 
5.3.3.1 Topologies without the field in the rotor 
 Nine-phase configuration (Fig. 3.8) is the only charging topology that is considered here, which does not 
produce a field in the rotor during the three-phase charging process, as follows from (3.76). The topology does not 
require any hardware reconfiguration between the propulsion and the charging mode. For the charging mode the three-
phase grid is simply attached to the three nine-phase machine’s neutral points. In the experiments, instead of a nine-
phase inverter, the machine is connected to two eight-phase inverters, one of which provides voltages to six machine 
phases and the other to the three remaining phases. The dc-buses of the two inverters are connected. 
 The charging and V2G modes of operation are executed in the constant current (CC) regime, in which the grid 
current magnitude is regulated to a constant value. The reference current is id
*
g = 4A, which corresponds to 1.73 smaller 
rms value of the phase currents, due to the power invariant three-phase decoupling transformation on the grid side. The 
dc-bus voltage is set to 720V for charging and V2G operation. 
 Fig. 5.36a shows grid phase voltage, grid phase current and machine’s phase current. As can be seen, the 
fundamental of the grid current and phase voltage are in phase, so that the operation is with unity power factor at the 
grid side. The FFTs of the grid and machine phase currents are shown in Fig. 5.36b and 5.36c, respectively. 
 The amplitude of the current ripple is dependent on the machine’s stator leakage inductance (25mH per phase 
here – see Appendix A), since it performs the function of the current filter (due to the three phases being effectively 
paralleled, the equivalent filter inductance in the sense of Fig. 5.11 is 25/3=8.33mH). The grid current is the sum of the 
three phase currents in the machine, which are practically the same. Therefore the grid current is three times higher than 
the machine’s phase current (rms values of 2.3A and 0.73A, respectively) and the grid current and machine current have 
very similar spectra. The low order harmonics are small; the highest ones reach around 1% of the fundamental. This is 
considered to be a good result, taking into account the high switching period/dead time ratio. It should be noted that 
harmonics above the 15
th
 are not controlled. This is an arbitrary choice here and the order of the harmonics that are 
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controlled can be easily increased by adding further resonant VPI current controllers in parallel to those used here, in 
Fig. 5.13. 
 The grid current components idg and iqg in the grid voltage oriented reference frame are depicted in Fig. 5.37. 
The q-axis component reference is fixed to zero, and the battery is charged with the d-axis component. Both 
components follow their references very well. Since the control operates in the grid oriented reference frame and the 
average value of the q-axis current component is zero, Fig. 5.37 also confirms that the charging takes place at unity 
power factor. 
 Mapping of the machine phase currents into inactive planes is illustrated in Fig. 5.38, where i, iβ, ix2 and ix3 are 
shown. There is a negligible excitation in any of these three planes. According to (3.76)-(3.80), the non-zero current 
components are in the first x-y plane and along the zero-sequence axis. This is indeed the case, as is obvious from 
Fig. 5.39, where ix1, iy1 and i0 are presented. There is also an asymmetrical distribution of the components in the x1-y1 
plane (see (3.77)), as is evident in Fig. 5.39.  
 The battery charging current iL is shown in Fig. 5.40. It can be seen that it is practically constant, about 2.13A, 
with hardly any ripple. The speed trace is also included in Fig. 5.40 – as can be seen, the speed is kept at zero naturally, 



























Waveform, First harmonic is 2.547 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1138)
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Waveform, First harmonic is 0.7317 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.09687)
 
c) 
Fig. 5.36: Charging mode: (a) CH1 - grid phase 
voltage vag (150V/div), CH4 - grid phase current iag 
(1A/div) and CH2 - machine phase current ia (1A/div) 
waveforms, (b) grid phase current and (c) machine 
phase current spectra – oscilloscope recordings and 
FFTs of measured variables. 



































































Fig. 5.37: Grid current components idg and iqg, in 
charging mode, obtained within the controller after grid 
current transformation into voltage oriented reference 
frame. 
 

















































































































































Time (s)  
Fig. 5.38: Machine current components in inactive 
planes (i, iβ, ix2, and ix3), obtained within the controller 
after machine’s measured phase currents are 
transformed using (3.47). 




































Fig. 5.39: Charging mode: waveforms of the machine 
current components ix1, iy1 and i0, obtained within the 
controller after machine’s measured phase currents are 
transformed using (3.47). 
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 Similarly as in the case of single-phase voltage source, interleaving process can be employed in order to 
facilitate compliance with the grid standards. Since three inverter legs are connected to the each grid phase, phase shift 
between their carriers should be 120 degrees. Figs. 5.41-5.44 depict experimental results obtained by the same charging 
process, with the employment of the interleaving modulation strategy. 
By comparing Figs. 5.41 and 5.36 it can be seen that the grid current iag has smaller ripple in the process with 
interleaved modulation strategy. On the other hand, similarly as in the case of single-phase voltage source, it increases 
the ripple of machine current ia. In both cases low-order harmonics are similar, which is due to the proper operation of 
the current controllers in the control scheme of Fig. 5.13. Therefore, the difference is only in the switching ripple. 
Grid current components are shown in Fig. 5.42 and the similarity with Fig. 5.37 is obvious. The same 
similarity can be noticed between Figs. 5.43 and 5.39, which show machine current components with and without the 
employment of interleaving modulation strategy.  
 Finally, dc-bus current is shown in Fig. 5.44. It has a dc value that is almost the same as in Fig. 5.40. 
Therefore, a conclusion can be made that interleaving modulation strategy does not degrade the efficiency of the 
charging process in this topology. Since it significantly reduces the grid current ripple, the employment of interleaving 
modulation strategy is highly recommended. It should be noted that it has the same effect on V2G process, thus 
experimental results are shown only for the standard modulation strategy for this mode of operation. 
 By setting the reference grid d-axis current to a negative value, the power flow direction reverses and V2G 
mode is entered. Fig. 5.45 shows the grid phase voltage, grid phase current and machine phase current waveforms (with 
FFTs of the grid and machine phase currents) for this mode of operation. Results apply to the reference current 
id
*
g = 3A. 
 The grid and machine current rms values are 1.75A and 0.57A, respectively. The grid currents are in phase 
opposition with the grid voltage, which confirms the opposite power flow direction, compared to the charging mode, as 
well as the unity power factor operation. The amplitudes of the two currents are again in the ratio of 3 and the FFTs are 
similar. The low order harmonics have slightly larger magnitudes in V2G than in charging mode. 
 Comparison of the oscilloscope recordings of the grid currents in the charging and V2G modes, given in 
Figs. 5.45 and 5.36, respectively, shows similar gird current ripple. Harmonic per-unit values are however different, 
primarily because the fundamental grid current differs in the two modes.  
 
 























Waveform, First harmonic is 2.263 A rms























FFT of waveform (THD=0.06549)
 


























Waveform, First harmonic is 0.8119 A rms























FFT of waveform (THD=0.1636)
 
Fig. 5.41: Charging mode with interleaving: (a) CH1 - 
grid phase voltage vag (150V/div), CH4 - grid phase 
current iag (1A/div) and CH2 - machine phase current ia 
(1A/div) waveforms, (b) grid phase current and (c) 
machine phase current spectra – oscilloscope 
recordings and FFTs of measured variables. 
 


































































































Fig. 5.42: Grid current components idg and iqg, in 
charging mode, obtained within the controller after grid 
current transformation into voltage oriented reference 
frame. 
 




































Fig. 5.43: Charging mode: waveforms of the machine 
current components ix1, iy1 and i0, obtained within the 
controller after machine’s measured phase currents are 
transformed using (3.47). 
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 The grid current components idg and iqg for V2G mode are presented in Fig. 5.46. Once again, the reference 
currents are realised and the unity power factor operation reconfirmed.  
 The mapping of the machine currents into the planes is the same as in the charging mode. Currents i, iβ, ix2 
and ix3 are in essence zero, since the grid currents map in the machine into i0, ix1 and iy1 currents (Fig. 5.47). If compared 
with Fig. 5.39, it can be seen that they have the opposite sign. The results are in accordance with (3.76)-(3.80). 
 The battery charging current iL is given in Fig. 5.48. It again has a constant value, around 1.95A. Although 
the grid current amplitude is reduced by approximately 25% (compared to the charging mode), the battery current iL 
changes much less. The reason is the same as in the case of multiphase voltage supply. It is explained by the fact that in 
the V2G mode the battery has to produce the power for RI
2
 losses in the filter (i.e. the machine) in addition to the power 
that is injected into the grid. On the other hand, in the charging mode the battery charging power is what is left from the 





























Waveform, First harmonic is 1.93 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1522)
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Waveform, First harmonic is 0.5641 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1328)
 
c) 
Fig. 5.45: V2G mode: (a) CH1 - grid phase voltage vag 
(150V/div), CH4 - grid phase current iag (1A/div) and 
CH2 - machine phase current ia (1A/div) waveforms, 
(b) grid phase current and (c) machine phase current 
spectra - oscilloscope recordings and FFTs of measured 
variables. 
  




































































































Fig. 5.46: Grid current components idg and iqg, in V2G 
mode, obtained within the controller after grid current 
transformation into voltage oriented reference frame. 
 




































Fig. 5.47: V2G mode: waveforms of the machine 
current components ix1, iy1 and i0, obtained within the 
controller after machine’s measured phase currents are 
transformed using (3.47). 
 














































Fig. 5.48: Battery current iL and machine’s speed 
during V2G operation. 
 
 
Fig. 5.49: Transient operation: CH1 - grid phase 
voltage vag (100V/div, blue trace), CH3 - dc-bus 
current idc (1A/div, purple trace), and CH4 - grid phase 
current iag (1A/div, green trace) waveforms for 
transition from V2G to charging mode (oscilloscope 
recordings). 




























































































Fig. 5.50: Grid current components idg and iqg, during 
transition from V2G into charging mode, obtained 
within the controller after grid current transformation 
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The transition from V2G to charging mode is illustrated next. The waveforms of the grid voltage, grid phase 
current and battery current are shown in Fig. 5.49, while Fig. 5.50 shows the grid current components idg and iqg. The 
transition is from id
*
g = -4A to id
*
g = 4A. Both figures indicate a fast transition between these two reference values. 
However, the VPI controllers need more time to eliminate the harmonics from the current waveform. From Fig. 5.49 it 
can be seen that although grid currents have the same amplitudes for the two modes of operation, the battery charging 
current iL is higher by absolute value for the V2G mode than for the charging mode, for the reason already discussed in 
the previous paragraph. 
5.3.3.2 Topologies with the pulsating field in the rotor 
 In this subsection topologies in which a pulsating field appears in the rotor during charging/V2G process are 
experimentally analysed. For the three-phase charging/V2G process these are the topologies that utilise an asymmetrical 
six-phase, a symmetrical six-phase machine, and a five-phase machine. Since the first two topologies have exactly the 
same control algorithm (see Table 5.3) the applicable experimental results are shown in parallel to allow direct 
comparison. In what follows experimental results for the topology utilising an asymmetrical six-phase machine are 
shown on the left, while those with the symmetrical six-phase machine are depicted on the right. 
 The field production in an asymmetrical and a symmetrical six-phase machine is predicted by (3.88) and 
(3.86), respectively. Experiments are performed with the voltage of the amplifier set to 740V. The control is in CC 
mode and governed by the control algorithms given in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13. In the charging mode the reference for 
the d-current component of the asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase machines is set to id
*
=1.8A and 2A, 
respectively (this leads to 1.73 times lower rms values of phase currents due to the use power-invariant decoupling 
transformation). 
 Grid phase voltage vag and grid current iag are shown for the two topologies in Fig. 5.51a and Fig. 5.52a, 
respectively. It can be seen that grid current follows the shape of the voltage, and that unity power factor is achieved. 
Grid current iag has good current quality in both topologies, as is obvious from Figs. 5.51b and 5.52b that show its 
spectrum. Low-order harmonics that are controlled have values less than 1% of the fundamental. Spectrum of Fig. 5.52b 
shows significant 17
th
 harmonic; this is a consequence of the fact that only the first 15 harmonics are controlled. Finally, 
grid components that are controlled are shown in Figs. 5.51c and 5.52c. The fact that the q-component is kept at zero 
reconfirms unity power factor operation. The d-component follows its reference without a steady-state error. This 
component does not contain second harmonic which means that the three grid currents have the same rms values; this 
validates the control part that deals with asymmetry (Fig. 5.13). 
 All three grid currents are shown in Figs. 5.53a and 5.54a, for the two topologies. A difference between 
switching ripples of the three phases is obvious. This originates from the difference in equivalent scheme parameters for 
these phases, as can be seen from Fig. 5.11, and is explained in section 5.2.3.2. Clearly, the asymmetry is more 
pronounced in Fig. 5.53a for the case of the asymmetrical six-phase machine, with the reason explained in the next two 
paragraphs. On the other hand, although the asymmetry of the equivalent parameters exists, it is obvious from Figs. 
5.53a and 5.54a that these three currents have the same fundamental rms values, which again verifies asymmetry 
control part of the algorithm. Spectra of grid currents ibg and icg are shown in Figs. 5.53b, 5.53c and 5.54b, 5.54c, and 
they show that low-order harmonics have again very low values. Phases b and c in the case of the symmetrical six-phase 
machine have once more a high 17
th
 harmonic. Thus the difference for both configurations exists only in the switching 
ripple, whose detailed analysis is provided below. 
 In the case of asymmetrical six-phase topology, the high switching ripple occurs due to the low machine 
inductance in the second (x-y) plane, and, as shown in (3.89), a part of currents flows through this plane. Specifics of 
the machine design indicate that this inductance is more than ten times lower than the corresponding inductance in the 
first (α-β) plane. This is particularly useful to demonstrate the rotor effect on the equivalent scheme parameters. As 
explained in section 5.2.3.2 the pulsating field has the lowest effect on phase b since the machine phases that are 
connected to this grid phase are shifted from the field by the highest angle (75 degrees). Thus this phase almost 
completely relies on stator parameters, which are very low in the x-y plane and lead to very high current ripple as a 
consequence. The rotor effect on grid phase c is greater than on the phase b since the spatial shift from the direction of 
the field pulsation is lower (45 degrees), and this is why it has a lower ripple. Finally, grid phase a is influenced the 
most by the rotor since the machine phases that are connected to it lie almost on the direction of the pulsating field (they 
are shifted from it by 15 degrees). Since the rotor leakage inductance is much higher than the stator leakage inductance 
in the x-y plane, this current has by far the smallest ripple among the phases. 
 In the case of the symmetrical six-phase machine the reason for the high switching ripple is the low machine 
stator leakage inductance (see Appendix). The spatial shift of phases a and c from the direction of the pulsating field is 
now the same and equal to 30 degrees. Therefore, the pulsating field equally affects phases a and c, and they have 
switching ripples similar to each other. Only the ripple of phase b differs since it is spatially shifted from the direction 
of the field by 90 degrees. Therefore, it is not affected by the pulsating field. 
 It can be concluded that the usage of the asymmetrical six-phase machine with very low inductance in x-y 
plane is very useful in order to demonstrate the rotor effect on the switching ripple. Although this phenomenon would 
also appear in a hypothetical asymmetrical six-phase machine, which were to have the same inductance in the two 
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planes, its effect would be much lower and hard to notice. It would be similar to the one of the symmetrical six-phase 
machine. That would typically mean that this interesting phenomenon would be negligible. It is very important to 
emphasize here that in six-phase machines with standard values of stator leakage inductance, and in which stator 
windings of different phases do not share the same stator slot, current switching ripple would be much lower, and 
similar to those of all the other charging topologies considered so far. Therefore, the high ripple is not a consequence of 
the charger topology, but of specifics of the design of the two six-phase machines. 
 Figs. 5.55a and 5.56a show grid phase voltage vag, machine currents ia1, ia2 (placed on top of each other), and 
battery charging current iL. It can be seen that the two machine currents are identical. Spectrum of one of these two 
currents is given in Figs. 5.55b and 5.56b, and, if compared to spectrum of grid current iag (Figs. 5.51a and 5.52a), a 
great similarity can be noticed. Naturally, the grid current amplitude is two times greater than the phase current of the 
machine, as it represents their sum. For the asymmetrical and symmetrical topology, the battery charging current iL has 
a dc value of 0.9A and 1.1A, respectively. However, from Figs. 5.55 and 5.56 it can be seen that it contains a small 
second (Fig. 5.55) and fourth harmonic (Fig. 5.56). This was also noticed and explained in simulations performed in 
[Subotic et al (2014a)]. The reason of the existence of this is that power that is lost on the filter (i.e. machine) is time 
dependant due to asymmetry of equivalent machine parameters. Thus, it is the highest when absolute value of the 
current that flows in the phase with the greatest impedance (phase a) is highest. Since the power that is taken from the 
grid is constant, the battery charging current iL has the minimum when absolute value of the grid current iag has the 
maximum – as is evident from Figs. 5.55a and 5.56a. 
 Machine current components are shown in Figs. 5.57 and 5.58. It can be seen that there is excitation in the 
torque producing (α-β) plane. However, for both topologies both components in this plane vary at the same rate (i.e. 
they are proportional to each other), meaning that the excitation is in only one direction. This leads to a pulsating field 
production which is not capable of making a starting torque. The excitation in x-y plane is also in one direction only and 
is in accordance with (3.89) and (3.87). 
In order to achieve V2G operation, the control in CC mode does not have to be altered. Only the reference for 
the d-current component has to have negative sign. For the asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase topology it is set to 
id
*
 = -1A and -2A, respectively. 
 In Figs. 5.59a and 5.60a grid phase voltage vag and grid current iag are given. It can be seen that the current is in 
phase opposition with the voltage. Thus the unity power factor is achieved in this mode as well. From the spectrum of 
the grid current iag presented in Figs. 5.59b and 5.60b it can be seen that controlled low-order harmonics (up to the 
fifteenth) have small values. If compared with Figs. 5.51b and 5.52b it can be seen that these are very similar. They 
slightly differ in the case of the asymmetrical six-phase machine but only in terms of relative values with respect to the 
fundamental – their absolute values are approximately the same. Grid current components are shown in Figs. 5.59c and 
5.60c. The q-component is again kept at zero in order to obtain unity power factor operation. The d-component follows 
the reference in this mode as well, and again it does not contain the second harmonic, which is an indication of the 
balance between grid currents.  
 Figs. 5.61a and 5.62a show grid phase voltage vag, two machine currents ia1 and ia2 that constitute grid phase a 
current, and battery charging current iL. It can be seen that these currents are in phase with the voltage, and equally 
share the grid current. Spectrum of one of these two currents is given in Fig. 5.61b, from which a great similarity with 
spectrum of grid current iag in Figs. 5.59b and 5.60b is obvious. Battery charging current now has the negative sign. 
Still, it contains the second (Fig. 5.61a) and the fourth harmonic (Fig. 5.62a), with the reason being explained in the 
previous subsection. However, the battery charging current iL has a greatest absolute value in instants when grid current 
that goes through a phase with the highest impedance (phase a) is at its positive or negative peak. In these instants 
losses are the greatest, thus the battery has to provide a higher power in order to inject the same energy into the grid. 
For this mode of operation machine current components are shown in Figs. 5.63 and 5.64. Again, there is only 
unidirectional excitation, which is valid for both planes. If compared to excitation in the charging mode it can be seen 
that the components are in phase opposition with those from Figs. 5.57 and 5.58. 
Finally, for the asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase topology a transient from V2G into the charging 
mode is performed by setting the reference to id
*
 = 1A and 2A, respectively. Waveforms of the grid phase voltage vag, 
grid current iag and battery charging current iL during the transient are shown in Figs. 5.65a and 5.66a. Good transient 
response is obvious. After receiving a new reference value, grid current iag quickly changes the phase in order to 
maintain unity power factor in the charging mode. It can be seen that the battery charging current again contains the 
second (Fig. 5.65a) and the fourth harmonic (Fig. 5.66a) in both modes, which is in Fig. 5.65a more pronounced due to 
a changed oscilloscope scale. Although the power that is taken from or injected into the grid is the same for both modes, 
it can be seen that the battery charging current iL is by absolute value lower in the charging mode. The reason for this 
has already been explained in conjunction with the discussion of the previous topologies. Grid current components 
during the transient are given in Figs. 5.65b and 5.66b, and it can be seen that the d-component follows the reference 
well. The q-component does not deviate from zero during the whole transient in order to keep unity power operation. 
The final three-phase charging/V2G topology considered here is the one utilising a five-phase machine (Fig. 
3.11).  Unlike the other  considered topologies it has an advantage that EMI (electro-magnetic interference) filter,  which 
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Waveform, First harmonic is 1.068 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.21)
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Fig. 5.51: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid current iag, 
b) spectrum of grid current iag, c) grid current 
components idg and iqg. 
 
 


















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.152 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.6299)
 


















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.136 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.4729)
 
c) 
Fig. 5.53: a) Grid currents iag, ibg and icg, b) spectrum 
of grid current ibg, c) spectrum of grid current icg. 
 
 


















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.226 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3458)
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Fig. 5.52: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid current iag, 
b) spectrum of grid current iag, c) grid current 






















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.244 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.5289)
 
b) 


















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.236 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3393)
 
c) 
Fig. 5.54: a) Grid currents iag, ibg and icg, b) spectrum 
of grid current ibg, c) spectrum of grid current icg. 
 
can exist between the grid and the machine, does not influence the propulsion mode of operation, since in this mode it is 
short-circuited by two switches, used for hardware reconfiguration. In the experiment the EMI filter is not used, thus all 




iag ibg icg iag ibg icg 
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corresponds, due to the power invariant three-phase decoupling matrix, to the grid current rms value of 1.15A. The dc-
bus voltage is 720V. 
Grid phase voltage vag and three grid currents are shown in Fig. 5.67a. Unity power factor operation is obvious. 
Similarly as for the last two considered topologies, it can be noticed that grid current ripple is not the same among the 
phases, and it is the highest in grid phase b. The reason is again the same. However, although parameter asymmetry 
exists it can be seen that grid currents have once more the same fundamental amplitudes, which verifies the “asymmetry 
control” block in Fig. 5.13. Spectra of the grid currents iag, ibg and icg are shown in Fig. 5.67b, Fig. 5.67c and Fig. 5.67d, 
and they show good current quality. However, it can be seen that THD is the highest in phase b, as it has the lowest 
equivalent impedance. 
 Grid current components are shown in Fig. 5.68. The q-component is kept at zero, while the d-component 
follows the reference without a steady state error. It can be seen that it does not contain the second harmonic, which 
again validates the asymmetry control part of Fig. 5.13. 
 Machine currents ib and ie are separately shown in Fig. 5.69a, together with the grid phase voltage vag and 
battery charging current iL. These two currents are close to being completely identical, and, since they appear on top of 
each other, they look like a single trace. Spectrum of one of these two currents is shown in Fig. 5.69b. If compared to 
Fig. 5.67c the similarity is obvious, which is to be expected, since these two machine currents constitute the grid current 
ibg. 
Machine current components are shown in Fig. 5.70. In the torque producing (α-β) plane only α component is 
excited, thus the field is pulsating and the starting torque cannot be produced. The x-y plane also has only one direction 
of excitation and it is in the direction of the x-component, which is in accordance with (3.92).  V2G mode is obtained by 
setting the reference to id
* 
= 2A. Grid phase voltage vag, and three grid currents are for this mode of operation shown in 
Fig. 5.71a. Grid current iag is in phase opposition with the voltage, thus unity power factor is again achieved. The 
currents again have the same amplitudes. The spectrum of the current icg is shown in Fig. 5.71b. 
 
 


























) Waveform, First harmonic is 0.5433 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.2028)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.55: a) Grid phase voltage vag, machine 
currents ia1, ia2 and battery charging current iL, b) 
spectrum of grid current ia1. 
 





































































































































Fig. 5.57: Machine current components in the first (α-
β) and the second (x-y) plane. 
 


























) Waveform, First harmonic is 0.6511 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3106)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.56: a) Grid phase voltage vag, machine 
currents ia1, ia2 and battery charging current iL, b) 
spectrum of grid current ia1. 
 





































































































































Fig. 5.58: Machine current components in the first 































Waveform, First harmonic is 0.5558 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.392)
 
b) 

































































































Fig. 5.59: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid current iag, 
b) spectrum of grid current iag, c) grid current 
components idg and iqg. 
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) Waveform, First harmonic is 0.2841 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3804)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.61: a) Grid phase voltage vag, machine 
currents ia1, ia2 and battery charging current iL, b) 
spectrum of grid current ia1. 





































































































































Fig. 5.63: Machine current components. 
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Waveform, First harmonic is 1.095 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3839)
 
b) 

































































































Fig. 5.60: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid current iag, 
b) spectrum of grid current iag, c) grid current 
components idg and iqg. 
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) Waveform, First harmonic is 0.5909 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.3394)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.62: a) Grid phase voltage vag, machine 
currents ia1, ia2 and battery charging current iL, b) 
spectrum of grid current ia1. 



















































































































































































































































Fig. 5.65: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid currents iag, 
and battery charging current iL, b) grid current 
components idg, and iqg.  
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Fig. 5.66: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid currents iag, 
and battery charging current iL, b) grid current 






















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.16 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.09598)
 


















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.118 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1441)
 
c) 


















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.155 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1143)
 
d) 
Fig. 5.67: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid currents iag, 
ibg, icg, b) spectrum of grid current iag, c) spectrum of 
grid current ibg, d) spectrum of grid current icg. 

































































































Fig. 5.68: Grid current components idg and iqg. 
 

























) Waveform, First harmonic is 0.5684 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1325)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.69: a) Grid voltage vag, machine currents ib and 
ie, battery charging current iL, b) spectrum of machine 
current ib. 











































































































































Fig. 5.70: Machine current components in the first (α-
β) and the second plane (x-y). 
iag ibg icg 
vag 
ib and ie 
vag 
iL 
iag vag iL iag vag iL 
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Machine currents ic and id that constitute the grid current icg are shown in Fig. 5.72, together with the grid 
phase voltage vag and battery charging current iL. Similar to the machine currents ib and ie, these two currents are 
mutually indistinguishable and appear as a single trace. Spectrum of one of these two currents is shown in Fig. 5.73 and 
it shows great similarity with Fig. 5.71b. Battery charging current is, like in the charging mode, a dc quantity. However, 
if compared to Fig. 5.69a it can be seen that it has a higher absolute value, the reason being once more the same as for 
the previous topologies. 
 By stepping the d current component reference to 2A the transient from V2G into the charging mode is 
achieved. Fig. 5.74a shows grid phase voltage vag, grid current iag and battery charging current iL during this transient. 
Fast transient response is obvious. From Fig. 5.74b it can be seen that while the d current component follows the 
reference well, the q-component is kept at zero during the whole transient. As a consequence the field in the machine 
pulsates in the same direction, so that the machine does not have to be mechanically locked even in transient. 
 It should be again noted that in all experiments resolver readings proved that the rotor does not move in either 
mode (multiphase, single-phase or three-phase; charging, V2G or transient). These traces are omitted since the readings 
were very uniform and did not deviate from zero. 
 
 


















Waveform, First harmonic is 1.166 A rms






















FFT of waveform (THD=0.1113)
 
b) 
Fig. 5.71: a) Grid phase voltage vag, grid currents iag, 




Fig. 5.72: Grid voltage vag, machine currents ic and 
id, battery charging current iL. 

























) Waveform, First harmonic is 0.573 A rms























FFT of waveform (THD=0.1114)
 
 








































































































Fig. 5.74: a) Grid voltage vag, grid current iag and 
battery charging current iL, b) grid current components 
idg and iqg. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
 Control and performance analysis of charging/V2G topologies introduced in Chapter 3 is elaborated in this 
chapter. Control algorithms leading to the unity power factor operation are developed for the three types of voltage 
supply. For each supply type current control is considered separately for topologies in which there is no field production 
in the machine rotor and in which the field appears. For all topologies conducted experiments show good performance 
in both charging and V2G mode. They also represent good verification of operating principles that were introduced in 
Chapter 3, on a theoretical level. Moreover, in the experiments, common features of all topologies are that they operate 
with unity power factor, and that the first fifteen harmonics are controlled. Continuous speed measurement readings 
proved that machines’ rotors do not move in any of the topologies and in any of the operating modes. Therefore, 
mechanical locking is not required, as predicted in Chapter 3. 
ibg icg iag 
vag 
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CHAPTER 6: PROPULSION MODE OF OPERATION 
6.1 Introduction 
 In the previous chapter control and experimental results were presented for a multitude of charging 
configurations employing multiphase machines. The charging experiments are preformed incorporating the following 
four machine types: asymmetrical nine-phase, asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase, and five-phase machine. All 
the utilised machines are induction motors. This chapter deals with the propulsion mode of operation for the same four 
machine types. In the next section control for each machine is developed, while the subsequent one offers experimental 
results obtained using these control algorithms. 
6.2 Control 
 Control of multiphase machines in propulsion mode of operation has reached a mature stage. Field oriented 
control (FOC) algorithm for multiphase machines is detailed in [Levi et al (2007)], where a detailed analysis of the 
operating principles is provided. It is illustrated schematically in Fig. 6.1 and a great similarity with the standard three-
phase FOC algorithm is obvious. However, there are three important differences. To start with, in the case of a machine 
with more than one isolated neutral point, zero-sequence injection used in the PWM unit has to be applied to each 
subset of phases separately. A subset of phases is determined by all machine phases connected to the same isolated 
neutral point. The second difference is that block “coordinate transformation” has multiphase rather than three-phase 
form. This includes decoupling and rotational transformation. The multiphase form of the decoupling transformation 
varies depending on the type of the machine’s stator winding. In the case of an asymmetrical nine-phase machine with 
three-isolated neutral points it is given with  
               
               
               
               
               
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where α = π/9. For asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase machines it is determined by (3.20) and  
         
         
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respectively, while in the case of a five-phase machine it is governed by (3.2). The rotational transformation also 
differs. Although it can be used to transform only variables of the first (α-β) plane into the rotating field oriented 
reference frame, multiphase machines, in general, require rotating transformation of variables of other planes as well, 
for the purposes of the current control. Their forms are discussed for each machine individually in what follows. 
Finally, the third difference is in the block “current controllers”, where one now has to control more than two variables. 
This block is also considered separately for each stator winding type in what follows. 
 Schematic representation of a general “current controllers” block, which can be used for control of all four 
stator winding types considered here, is presented in Fig. 6.2. Similarly as for the charging process, fundamental is 
controlled by PI controllers with a decoupling network, and this is the same feature for all multiphase machines. It can 
be seen that the fundamental control is the same as for a three-phase machine, and that the current components obtained 
from measurements are subtracted from their references (in contrast to the situation in the charging mode). Although 
control of the current fundamental is the same for three-phase and all multiphase machines, the control of low-order 
harmonics, caused here by the inverter dead-time effect, differs from three-phase systems, and significantly varies 
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between multiphase machines with different number of phases. Thus in what follows the focus is on the control of low-






























































































































for the first plane
...
resonant VPI controllers
for the second plane
...
resonant VPI controllers




























Fig. 6.2: Current controllers for propulsion mode of operation. Index s in stator current component symbols is omitted 
further on, for simplicity. 
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The discussion of the current control of low-order harmonics commences here with an asymmetrical nine-
phase machine with three isolated neutral points. The dead-time harmonics are spread across three planes (α-β, x1-y1 and 
x2-y2) and three zero-sequence axes. However, zero-sequence harmonics cannot flow due to the isolated neutral points, 





, 11th and 13th. The minus sign signifies anti-synchronous direction of rotation. Note the important difference 
regarding the direction of rotation of the harmonics in the asymmetrical nine-phase system and the three-phase system. 
These harmonics map into machine planes according to the following rules: the 5
th
 and 13th map into the second (x1-y1) 
plane, and the 7
th
 and 11th map into the third (x2-y2) plane. It was shown in Chapter 5 how a single pair of resonant 
controllers can control two harmonics in two axes. In order to achieve the same in the propulsion mode, performing a 
rotational transformation for the variables of the x-y planes has to be considered. It should be noted that this was already 
done in the charging mode in case of a supply from a multiphase voltage source (section 5.2.1.1), where the rotation of 
the x’-y’ plane at the synchronous speed and anti-synchronous direction was performed. In propulsion mode, in this 
particular case, the x1’-y1’ plane has to rotate in the anti-synchronous direction, but now at the speed four times greater 
than synchronous. From the reference frame that rotates at this speed and direction the 5
th
 and the 13th harmonic are 
seen as the 9
th
 and 9th, respectively. Hence both can be controlled with a single VPI controller in the same manner in 
which it was done for the charging/V2G mode. The resonant VPI controller is tuned for the 9
th
 harmonic. Similarly, the 
harmonics of the third plane can be controlled in the reference frame that rotates at twice the synchronous speed in the 
opposite direction. Then the 7
th
 and 11th harmonics (in the stationary reference frame) are seen as 9th and 9th, and 
again they can be controlled with VPI controller with the resonant frequency nine times the synchronous. Thus, only 
two pairs of resonant VPI controllers are necessary, both tuned for the 9
th
 harmonics, and the one in the first plane in 
Fig. 6.2 is not required. 
 If an asymmetrical six-phase machine with two isolated neutral points is considered, there are only two planes. 
Dominant dead-time harmonics are the 5
th





 map into the first plane. Since it rotates at synchronous speed they are seen from this reference frame as 12th 
and 12
th
, respectively. Thus both can be controlled with a resonant VPI controller tuned at 12
th
 harmonic, placed in the 
first plane (Fig. 6.2). It is very important to note that the input of this controller is not the difference between the 
reference for the 12
th
 current harmonic (which is zero) and the measured d current component; instead it is the 
difference between the same zero reference and the difference between the real d-component and the reference for the 
fundamental (Fig. 6.2). Unlike the 11th and 13th harmonic, the 5th and 7th harmonic (seen from the stationary reference 
frame) map into the second plane. The second plane needs to rotate at synchronous speed in anti-synchronous direction 
in order for them to be seen as the 6
th
 and 6th harmonic. Both can now be controlled with a resonant VPI controller 
tuned at the 6
th
 harmonic. In this case, and in both cases that follow, the controller in the third plane in Fig. 6.2 is not 
required, since there are only two planes. 
 Unlike in the asymmetrical six-phase machine, in symmetrical six-phase machine all dominant dead-time 
harmonics map into the first plane. These are the 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th. From the first plane they are seen as 6th, 6th, 





 harmonic. The controllers in the second and third plane in Fig. 6.2 are not required. 
 In the case of a five-phase machine the 9th and 11th dead-time harmonics map into the first plane, while the 
3rd, 7th, 13th and 17th map into the second. From the first plane the 9th and 11th harmonic are seen as the 10th and 
10
th
, so that they can be controlled by a pair of resonant VPI controllers tuned at the 10
th
 harmonic. The speed of 
rotation of the second plane is chosen as twice the synchronous in order for the 3rd, 7th, 13th and 17th harmonics (as 
seen from the stationary reference frame) to be seen as the 5rh, 5th, 15th and 15th. Now, these harmonics can be zeroed 
by two pairs of resonant VPI controllers tuned at the 5
th
 and the 15
th
 harmonic. If the control of higher order harmonics 
is not of particular interest, the one tuned at the 15
th
 harmonic can be omitted. 
 In order to provide clarity as well as a quick reference the current control techniques for the four considered 
stator winding types are summarised in the Table 6.1. 
6.3 Experimental results 
 Experiments in propulsion mode of operation are conducted for all four considered machines and the results 
are reported in this section. In the case of the asymmetrical nine-phase machine simple removal of grid connections is 
sufficient for the drive to be ready for the propulsion mode of operation. The other three machines require hardware 
reconfiguration. When it is performed, the drives operate according to the control algorithms given in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. 
Rotor position is in the case of the nine-phase machine obtained by an encoder, while in the others a resolver is utilised. 
 Since a dc-dc converter typically exists between the battery and the inverter but is not used in the laboratory 
set-up, different values of the dc-bus voltage are considered for the propulsion mode of operation. In the case of the 
symmetrical six-phase machine dc-bus voltage is set to 400V while it is 600V in the other three cases. The control 
algorithms are implemented in the dSPACE in order to verify that the machine works well in the propulsion regime. 
Since the control of all four machines is similar, the corresponding experimental results are shown together. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of the current control schemes for the four considered machines with different stator winding 
types (speed of rotation of a plane is indicated with the corresponding synchronous speed multiplier). 
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FFT of waveform (THD=0.08193)
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FFT of waveform (THD=0.04916)
 
d) 
Fig. 6.3: Steady state operation of: a) nine-phase machine at 1000 rpm, id
*
 = 1.5A, b) asymmetrical six-phase machine 
at 1000 rpm, , id
*
 = 1.2A, c) symmetrical six-phase machine at 1000 rpm, id
*
 = 3A, d) five-phase machine at 800 rpm, 
id
*
 = 4.5A. Index s in stator current component symbols is omitted. 
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Fig. 6.4: Speed reference, real speed and machines’ stator current d-q components during reversal transient for:  
a) nine-phase machine (-1000 to 1000 rpm), b) asymmetrical six-phase machine (-1000 to 1000 rpm),  
c) symmetrical six-phase machine (-1000 to 1000 rpm), d) five-phase machine (-800 to 800 rpm). 












































































































































































































Fig. 6.5: Machine phase a current and battery discharging current during the reversal transient: a) nine-phase machine 
with iq
*
max = 2.5A (-1000 to 1000 rpm), b) asymmetrical six-phase machine with iq
*
max = 2.5A (-1000 to 1000 rpm), c) 
symmetrical six-phase machine with iq
*
max = 3A (500 to -500 rpm), d) five-phase machine with iq
*
max = 9A (800 to -800 
rpm). 
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At first, in order to demonstrate proper operation of the current control algorithms, summarised in Table 6.1, 
oscilloscope recordings of machines’ phase a current and spectra are given in Figs. 6.3a – 6.3d for steady state 
operation of the asymmetrical nine-phase, asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase, and the five-phase machine, 
respectively. Current spectra show satisfactory performance with values of controlled low-order harmonics below 1% of 
the fundamental. It should be noted that in the case of the nine-phase machine 29
th
 harmonic is controlled as well. This 
harmonic is significant only due to the specific design of the nine-phase machine that is used in experiments. 
 A reversal transient under no-load conditions is considered next. Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 show obtained experimental 
results. At first, from Fig. 6.4 it can be seen that speed tracks its reference fast without an overshoot. The current d-
component is maintained at a desired value, while the q-component governs the torque production. It can be seen that 
the q-component is slightly positive at the beginning of the transient and at this point it is used only to cover mechanical 
and iron losses in the machine. It has the same absolute value, but the opposite sign, close to the end of the transient, 
since again it has to cater for the same losses. During the transient current q-component is in the limit and this governs 
the maximum torque developed by the motor during the transient. It is obvious that the change of one current 
component does not cause a change in the other, which is a consequence of the presence of the decoupled control and 
correct field orientation. 
 Fig. 6.5 shows machines’ phase current and battery discharging current. At the beginning and at the end of the 
transient the dc-bus current has the same value, since the battery has to provide power in order to cover the no-load 
losses in the motor. One interesting feature of the system is that the energy released during electric braking is 
automatically used to recharge the battery. This is evident in the trace of the dc-bus current in the beginning of the 
transient, when the current is negative.  
 The final aspect of the operation during the reversal transient, addressed here, is harmonic suppression. Since it 
is the same for all four machines, in order to avoid repetition, the analysis is here presented only for the case of the 
asymmetrical nine-phase machine. In order to demonstrate valid harmonic suppression even during transient operation, 
zoomed-in  graphs  are  shown  in  Fig. 6.6  for  two cases. The first one, to the left, is when the harmonic suppression is  
 
   
   
             a)                 b) 
Fig. 6.6: Zoomed-in representation of the nine-phase machine’s phase a current during the transient: a) harmonic 
elimination is disabled, b) harmonic elimination is enabled. Graphs also contain battery discharging current. 
















































































































             a)                 b) 
Fig. 6.7: Nine-phase machine current components in parasitic planes: a) harmonic elimination is disabled, b) harmonic 
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Fig. 6.8: Five-phase machine’s load rejection transient: a) reference and measured speed, and stator current components 
in the first plane, b) machine phase a current and battery charging current. 
 
disabled; on the right-hand side is the corresponding graph with the harmonic suppression enabled. From Fig. 6.6a it 
can be seen that if harmonics are not controlled they can be significant. The one that is the most pronounced is the 29
th
, 
while the existence of lower-order harmonics is obvious as well. On the other hand, when harmonic control is enabled 
all these harmonics are controlled to zero. From Fig. 6.6b it is clear that they do not exist even during the reversal 
transient. In order to support this statement, machine current component in parasitic (x-y) planes are shown in Fig. 6.7 
for the same two cases. It is obvious that when harmonic control is disabled these components contain significant low-
order harmonics, while when the harmonic control is enabled they are zeroed in both steady state and transient 
operation. 
 The final performed test is the load rejection transient. Again, in order to avoid repetition, it is reported for one 
machine only. The five-phase machine is chosen this time for illustration. A load torque is applied to the machine and 
removed after 0.7 seconds in a step-wise manner. The results are shown in Fig. 6.8. As can be seen from Fig. 6.8a, after 
the load torque application the speed control quickly restores the required drive speed. The same is valid when the load 
is removed. Current components show that load disturbance does not affect the d-component of the current. On the 
other hand, q-component changes in order to provide counterbalancing of the load torque and restoration of the 
reference speed. From Fig. 6.8b it can be seen that the machine phase a current only slightly increases during the test, 
indicating that the applied load torque is relatively small. The change is however obvious in the battery discharging 
current, since more energy is required to maintain the speed when the load is increased. 
 The presented results demonstrate excellent performance of all four drives in propulsion mode of operation, as 
is to be expected from RFOC. 
6.4 Conclusion 
 In this chapter propulsion mode of operation of integrated multiphase charging/V2G topologies is investigated. 
Four machines with different stator winding types are considered: asymmetrical nine-phase, asymmetrical and 
symmetrical six-phase, and a five-phase machine. For all machines control algorithm is developed first. Similarly as for 
the charging mode, the first fifteen current harmonics are controlled. Experimental results are reported for the steady 
state operation, reversal transient, and load rejection. Experimental results demonstrate excellent performance of drives 
in propulsion mode of operation. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Conclusions 
 The Thesis focuses on various integrated methods for charging the batteries of EVs. It employs integration of 
an inverter and a machine of induction or synchronous type, as those are the two machine types that are most commonly 
used in EVs. Charging from a single-phase, three-phase and multiphase source is analysed. A special attention is placed 
on preventing the rotor from moving during the charging process by not generating a rotating field during this mode of 
operation. Possibilities of multiphase machine integration into the charging process are investigated and it is shown in 
the Thesis how additional degrees of freedom of these machines can be employed for charging the batteries of EVs 
without a torque production. Voltage oriented control (VOC) is utilised as a control algorithm during charging. It is 
extended to cover the control of multiphase systems. 
 The Thesis commences with a literature survey of existing charging solutions, starting from off-board, through 
non-integrated on-board, and finishing with integrated on-board chargers. For each type and each configuration the 
advantages and drawbacks are examined. Further, a comprehensive quantitative comparison in the tabular format is 
provided for all on-board charging solutions. This is done to identify the best configurations which are then used as 
benchmarks for the research on new charging solutions. 
 Next, in Chapter 3, a supply from a multiphase source is considered, and new charging configurations are 
proposed. Assuming supply from a five and seven-phase source, detailed analysis is performed, and a generalisation is 
made for all odd numbers of phases. Regarding the even phase numbers, only the asymmetrical and symmetrical six-
phase systems are assessed because their voltage sources can be easily obtained from a three-phase source and a three-
phase transformer with dual secondary winding or single secondary winding in open-end configuration. In all the 
configurations theoretical analysis is used to show how the excitation is transferred from the flux/torque producing α-β 
plane to the non-flux/torque producing planes, so that the machine naturally stays at standstill and its stator winding 
leakage inductances are utilised for filtering during the charging process. 
 Charging from a single-phase source is considered next, since it is currently used in the EV industry and is a 
desirable additional asset to a three-phase charger. Theoretical analysis is performed for systems with integration of 
asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase, nine-phase, and ten-phase machines with multiple isolated neutral points. It is 
shown how the isolated neutral points can be conveniently used to attach a single-phase supply to a machine, and avoid 
torque production by performing field cancelation within each set of windings. Obvious advantage of these charging 
systems is that there is no need for hardware reconfiguration between the propulsion and charging mode of operation. A 
solution employing a five-phase machine, which however requires hardware reconfiguration, is also considered. Some 
research has already been done in the past for integration of an equivalent of a six-phase machine; all the other 
configurations, introduced in Chapter 3, are novel and have been developed in this project for the first time.  
 Finally, integration of multiphase machines into three-phase battery charging systems for EVs is considered. A 
set of entirely new topologies is developed. At present there is only a single solution that allows integration of induction 
or synchronous machines into three-phase charging process without an average torque production. Thus in this report 
other charging configurations with the same advantage are presented. Asymmetrical and symmetrical nine-phase 
machines with three isolated neutral points are here the starting point. For these machine types it is analytically shown 
how the excitation can be transferred from the flux/torque producing to the non-flux/torque producing planes. These 
two configurations do not require any hardware reconfiguration for the changeover from the propulsion to the charging 
mode of operation. The one existing solution, mentioned before, is analysed from the perspective of multiphase 
machines, so that the three-phase machine with access to the phase mid-points is approached from the point of view of a 
symmetrical six-phase machine. A slight modification to the existing scheme is also presented and it is shown that it 
provides better voltage filtering at the cost of introducing new elements for hardware reconfiguration between the two 
modes of operation. This is followed by a solution for integrating a symmetrical and an asymmetrical six-phase 
machine. Theoretical analysis shows that a pulsating field exists in a machine in this case, but an average torque is still 
not produced during the charging mode. The pulsating field is also present in a topology employing a five-phase 
machine, which is the last considered configuration. 
 All of the configurations encompassed by this report require a multiphase VSR. As opposed to three-phase 
VSRs, which can nowadays be regarded as well-known, multiphase VSRs have not been covered in the literature. Still, 
the principles of operation and the most parts of the control algorithm are the same as for a three-phase VSR. Principles 
of operation of multiphase VSRs are discussed in Chapter 4, and their mathematical model is derived. It is shown that 
the main difference is the existence of multiple planes in certain cases in the decoupled model, in contrast to a single α-
β plane that exists in the three-phase VSR. 
Comprehensive development of control algorithms for charging mode of operation for all considered 
topologies is provided in Chapter 5. They all aim at unity power factor operation and suppression of low order 
harmonics up to the 15
th
. Experimental results, presented in the same chapter, validate the proposed algorithms. They 
demonstrate that in each topology either the whole or a part of the excitation is indeed transferred from the flux/torque 
producing plane into a passive plane, which validates theoretical considerations elaborated in Chapter 3. Continuous 
speed measurements demonstrated that all machines stayed at standstill during the charging operation. As machines 
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were not mechanically locked during the process, this validates torque-free operation. It should be noted that it is 
possible that some very small torque incapable of surpassing the friction torque gets produced in practice. However, this 
torque cannot be measured or identified by other means on a physical system since the machine is at standstill. A 
possible cause of torque production could be unbalance between per-phase parameters of hard-paralleled machine 
phases. On the other hand, the absence of even the residual torque can be ascertained from excitation mappings of 
machine currents. Results show that the excitation in the torque producing plane is either pulsating or non-existent, 
which clearly validates torque-free operation. They also validate the proposed control as unity power factor operation, 
and excellent grid current quality is achieved in all topologies. Low-order harmonics of currents are reduced to typically 
below 1% of the fundamental. 
Propulsion mode of operation is considered as well. However, since it is well-known for three-phase as well as 
for multiphase machines, the discussion is kept brief. Experiments are performed with a five-phase, asymmetrical and 
symmetrical six-phase, and an asymmetrical nine-phase machine and the results are given in Chapter 6. Excellent 
performance is achieved in both steady state and transient operation. 
7.2 Future work 
 The Thesis developed a multitude of novel integrated charging solutions for battery charging of EVs. 
However, novel solutions lead to certain aspects of integrated chargers that were not considered before. Until now a 
comprehensive study on impact of the charging process on a multiphase machine, that is being integrated, has not been 
performed. A specific type of integrated chargers that have a pulsating field in the rotor during a fast charging process is 
introduced in the Thesis. Therefore, a study on impact of the charging process on machines in these topologies has 
obviously never been performed. Moreover, the exact equivalent scheme of topologies having a pulsating field in the 
rotor during the charging process has not been considered either at this point in time. 
Although the topologies covered in the Thesis are capable of achieving excellent performance in both charging 
and propulsion modes, their industrial application suitability would require further analysis. An aspect that would 
require a particular attention is optimisation of a multiphase machine design for operation in both propulsion and the 
charging modes. This is however not an easy task since fast transient in propulsion mode requires minimization of 
leakage inductances, while the charging process demands exactly the opposite. The analysis is hindered by the fact that 
even for the propulsion mode the available knowledge regarding multiphase machine design is far from the level of the 
three-phase counterparts. All of this demands further investigation and desirable future work can be briefly summarised 
as follows: 
 Development of dynamic and steady state induction machine models for the configurations with the pulsating 
field in the rotor. Ideally, the models should be analytically derived and then verified by simulations. 
Verification should consist of performance comparison using simulations with the obtained equivalent models 
and with the complete machine models. 
 Analysis of the impact of the charging process on the machines that are being integrated. This includes a 
multitude of aspects, such as heating, vibrations, aging, acoustic noise and loss analysis. These aspects should 
be assessed through FEM simulations. 
 Optimization of multiphase machines for both charging and propulsion mode. As already stated the main 
parameter that requires optimization is the stator leakage inductance. However, the optimization has to be 
performed using the complete machine design. 
 Efficiency evaluation of all topologies. Very little work has been done and published on efficiency of 
integrated charging topologies in general. Since it is an important aspect of any charger, efficiency analysis 
should be performed for all the topologies that are considered in the Thesis. This should be followed by their 
comparison. 
 Investigation of an asymmetrical nine-phase topology based on the use of a PM machine instead of an 
induction machine. All the experimental results provided in the Thesis consider integration of machines of 
induction type. However, the same is applicable to synchronous machines in general and PM machines in 
particular. Their performance in the charging process is yet to be assessed. 
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL RIG DATA 
Dc sink/source: “Spit enberger & Spies” - two DM 2500/PAS single-phase mains emulation systems are 
connected in series. Each provides half of the dc-bus voltage. An additional resistive load (RL 4000) is connected to the 
supply, enabling power sinking of up to 4kW. 
Controller: dSPACE DS1006 processor board. DS2004 high-speed A/D board is used for the A/D conversion 
of the measured machine phase currents and grid voltages. DS5101 Digital Waveform Output Board is used for the 
PWM signal generation and the machine speed is read by a DS3002 Incremental Encoder Interface Board. In order to 
facilitate routing of various measurement signals and to connect them to dSPACE, a “junction box” is made. It also 
provides filtering for various measurements. 
Converters: Two two-level eight-phase inverters. IGBTs used are EUPEC FS50R12KE3. Using the heat-sink 
data, it is estimated that the rated continuous output rms current is 14A, which gives for a 240V rms phase voltage 
overall nine-phase inverter continuous rating of approximately 32kVA.  
Induction machines: Obtained by rewinding of three-phase machines, except for the five-phase machine where 
new stator laminations were also manufactured (with 40 slots). Data are given in Table A1.  
The configuration of the experimental rig is shown in Fig. A1. 
 
Table A1: Machines' data. 
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